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1 • ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Here is a short essay about biological systematics as interpreted, appreciated, and 

sometimes criticized by a physician biologist. In it I discuss conventional methods 

of biological taxonomy and suggest some new ones. And I go beyond taxonomic 

methods to discuss biosystematics, which includes not only the theory of 

biological taxonomy but also species concepts, speciation models, and 

evolutionary hypotheses. 

This essay is addressed to biological taxonomists and to philosophers with an 

interest in biology, and more broadly to all biologists, naturalists, and others who 

draw on biological taxonomy and biosystematics and are willing to attend to the 

difficulties of these complex subjects. 

I first became interested in taxonomy while learning how to identify disease-

causing microorganisms. I did not study the topic in depth until I took on the job 

of writing a manual for public health workers. In searching for help with this task, 

I turned to the methods of biological taxonomy. By studying the making of 

taxonomic keys for identifying specimens, I hoped to gain ideas for making 

decision trees to help nonphysicians diagnose sick persons. The word ‘diagnosis,’ 

used by both biological taxonomists and health workers, suggested a parallel; and 

nosology—classifying diseases—is a form of biological taxonomy. Both 

disciplines pertain to biological categories (taxa in biological taxonomy, diseases 

in nosology) and both have methods of assigning specimens or persons to these 

categories (Huneman et al. 2015, xiii). However, on comparing further I found an 

important difference. Biologists assign no specimen to more than one species; 

taxonomically, species are supposed to be mutually disjoint (to share no member). 

On the other hand, disease categories are not mutually disjoint; the medical 

diagnostician cannot assume a sick person has only one illness. “In classification 

of clinical manifestations of disease … the overlap is a critical, distinctive feature 

of the population” (Feinstein 1967, 172). 

I learned too that there are problems in biological taxonomy. Taxonomists 

themselves point these out; for example, see Garnett and Christidis (2017), 

Raposo et al. (2017), and Wheeler (2008). What I thought was secure and 

uncontroversial is not. I felt I could address some of these difficulties 

constructively from a fresh perspective. The result is this book. Hopefully, 

biological taxonomists and biosystematists will see it as a respectful recognition 

of the importance of their work. 

The ability to recognize subtle patterns is one of the skills of a good biological 

taxonomist. It is not easily learned (Stuessy 1994, vii–ix), and I do not claim to 

teach it. However, biological taxonomists have not yet made full use of the 

information obtainable by observing organism-by-organism genealogy, nor fully 

utilized certain instructive parts of human biology. About these topics I do know 

something. In addition, taxonomists do not always make use of easy logical 

methods, despite the work of Woodger (1929, 1937), Gregg (1954), Beckner 
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(1959, 1963), and others. This is not to say that the untidy phenomena of living 

beings follow or should follow the rules of human logic. Many taxonomic and 

biosystematic difficulties reflect the intricate relationships of living beings in 

nature. However, some arise partly from taxonomic practices, methods, and 

strategies, and these can sometimes be addressed logically without 

oversimplifying associated biological phenomena. For example, keeping species 

disjoint, so no specimen is assignable to more than one of them, is complicated by 

the phenomenon of hybridization. In this essay I discuss methods for addressing 

this and other taxonomic difficulties. 

I am a late arrival to the nonhuman aspects of biological taxonomy. I have 

worked hard and learned much from the works of biologists R. E. Blackwelder 

(1967), J. E. Winston (1999), and many others. Yet there must be errors in this 

essay that will be obvious to taxonomic experts. And this possibility for error is 

increased by the inclusion and analysis of material from an array of biological and 

some nonbiological disciplines, material needed to explain the taxonomic 

methods that I will suggest. I risk error because my interest is legitimate, even 

compelling. Biological taxonomy and biosystematics bear directly on studies of 

world biodiversity and on conservation decisions, and so on each person’s health 

and life. 

The language I use is mostly of the here and now. I do not make hypotheses 

about prehistory. This may seem an unnecessary, if not perverse, restraint; but it 

has advantages. It leads to an uncustomary but useful viewpoint from which to 

consider biological taxonomy, biosystematics, and present-day biological 

evolution. 

I admit that I have not been able to attain Woodger’s reserve: 

The ‘Sceptical Biologist’ has nothing to do with teaching investigators 

their business. He is concerned with interpretations: not with weighing 

empirical evidence upon which they are based, but with the most general 

assumptions, presuppositions, postulates, etc., which underlie them 

(1929, 2). 

I do attend to empirical evidence, and I do want naturalists, biophilosophers, and 

experimental taxonomists (Clausen et al. 1939) to take my approach seriously and 

to use in their work those of my suggestions that pass scrutiny. 

Synopsis 

To avoid breaking a chain of argument, I have put some ancillary material in 

appendices. This attempt to attain linearity, and my sometimes-unconventional 

perspective, may make it difficult for the reader to delve directly into later 

chapters, many of which depend on material in the earlier ones. 

This book may be divided into four parts: part one, a review and interpretation 

of present-day practice and theory of biological taxonomy; part two, some 

suggested new practices, methods, and tests for taxonomists to consider in their 

work; part three, some ways to use these suggestions in observational and 
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experimental studies; and part four, the bearing of my suggestions on parts of 

biosystematics such as species concepts, speciation models, and evolutionary 

theories. However, the material does not always fall neatly into these divisions. 

In the first five chapters I do discuss and interpret certain biological practices 

described or recommended in the taxonomic literature: practices for defining and 

naming particular species, for identifying specimens, and for classifying or 

arranging biological taxa. And I briefly discuss taxonomic nomenclatural codes 

and keys. In these first chapters I explain my use of some biological terms such as 

‘living being,’ ‘genealogy,’ ‘phylogeny,’ ‘pedigree,’ ‘reproductive isolation,’ 

‘homolog,’ and ‘lineage.’ And I restore from the older literature some now-

unfamiliar terms. I also introduce a few new terms: ‘biological signifier,’ 

‘biological disposition,’ ‘distributive expression,’ ‘pedigreeable collection,’ 

‘taxonomic orphan,’ and ‘mediary organism.’ I point out the double meanings of 

some biological terms and introduce separate terms to distinguish these meanings. 

For example, I disambiguate the word ‘species’ by reviving the word ‘linneon’ for 

the idea of each species as a class defined morphologically, and by using a second 

term, ‘natural species,’ for the idea of each species as a lineage-segment 

maintained genealogically. I acknowledge and spell out some of the assumptions 

on which this essay is based to alert the reader to them and to remind myself not 

to shift from one assumption to another in midstream (Berkeley 1734, XV). 

Finally, I make clear my preference for biological conclusions based on 

observations of nonartificial—not induced or altered by human handiwork—

phenomena. 

Chapter 4 surveys methods of biological taxonomy, including a comparison of 

two kinds of biological classifications; chapter 5 presents ways of avoiding some 

ambiguities of taxonomic terms; and chapter 6 is about the theory and practice of 

mutual exclusiveness and nonexclusiveness in taxonomy. In chapter 7 I discuss 

some of the philosophy behind the biological practices and methods discussed in 

the first six chapters. In it I also analyze proposed species concepts and suggest a 

way to accommodate their differences. Chapter 8 shows how thinking about 

human biology illuminates certain parts of nonhuman taxonomy. In chapter 9 I go 

into more detail about defining each species and assigning specimens to species, 

with discussion of the relationship between the use of morphology and the use of 

genealogy when defining species and when identifying specimens. And I discuss 

how taxonomists deal with hybridization. 

In a sense these chapters are preliminary, to forearm the reader to understand 

and evaluate the remaining chapters. In the earlier of these latter chapters I 

suggest two additional taxonomic practices, one based on the logic of mutual 

exclusiveness and the other on a new idea, internal genealogical discontinuity. 

Then I incorporate these practices in a suggested method for seeking one sort of 

present-day sequential speciation and for assessing reports of its occurrence. 

Chapter 15 illustrates how to apply the suggested practices to some particular 

problems of biosystematics and experimental taxonomy. Chapter 16 is about the 
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relevance of biological taxonomy to the study of biodiversity. Chapter 17 is a 

discussion of the scientificity of evolutionary hypotheses and theories. 

When possible, I illustrate my interpretations and suggestions with concrete 

examples from published reports by field biologists and experimental 

taxonomists. In some instances, I have had to use imaginary scenarios to raise a 

question or to illustrate an idea. I have tried to make these scenarios fit what is 

known or discoverable about living beings, but I make no claim that they have the 

force of field and laboratory observations. 

The references cited in this book are selective and important. The 

bibliography is not exhaustive. I have chosen to cite early authorities, not just 

recent studies, whenever early work has not been superseded. 
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2 • SOME PRELIMINARIES 

Living being or nonliving thing? 

I have not found a suitable definition for a living being in the biological literature, 

although there are phenomena that one could use as criteria for distinguishing a 

living being from an inanimate or dead thing: 

• able to produce living descendants; 

• able to manifest a particular pattern of ontogenesis—biological 

development—and to pass this particular pattern of ontogenesis to 

descendants; 

• able to regenerate or heal; and 

• able to adapt to or alter surroundings. 

These criteria are not entirely satisfactory. The first criterion contains a circular 

use of ‘living,’ and some of these four stated powers are present in nonliving 

things. Robots can adapt to surroundings; tropical cyclones often develop in a 

recognizable pattern; a growing crystal can heal, or at least recover its internal 

order as it grows beyond a defect. Yet, despite imponderables such as prions and 

viroids, biologists are usually able to distinguish living beings from nonliving 

things. It seems a definition for ‘living being,’ if attained, would be a cluster 

(Gasking 1960, 28–32; Wittgenstein 2001, 28–29) of statements like the above, 

only some of which need be the case for a given living being, but which together 

exclude nonliving things. So, in this essay the phrase living being means each 

material thing having some of the above-listed powers and judged to be alive by a 

biologist. I use the term ‘biological specimen’—or just specimen—to pertain 

more inclusively not only to beings alive when observed but also to nonliving 

remains known to have been living beings. 

Biologists can usually tell whether a living being is one organism or a colony 

or symbiosis, although there remain living beings that are hard to categorize as 

unitary or multiple, part or whole. For example, a lichen on a rock looks like one 

living being, but one lichenologist has interpreted each lichen to be a miniature 

ecosystem (Tehler 1996, 217). Or consider a Dictyostelium discoidium slime 

mold, which at first appears microscopically as separate, multiplying amoeba-like 

cells, each seeking food independently. When food becomes scarce, these cells 

come together into one visible motile, slug-like reproductive body. 

I shall show in later chapters how the singular-collective ambiguity of some 

statements about living beings can be a source for difficulties in biological 

taxonomy and biosystematics. 

Biological properties, dispositions, and features 

In this essay biological property means an observed substance, structure, event, 

function, behavior, ecological relation, or geographic location of a specimen or 

collection of specimens. 
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This idea of a biological property may be distinguished from the idea of a 

biological disposition—the tendency, capacity, capability, or power of a living 

being or collection of living beings to act, or be acted on, in a certain way in a 

certain environment (Harré 2000a). Even a passive response of a living being to 

something within it, or in its environment, could be the manifestation of a held 

disposition. 

The distinction between a biological property and a biological disposition is 

sometimes sharper linguistically than biologically. I shall use the phrase 

‘biological feature’—or just feature—to mean either a biological property or 

biological disposition, or both. 

Some scientists discount dispositional thinking, as it invites too-easy 

explanations. However, as the list at the start of this chapter indicates, some of the 

things distinguishing a living being from a nonliving thing are dispositional. 

Living dry seeds or spores usually have a power, a disposition, to germinate and 

develop in the right surroundings. A living being dies when it lacks the right 

combination of dispositions to respond to its environment, or to a disturbance in 

its interior milieu. 

A disposition may be materially embodied in a part of the genome of a living 

being, say in a segment of its DNA. When this is the case, the embodying part of 

the DNA molecule is not only a particular substance, and as such a property of 

this living being; its nucleobase sequence also represents a disposition expressible 

as another property. For example, many biologists consider the ontogenesis of a 

living being to be the expression of what I shall call ontogenetic dispositions 

encoded as nucleobase sequences stored in the DNA of the living being (Levine 

and Davidson 2005). The words ‘genotype’ and ‘phenotype’ respectively capture 

the idea of dispositions embodied in the genome of a living being and the idea of 

their manifestation as corresponding properties in this living being. 

Expression of a disposition 

In a living being there are often mechanisms for manifesting dispositions as 

properties. An example of such an expression mechanism is all the cellular 

workings by which a disposition encoded as a certain sequence of nucleobases 

along a DNA molecule is expressed as a polypeptide molecule. A living being 

may express a held disposition either throughout its life, or only at a certain time 

during its ontogenesis, or only in some of its parts or cells, or only in a particular 

environment, or not at all. 

Singular or collective expression 

A biological disposition may be expressed singly, by each living being on its own; 

or collectively, by several or many living beings in concert. A disposition to 

develop a flower with pink petals is expressed singly by each pink-flowering 

plant; whereas a disposition of musk oxen to circle defensively with heads out can 
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be expressed only collectively by the herd. Some biological dispositions seem to 

be expressed both singly and collectively; for example, a disposition of 

biparentally reproducing organisms to mate with their kind. 

Distributive expression 

Gregor Mendel inferred from the results of his experiments with garden peas that 

a disposition may sometimes be unexpressed in some of the living beings carrying 

it. He called these sometimes-unexpressed dispositions recessive. 

The word ‘recessiv’ has been chosen because the characters thus named 

will recede or quite disappear among the hybrids, but will again appear 

unchanged in their progeny (1866, 11; quote marks and spelling of 

‘recessiv’ in original). 

A recessive genetic disposition can be expressed in a parent, then passed to a first 

generation (F1) offspring in which it may be unexpressed. It may then be passed 

to the next (F2) generation of descendants, some of which may again express it. I 

shall call the general idea of this phenomenon distributive expression—irregular 

expression of a regularly held disposition. Studies (Grant-Downton and Dickinson 

2005; 2006) have revealed patterns of genetic latency and distributive expression 

among descendants that are more complex than those discovered by Mendel. 

It is one thing to discuss biological dispositions, but another to ascertain their 

presence or absence in a living being. When one observes a living being with a 

certain property and finds no active external explanation for the property, it is 

straightforward to infer the presence of a disposition to this property in the living 

being. When a living being lacks a property, it is more difficult to know whether 

the living being lacks the corresponding disposition, or carries the disposition 

without expressing it. Occasionally, as in preimplantation genetic testing of a 

living human embryo (Brezina et al. 2012), the presence or absence of a 

materially embodied disposition can be inferred from a study of the DNA of the 

embryo. 

A discussion of biological dispositions may seem to be out of place in an essay on 

biosystematics; but I shall show later in this work, using Homo sapiens as an 

example, that dispositional thinking is useful, even necessary, when doing 

biological taxonomy. 

Judged similarity, dissimilarity, and intermediacy 

Much in biological taxonomy seems to rest on judgments of similarity (or 

dissimilarity or intermediacy). As Goodman (1972) pointed out, the idea of 

similarity is not straightforward. 

Resemblance relationships among biological specimens are partly objective, 

partly subjective. They are objective because they are based on the presence or 

absence of a certain concrete biological feature or a certain feature-

combination—several features found together in a biological specimen or 
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collection of specimens. Yet they are subjective because they are based on each 

observer’s perception of features, choice of those to be compared, and point of 

view for comparing them. 

Two things which are similar are always similar in certain respects.… 

two things which are from one point of view similar may be dissimilar 

from another point of view (Popper 1959, 420–421). 

Claims about similarity are conditional—the conditions being how we 

are looking at the organisms (Starr and Heise 1967, 94; italics in 

original). 

One may sometimes judge similarity by using one of several quantitative 

methods (Dunn and Everitt 1982, 25–45). For example, designers of 

computational methods have devised the algorithms BLAST and FASTA 

(Altschul et al. 1990; Altschul et al. 1997; Donker et al. 2014) for estimating the 

degree of similarity of aligned amino acid or DNA sequences, although alignment 

uncertainty affects their usefulness (Wong et al. 2008). 

A claim that a feature is intermediate with respect to two other features can 

also be a resemblance judgment; as when one chooses petal color as a feature for 

comparison, and then judges a flower with pink petals to be intermediate with 

respect to flowers having red petals and flowers having white petals. Intermediacy 

will be least subjective when it pertains to a measurable quantity, such as length, 

weight, or number of parts. 
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3 • DESCENT AND ONTOGENESIS 

For the paleontologist and the evolutionary biologist descent often means 

phylogenesis—the general idea of nonartificial origination of following 

evolutionary entities out of foregoing evolutionary entities. 

Evolutionary entities have been hypothesized to be “… any entities in nature 

that have variation, reproduction, and heritability” (Lewontin 1970, 1). They have 

been variously defined as DNA or RNA loci, cellular organelles, living beings, 

populations, or taxa. I use the term phylogenetic event for each instance of 

phylogenesis, and phylogenetic link for the descent relationship between a 

particular foregoing and a particular following evolutionary entity after their 

shared phylogenetic event. An evolutionary phylogeny is a hypothesized trail of 

evolutionary entities and their phylogenetic links over time. 

On the other hand, for the transmission geneticist, the biographer, and the 

family genealogist, descent usually means organism genesis—the general idea of 

nonartificial engendering of previously nonexisting living beings out of already-

existing living beings. I use the term generative event for each directly observed 

particular occurrence of organism genesis, and I use the term genealogical link 

for the descent relationship between a particular foregoing and a particular 

following living being after their shared generative event. The idea of a series of 

organisms linked by generative events is a lineage-segment. 

The idea of an evolutionary phylogeny and the idea of a lineage-segment are 

both facets of biological descent. Yet an evolutionary phylogeny is more than a 

lineage-segment writ large. The hypothesized units of an evolutionary phylogeny 

may be any singular or collective evolutionary entities; but the units of a lineage-

segment are only individual living beings. 

In this chapter I discuss organism genesis and its ramifications. Phylogenesis 

and evolutionary phylogenies will be addressed later. 

Uniparental and biparental generative events 

As just stated, each observed occurrence of organism genesis is a generative 

event. When the new living being resulting from a generative event comes 

entirely from some of the material of one existing living being, the generative 

event is uniparental (also called asexual). This includes binary fission, budding, 

vegetative reproduction, parthenogenesis, and agamospermy. Organisms having 

anatomy and physiology limiting them to uniparental reproduction are 

uniparental reproducers. 

When a new living being is engendered by fusion of some material from two 

existing living beings, the generative event is biparental. A biparental (often 

called sexual) generative event is preceded by mating of two parents; or 

sometimes (in plants, fungi, many aquatic organisms, and some other biparentals) 

by release of gametes into the environment. A biparental generative event is 
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completed when two compatible gametes fuse, resulting in a living zygote 

offspring as schematized in Figure 3.1. 

 

Organisms having anatomy and physiology allowing them to participate in 

biparental reproductive events are biparental reproducers. Each completed 

biparental generative event is a successful crossing. Mating not resulting in a 

living zygote is not successful crossing and does not result in a genealogical link. 

Direct or indirect genealogical linkage 

I use the term direct genealogical link to include (1) the idea of each parent-

offspring relationship, and (2) the idea of each daughter-daughter relationship of 

the two organisms arising from each uniparental binary fission. With regard to a 

biparental generative event, I consider (as in Figure 3.1) each parental 

genealogical link to be direct, from parent to offspring, with the interposed 

gamete merely a part of this link. 

I use the term indirect genealogical link for the descent relationship of two 

organisms not directly genealogically linked, but genealogically linked through 

another or several other mutually directly genealogically linked organisms—as 

are a grandparent and grandchild. In biparental organism genesis, when two 

parents produce an offspring, the pair of successfully crossing parents themselves 

become indirectly, not directly, genealogically linked through this offspring as 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. Correspondingly, sibling offsprings (to avoid singular-

plural ambiguity I use this unconventional plural form, ‘offsprings’) of one pair of 

biparentally reproducing parents are indirectly, not directly, genealogically linked 

via each of their parents. 

I assume that each observed living being is permanently related to at least one 

other living or recently living being by at least one direct genealogical link. Each 

observed living being is in some lineage-segment. 

Lineage-segment, lineage, pedigree, and pedigreeable collection 

A lineage-segment is the idea of a chain of two or more directly genealogically 

linked living beings. A lineage is the idea of each maximal lineage-segment. 

A pedigree is a diagram representing two or more genealogically linked living 

beings and their direct genealogical links. A pedigree is usually annotated with 

Figure 3.1 Illustration of a generalized biparental generative event. 
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the name or some other identifier, or a description, for each represented living 

being. Figure 3.1, with its identifying marks and its legend, is a pedigree 

representing the genealogy of an imaginary collection. 

A group of organisms is a pedigreeable collection if all the organisms in it 

are known, by their observed generative events, to be mutually genealogically 

linked so that a pedigree has been or could be constructed for it. A smaller 

pedigreeable collection within a larger pedigreeable collection is a pedigreeable 

subcollection. 

A pedigreeable collection is an observed concrete instance of a lineage-

segment, which is an abstraction. And, vice versa, the idea of a lineage-segment is 

generalized from many observed pedigreeable collections. Transmission 

geneticists and plant and animal breeders study pedigreeable collections in their 

work. In this essay I discuss how biological taxonomists do so as well, and to 

good purpose. 

Internal genealogical continuity 

A collection of organisms is internally genealogically continuous when each is 

directly genealogically linked to at least one other member of this collection and 

all are mutually indirectly genealogically linked. Each abstract lineage or lineage-

segment, and each concrete pedigreeable collection, illustrates the idea of internal 

genealogical continuity. 

Can genealogical continuity be indirectly inferred? 

Sometimes internal genealogical continuity of a collection of observed organisms 

is inferred indirectly based on judged similarity of some of their nongenealogical 

features, without direct knowledge of their genealogy. This is a fallacy. It is the 

case that two or more organisms confirmed by observation to be directly 

genealogically linked will have some, often many or even most, of their features 

judged to be similar. However, this does not justify a reverse inference that 

particular organisms judged to be similar share genealogical links, direct or 

indirect. To infer this is an example of the fallacy of affirming the consequent—

reasoning falsely that ‘if A then B’ assures ‘B, therefore A.’ Many pairs of 

organisms will be mutually similar in some respect, whether genealogically linked 

or not. Judged similarity of specimens, even judged similarity of their genomes, is 

not sufficient evidence to assure they are mutually genealogically linked when the 

question is important. Nor is judged dissimilarity enough to assure absence of 

genealogical linkage. Witness the dissimilar sporophyte and gametophyte 

generations within one pedigreeable collection of plants. This is not an argument 

against the usefulness of resemblance judgments in biosystematics. It is an 

argument against using judged similarity of the features of organisms as sole 

evidence for claiming they are mutually genealogically linked. 

In this essay, I limit the terms ‘genealogical continuity’ and ‘genealogical 

linkage’ to phenomena directly observed; I do this because of the critical role I 
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give to genealogy for untangling certain taxonomic dilemmas. I want this notion 

to be undiluted. From here on in this book the phrases ‘internally genealogically 

continuous’ and ‘genealogically linked’ only denote continuity or linkage 

confirmed by observing the relevant generative events. Confirming genealogical 

links and genealogical continuity with this level of rigor is not easy. For example, 

even for large, easily observed biparental reproducers in a controlled setting, 

paternal genealogical links may be in doubt (Dalton 1985, 146). But it is 

sometimes feasible to confirm directly that a collection of organisms is internally 

genealogically continuous and pedigreeable via maternal or uniparental 

genealogical links without disturbing the organisms. For reports illustrating this, 

see Boomsma et al. (2014), Gudbjartsson et al. (2015, Methods), Gusella et al. 

(1983, 235–236), and Lenski (2017, 2181–2182). 

Population 

There is more than one idea of a population in biology. One definition for 

‘population’ is a collection of interbreeding organisms. A name sometimes given 

to this sort of collection is ‘Mendelian population.’ Another definition for 

‘population’ is a “group of individuals of the same species living in a certain 

defined area” (Lawrence 2005, 519). This second meaning for ‘population’ is 

applicable to uniparental as well as biparental reproducers. 

The terms ‘population’ and ‘pedigreeable collection’ are not synonyms, 

although a pedigreeable collection may sometimes be a population and 

occasionally a population is known to be a pedigreeable collection. I do not 

further discuss populations in this book, preferring instead to focus on genealogy-

oriented pedigreeable collections. 

Reproductive relationships of biparental reproducers 

There are some reproductive relationships of biparental reproducers that 

distinguish them from uniparental reproducers. One may view these biparental 

reproductive relationships from an organismal or collective perspective. Consider 

the organismal viewpoint first. 

Organismal biparental reproductive relationships 

A pair of biparental reproducers may be related as mutually crossable or mutually 

noncrossable. 

Mutual crossability of two biparentally reproducing organisms is their power 

to jointly produce a living zygote via fusing of their gametes. Whether a given 

pair of biparental reproducers can successfully cross depends on multiple factors: 

their reproductive anatomy and physiology, proximity, vitality, genetic and 

chromosomal makeup, maturity, season of the year, nutrition, and behavior. A 

given pair of organisms could be crossable, yet never successfully cross; or could 

be crossable at one time or place, and not at another. An organism might be 

crossable with some organisms, but not with others. Two biparental reproducers 
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are confirmed as mutually crossable if they have been directly observed to 

mutually successfully cross. 

Mutual noncrossability of two biparentally reproducing organisms is their 

inability when reproductively mature to mutually successfully cross. It may be 

difficult to be certain that two anatomically and physiologically compatible 

organisms that fail to cross under observation would be noncrossable in all 

circumstances. 

Collective biparental reproductive relationships 

One may go beyond the organismal reproductive relationship of each pair of 

biparental reproducers to consider collective biparental reproductive 

relationships—those between two collections of biparental reproducers. 

Mutual hybridizability is the idea of a positive collective reproductive 

relationship between two groups of biparental reproducers. (To reuse the term 

crossability here would risk conflating organismal and collective reproductive 

relationships.) The hybridizability of two collections of biparental reproducers is 

confirmed if some organisms in one of the collections have been observed to 

successfully cross with some organisms in the other collection. It is a question 

whether or not to count artificially assisted or artificially induced successful 

crossing of organisms in separate collections as evidence for hybridizability of 

those collections. 

Mutual reproductive isolation is a frequently discussed negative collective 

reproductive relationship in biosystematics. The phrase has several senses. In an 

absolute sense, reproductive isolation would be the idea of two collections of 

biparental reproducers in which every possible pair of respective organisms is 

mutually noncrossable. ‘Reproductive isolation’ is more often used in a relative 

sense to pertain to two collections when (a) an isolating mechanism makes the 

crossing of pairs of respective organisms “difficult or impossible” (Dobzhansky 

1935, 349); or (b) pairs of successfully crossing organisms have offsprings that 

are sterile or of reduced fertility or viability (Bigelow 1965, 449). 

Genetic transfer 

Genetic transfer (or transmission) is the nonartificial transport of one or more 

materially embodied biological dispositions from a donor organism to a recipient 

organism. Today this is seen as the transfer of replicated nucleic acid molecules, 

and of replicated intracellular organelles (Westermann 2014, 1040). 

Biologists distinguish two sorts of genetic transfer: vertical (or genealogical) 

and horizontal. 

• Vertical genetic transfer is ordinary nonartificial genealogical transmission 

of disposition-embodying material from parent to offspring during a 

generative event. 

• Horizontal genetic transfer (also called lateral genetic transfer) is the 

nonartificial moving of disposition-embodying material between the 
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genomes of two living beings during an exchange of matter not 

immediately associated with the engendering of a new offspring (Cohan 

2016, 121), notably during conjugation and transduction among bacteria. 

Confirming the occurrence of genetic transfer between two organisms calls for 

more than observing that they share one or many identical features, or share 

identical nucleic acid base sequences at a genomic locus. For vertical genetic 

transfer, confirming an occurrence also requires directly observing a generative 

event linking the two organisms. For horizontal genetic transfer, confirmation also 

requires documenting the nonartificial transfer of genetic material between the 

two organisms. 

Ontogenesis, life cycle, and ontogenetic stages 

One indication that an object is a living being is its ability to express, during its 

ontogenesis, a life cycle (life history) like that of its ancestors, and to pass on to 

descendants the materially embodied dispositions expressible as this pattern. I call 

this phenomenon generational ontogenetic recurrence—the expression by most 

of the members in a pedigreeable collection of a set of dispositions as a shared 

ontogenetic pattern, or set of alternative or alternating patterns: their common life 

cycle or common alternative life cycles (Gilbert 2006, 25–46). Generational 

ontogenetic recurrence is a likely source for the shared features observed among 

organisms in a pedigreeable collection. Even microscopic unicellular organisms 

such as bacteria go through a recurring cell cycle (Fievet et al. 2015) as they grow 

and multiply. 

Embryologists sometimes illustrate such a shared pattern of ontogenesis as a 

series of ontogenetic stages (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2002; Gilbert 2006, 25)—a 

series of snapshots, so to speak, illustrating steps in the ontogenesis of a majority 

of organisms in a particular pedigreeable collection as they go from immaturity to 

maturity, sometimes engender offsprings, and then die or undergo binary fission. 
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4 • BIOLOGICAL TAXONOMY OBSERVED 

Portions of this chapter are drawn from material first published in the Journal of 

Zoological Systematics and Evolutionary Research (McCabe 2011). 

Biological taxonomists attend to biological taxa—certain named biological 

categories. For discussion purposes, biological taxonomy has been divided into 

microtaxonomy and macrotaxonomy. 

Part 1 • Microtaxonomy: Defining, Naming, and Identifying 

Some of the work of microtaxonomy is distinguishing and taxonomically defining 

each species, naming each with a Latin binominal (Drosophila melanogaster, 

Escherichia coli, Homo sapiens, Picea sitchensis, and so forth), and registering 

each by publishing its taxonomic definition and name. This results in a changing 

body of names and definitions arranged as our taxonomic system. 

Microtaxonomy is also the work of identifying specimens. And it includes 

distinguishing and naming kinds of variant organisms within species: such as 

subspecies, strains, races, ecotypes, cultivars, breeds, immunotypes, landraces, or 

artificially inbred lines. 

Linneon and natural species 

More than a century ago Watson affirmed that the English word ‘species’ is not 

univocal, but indicates two things: 

… those forms which nature appears to have made permanently distinct, 

and those which are described in books under a supposition that they are 

so. The former I shall beg here to designate natural species; applying to 

the latter the epithet book species (Watson 1843, 617–618, noted in 

Beatty 1985, 271; italics in original). 

Other taxonomic experts have recognized Watson’s natural species/book species 

distinction with other terms. DeVries (1906, 12) used ‘elementary species’ and 

‘systematic species’ to make the distinction. Simpson (1945, 14) used the 

differentiating phrases ‘genetic unit’ and ‘morphological unit.’ Other proposed 

terms for Watson’s book species include ‘taxonomic species’ (Blackwelder 1967, 

164, 368–369) and ‘T species’ (Zachos 2016, 2). In 1925 Lotsy proposed the 

word linneon for something close to Watson’s book species. 

… taxonomists should—as they practically do and always have done—

be content to describe individuals and to unite … for cataloging 

purposes, similar individuals, individuals resembling one another more 

than they do any other individuals, to recognisable groups. They should 

however give another name to these groups than the misleading one of 

species. As such I have proposed the term linneon in honour of him, who 

invented the catalogue-system which is still in general use (1925b, 488). 

To avoid conflating Watson’s two meanings of ‘species’ while trying to find 

ways to relate them, I shall from here on use Lotsy’s word ‘linneon’ to denote 

Watson’s book species and Simpson’s morphological unit. In one sense each 
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linneon is a defined class, an abstraction; in another sense, each linneon is 

concrete, instanced by a collection or collections of directly observed specimens. 

(The noun ‘linneon’ is not to be confused with the adjective ‘Linnaean,’ 

alternatively spelled ‘Linnean.’ The latter two words are capitalized and spelled 

differently from linneon. They mean: pertaining to the Swedish biologist Carl 

Linnaeus.) 

Here I discuss linneons. I postpone until chapter 7 a discussion of Watson’s 

other category, natural species. 

Defining each linneon taxonomically 

The words ‘definition,’ ‘description,’ and ‘diagnosis’ have special meanings when 

they are used in biological taxonomy, although these terms are not used in the 

same way by all biological taxonomists. I use them as follows. When published, 

each taxonomic linneon definition—or just linneon definition—usually includes 

an extensive taxonomic linneon description and a concise taxonomic linneon 

diagnosis (Hassemer et al. 2020). The latter is used to distinguish this linneon 

from other defined linneons and may be a part of the taxonomic linneon 

description, rather than separate from it (Blackwelder 1967, 296; Winston 1999, 

189). Roughly, and often with overlap of the taxonomic diagnosis and the 

taxonomic description, 

each taxonomic linneon definition = a taxonomic linneon description + a 

taxonomic linneon diagnosis. 

Suppose one discovers several specimens not assignable to any already-

defined linneon and these specimens share one or more biological features. 

Suppose one judges these features to be taxonomically significant while judging 

any dissimilar features among the specimens to be less significant. Then one may, 

especially if one finds the unassigned specimens living together in the same 

locality or in the same sort of environment, decide to consider them exemplars 

(Smith and Medin 1981, 143–147)—representatives—of one previously 

undefined linneon. One may assert the presence of the shared features of these 

exemplars as a definition for a new linneon, name the linneon with a Latin 

binominal—a two-word name in standard taxonomic Latin—and publish its name 

and definition. 

On the other hand, suppose one decides the dissimilarities of the discovered 

unassigned specimens outweigh their similarities. And suppose one can subdivide 

the collection by sorting the specimens into dissimilar subcollections so that all 

specimens within each subcollection share a biological feature or feature-

combination absent in the specimens in the other subcollections. Then one may 

use the specimens making up each dissimilar subcollection as exemplar sources 

for a separate linneon definition; and one may name each newly defined linneon 

with a separate Latin binominal. 
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Different observers may perceive features of a specimen differently or may 

not give them the same taxonomic significance, and so may describe the same 

entity differently. 

… there is no such number as the number of characters that an organism 

has. Any individual living thing can be described in a variety of ways, 

and the number of characters it is thought of as possessing will depend 

on the description being employed (Pratt 1972, 317; italics in original). 

One of the skills of the biological taxonomist is to choose, from among the many 

features perceivable and describable in specimens, those (often including 

geographic location, ecological relations, and parts of the genome) useful for 

defining and differentiating linneons. 

I shall call a linneon definition currently accepted if it has been published in 

a recognized scientific organ and has not been revised or retired in a later 

taxonomic work. A linneon with a currently accepted definition and a properly 

composed name is a currently recognized linneon. 

Naming linneons 

To set rules for linneon naming, code commissions publish nomenclatural codes: 

botanical, zoological, prokaryote, and viral. There is also a draft universal 

BioCode proposed by the International Committee for Bionomenclature, and a 

cladistically oriented code, the PhyloCode. 

Naming each linneon with a Latin binominal is distinct from defining it, and 

the six codes put forward no guidelines for composing linneon definitions. For 

example, the International Code of Nomenclature of Prokaryotes (2019) states 

that its rules do not govern the delimitation of taxa nor determine their relations 

(General Consideration 4). The International Code of Zoological Nomenclature 

(1999, 2012, Preamble) as well as the draft BioCode (Greuter et al. 2011, 27) 

contain similar wording. And the International Code of Nomenclature for Algae, 

Fungi, and Plants (2018) also does not go beyond rules for nomenclature to 

discuss or regulate defining biological taxa. The International Code of Virus 

Classification and Nomenclature, October 2018 (2018) does go beyond 

nomenclature to define a general category, ‘virus species,’ for purposes of the 

code (section 3.19), and it gives some rules for arranging viral linneons in a 

classification (sections 3.1–3.2); but it too denies authority over definitions for 

particular viral linneons (section 2.3). Finally, the International Code of 

Phylogenetic Nomenclature (PhyloCode), although stating rules for defining and 

labeling clades (Cantino and de Queiroz 2020, div. 2, chap. 1, art. 2.1), disclaims 

rules or guides for defining linneons (div. 1, para. 1 and 6). 

Some of the nomenclatural codes mention type specimens—each a preserved 

plant or animal, or, for certain microorganisms, a collection in pure culture. Each 

archived type specimen or type culture is a name-bearer; it serves to anchor one 

linneon name. For some taxonomists, a type specimen need not be a typical 

representative of the named linneon (Heise and Starr 1968, 464). 
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Despite these disclaimers in the codes, taxonomists do hold to scientific 

guidelines when composing linneon definitions. For example, whenever possible 

a new linneon definition is based on more than one undamaged specimen 

(Blackwelder 1967, 166–167; but see Winston 1999, 176–178). 

Analysis of two linneon definitions 

In Kerr’s translation of Gmelin’s revision of the final edition of Linnaeus’s 

Systema Naturae there is a definition for linneon Homo sapiens. It consists first of 

a four-page detailed taxonomic linneon description, here drawn together and 

condensed from the Systema: 

… heart with two auricles and two ventricles … viviparous … fore teeth 

wedge-like, intended for cutting; those of the upper jaw are parallel and 

four in number … two paps situated on the breast … wisdom far superior 

to, or rather in exclusion of, all other animals (Kerr 1792, 29, 44, 47–49). 

There follows a further description of persons who live in different geographic 

locations, and then a shorter taxonomic linneon diagnosis for linneon Homo 

sapiens: 

Thus man differs from the other animals in his erect posture and naked 

skin, having a hairy scalp, being furnished with hair on the eye-brows 

and eye-lashes, and having, when arrived at puberty, the pubis, breast, 

arm-pits, and the chin of the males, covered with hair. …he is provided 

with an uvula and has organs of speech. His face is placed in the same 

parallel line with his body; he has a projecting compressed nose, and a 

prominent chin. His feet, in walking, rest on the heel. He has no tail (49). 

Biological signifier 

This definition contains, as does every linneon definition, biological signifiers—

each a word, phrase, labeled image, number, graph, table, sound recording, or 

other sign used to denote a biological feature. For example, in the above 

definition for Homo sapiens the words ‘erect posture’ and ‘uvula’ are biological 

signifiers. I have chosen to use the phrase ‘biological signifier’ rather than 

‘biological character,’ which is usually used in this context, because the word 

character has several meanings in the taxonomic literature (Colless 1985). 

‘Character’ is sometimes used to mean a word or another sign denoting a 

biological feature, but it is also used to mean the feature itself, as in the Pratt 

quotation above. In this essay I use the two terms ‘signifier’ and ‘feature’ to 

disambiguate these two meanings of ‘character.’ 

Assertion 

Each biological signifier, taken alone, is not a statement that can be true or false 

for a specimen. The signifier merely brings to mind the idea of one or another 

biological feature, without stating presence or absence of the feature. When used 

in a linneon definition, each uncommitted biological signifier is made part of an 

assertion—a statement of the presence or absence of the feature denoted by the 
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signifier. For example, in the assertion ‘has no tail’ the word ‘tail’ is a signifier 

bringing to mind without further commitment the idea of a feature known to be 

present in some specimens; whereas the entire phrase asserts the absence of this 

feature. The value of a particular assertion will be true or false for a particular 

specimen, depending on whether one judges the specimen to have (be positive 

for) the signified feature, or not have (be negative for) the signified feature. The 

assertion ‘has no tail’ is true for each specimen observed to lack a tail, false for 

each specimen observed to have a tail. 

Operator-signifier format 

As a technique for analyzing some of the logic of linneon definitions, it is 

sometimes useful to rewrite each assertion in a linneon definition as an operator-

signifier pair—a biological signifier preceded or followed by one of the logic 

operators, AND, OR, or NOT, where OR is nonexclusive (one or the other, or both) 

rather than exclusive (one or the other, but not both); see Quine (1982, 11). For 

example, one may combine and rewrite the above taxonomic description and 

taxonomic diagnosis for Homo sapiens in the following operator-signifier format. 

Homo sapiens definition: heart with two auricles and two ventricles AND 

viviparous AND fore teeth wedge-like, intended for cutting, those of the 

upper jaw are parallel and four in number AND two paps situated on the 

breast AND erect posture AND nearly naked skin with a hairy scalp, hair 

on the eye-brows and eye-lashes AND having, when arrived at puberty, 

the pubis and arm-pits hairy AND uvula AND organs of speech AND face 

in the same parallel line with body AND forward-projecting laterally 

compressed nose AND prominent chin AND feet, in walking, rest on the 

heel AND NOT tail AND wisdom far superior to all other animals. 

The Linnaeus/Gmelin definition for Homo sapiens, and this rewritten version of 

it, are each examples of an assertion-combination—any combination of several 

assertions especially when written in operator-signifier format. As this rewrite 

shows, the Linnaeus/Gmelin definition for linneon Homo sapiens is an assertion-

combination composed of pure logical conjunctions—AND assertions. 

One may also rewrite more complex linneon definitions in operator-signifier 

format. For example, part of a published definition for a wild black currant 

linneon, Ribes lacustre (Pers.) Poir, is: 

Usually a spreading shrub sometimes erect, 2–4 ft. (3–12 dm) tall, with 

spiny twigs and deeply dissected leaves with skunklike odor. Blades 

11/2–2 in. (3.5–5 cm) long and 11/2–2 in. (4–5 cm) wide, 5-lobed and 

divided 2/3–3/4 to midrib, the lower pair of lobes smaller, each lobe 

again dissected into several rounded teeth. Petioles 3/4–11/2 in. (2–4 cm) 

long, with bristly hairs. Twigs yellowish brown, densely to sparsely 

covered with sharp spines, 1/8–3/16 in. (3–5 mm) long with a few larger 

spines at nodes (Viereck and Little 1972, 150). 

Here is one way to rewrite this partial definition in operator-signifier format. 
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Ribes lacustre definition: shrub AND (habit spreading OR habit erect) AND 

habit more often spreading than erect AND height 3–12 dm AND twigs 

spiny AND leaves deeply dissected AND skunklike leaf odor AND leaf 

blade length 3.5–5 cm AND leaf width 4–5 cm AND leaves 5-lobed AND 

leaves divided 2/3–3/4 to midrib AND lower pair of leaf lobes smaller 

AND leaf lobes dissected into several rounded teeth AND petiole length 

2–4 cm AND petioles bristly haired AND twigs yellowish-brown AND 

twigs densely to sparsely covered with sharp spines AND spine length 

3–5 mm AND a few larger spines at twig nodes. 

Written in this way, the first line indicates that the definition for R. lacustre is not 

a pure conjunction. It is alternational. An alternational definition contains a 

logical alternation—two (or more) alternative assertions, or alternative 

assertion-combinations connected by an OR logic operator. Presumably the 

exemplars for this definition were of two kinds; the more common kind having a 

spreading growth habit and the less common kind having an erect growth habit, 

with exemplars of both kinds described by the remaining assertions in the 

definition. For more on alternational linneon definitions see appendix A1. 

I sometimes use operator-signifier format in this book to elucidate some of the 

logical structure of linneon definitions. Rewriting linneon definitions in this 

format is not part of microtaxonomic practice, and I am not suggesting it should 

be. Yet it may occasionally be useful to the practicing biological taxonomist who 

wishes to check the logic of a newly composed linneon definition before its 

publication. 

Identifying and assigning a specimen 

Another part of microtaxonomy is identifying specimens, in a sense the inverse of 

defining linneons. To identify a specimen is to decide to place it in—to assign it 

to—some already-defined, currently recognized linneon. An assignee to a linneon 

is a specimen that has been put in this linneon. The exemplars for each linneon 

definition will be the first assignees to the defined linneon. 

Assigning a specimen by its fit to the linneon definition 

One way to decide to assign a specimen to a linneon is to decide it fits the 

currently accepted definition for this linneon. A specimen fits a linneon definition 

when one or more alternative assertion-combinations in the definition describes 

(is true for) the specimen. It fails to fit a linneon definition when no alternative 

assertion-combination in the definition describes the specimen. Fit of a specimen 

to an assertion or assertion-combination in a linneon definition will be 

undecidable if one cannot tell whether the signified feature or feature-

combination is present or absent in the specimen, either because the assertion is 

ambiguous or because the specimen is unrevealing. For a particular specimen and 

a given linneon definition, ‘fit’ and ‘described by’ are reciprocals. 
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A practical method for assigning a specimen to a linneon by fit is to try the 

specimen against a collection of published linneon diagnoses by using, when 

available, a prearranged taxonomic key. A taxonomic key is a decision tree 

designed so one can compare, one-by-one, certain features observed in an 

unidentified specimen against the different assertions in many linneon definitions. 

A taxonomic key may be printed or may be computer-based and interactive 

(Dallwitz et al. 2018). Assigning a specimen by its fit to a linneon definition does 

not rest entirely on taxonomic keys. After a key shows the way, one supports or 

refutes the preliminary assignment of the specimen to a linneon by checking its fit 

to the full currently accepted definition of the linneon suggested by the key. And 

the professional taxonomist may go further and compare the unidentified 

specimen against the type specimen, other original exemplars, and other 

specimens previously assigned to the candidate linneon. For more on fit of a 

specimen to a linneon definition see appendix A1. 

Suppose one cannot examine every organism in an unidentified collection of 

organisms, and the collection is a natural unit, say a flock of birds flying or a 

school of fish swimming. If one can determine that several organisms in the 

collection are assignable to one and the same linneon, one might choose to 

assume the remainder are in this linneon. When I see a meadow studded with 

innumerable upstanding plants with purple flowers and can identify a few close-

at-hand plants with upstanding purple flowers as assignees to linneon Iris setosa, 

then I assume all the purple upstanding flowers in this meadow are I. setosa 

plants. 

Unique assignment 

Two collective entities are mutually disjoint if they share no member, they are 

mutually nondisjoint if they share at least one member. 

If taxonomic keys are to work, the linneon definitions in our 

… taxonomic system should be univocal, i.e., any given living being 

should unambiguously be ascribed a single place in the system (Dubois 

2005, 372; italics in original). 

Accordingly, currently recognized linneons should be defined so they are 

mutually disjoint. To accomplish this, currently accepted linneon definitions are 

to be mutually exclusive—composed so no two definitions describe the same 

specimen (no specimen fits more than one currently accepted linneon definition). 

In contradistinction to this ideal, two currently accepted linneon definitions 

describing one and the same specimen are mutually nonexclusive, and the 

specimen described by both definitions is a dual-fitter to them. The two mutually 

nonexclusively defined linneons, because both contain this specimen, are 

mutually nondisjoint. 

I discuss in more detail mutual exclusiveness and nonexclusiveness of linneon 

definitions, and how to eliminate discovered mutual nonexclusiveness, in 

chapter 6. 
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Assigning a specimen by its genealogy 

Suppose one finds a specimen that fits no alternative assertion-combination in any 

currently accepted linneon definition. Before deciding the specimen is 

unidentifiable, determine whether some of its direct genealogical links are known. 

If an unidentified organism has a known parent or parents already assigned to a 

certain linneon, then it is often the practice to genealogically assign the 

unidentified organism to this linneon, without attending to fit of the organism to 

the definition. For example, in experimental transmission genetics the investigator 

usually assumes that observed mutant offsprings, no matter how distinctive they 

are, are in their parent(s)’ linneon. 

Consider how this sort of genealogy-based assigning works for organisms in 

pedigreeable collections exhibiting the phenomenon called alternation of 

generations, which is the 

… natural phenomenon of an animal producing an offspring, that at no 

time resembles its parent, but that … brings forth a progeny, that returns 

in its form and nature to the parental animal, so that the maternal animal 

does not meet with its resemblance in its own brood, but in its 

descendants of the second, third, or fourth degree or generation 

(Steenstrup 1845, 1). 

For example, mobile scyphozoan medusae (jellyfishes) biparentally engender 

larval offsprings that settle and develop as stationary bottom-dwelling polyps. The 

polyps in turn uniparentally engender the next generation of medusae, and so on. 

The stationary polyp individuals have features judged to be significantly different 

from those of the mobile medusa individuals. Yet a scyphozoan polyp known to 

be an offspring of medusa parents is not considered an exemplar for a new 

linneon definition, but is assigned to its parents’ linneon based on its genealogy. 

This is so even when these polyps do not fit the currently accepted definition of 

their parents’ scyphozoan linneons, which sometimes contain only a taxonomic 

description of medusae (Jarms 1991, 463). Plants, parasites, and other kinds of 

organisms also have alternate forms in alternate generations, the members of 

which are also assigned to linneons in this way. 

To assign a living being to a particular linneon according to its genealogy is to 

judge an observed direct genealogical link more taxonomically significant than 

failure to fit the parental linneon definition. There are some exceptions to this 

priority for genealogy when assigning. I discuss them in later chapters. 

Rejecting a specimen from a linneon 

One usually rejects a specimen from a linneon if it does not fit the currently 

accepted definition for the linneon and its genealogy is not known or is not 

helpful. When one cannot assign a specimen to any currently recognized linneon, 

the specimen may serve, with other unassignable specimens judged to be similar 

to it, as a source for a new linneon definition as discussed above. 
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Occasionally one may judge a specimen that fails to fit any currently accepted 

linneon definition to be not suitable for use as an exemplar for a new linneon 

definition, and one may assign it to no defined linneon. Such a specimen may be 

called a taxonomic orphan. For example, mules are taxonomic orphans in this 

sense. A mule does not fit the definition for either Equus africanus or E. ferus, the 

two linneons to which its parents (a male ass and a female horse) are respectively 

assigned. And, since each of its parents is assigned to a different linneon, the 

mule’s direct genealogical links give conflicting guidance about which parental 

linneon to assign it to. 

One could, and biologists often do, assign a taxonomic orphan to a 

nothospecies—a botanical word used here more generally to mean a named taxon 

at linneon level that, unlike a linneon, is given no taxonomic definition. It is in 

this sense that I say each mule assigned to nothospecies Equus africanus × ferus 

is a taxonomic orphan assigned to no (defined) linneon. The Latin name of this 

nothospecies merely indicates the two linneons to which the parents of the 

taxonomic orphan were respectively assigned. However, occasionally organisms 

thought to be offsprings of parents assigned to separate linneons have been used 

as exemplars to formally define a linneon. Thus the definition of Prosthechea × 

chixoyensis is based on exemplars thought to be offsprings of crossing parents 

respectively assigned to P. cochleata and to P. radiata (Mó et al. 2014). 

According to my suggested usage here, Prosthechea × chixoyensis is a currently 

recognized linneon, not a nothospecies, since its definition has been published in a 

taxonomic work. As long as Prosthechea × chixoyensis is considered a formally 

defined linneon, a specimen assigned to it would not be a taxonomic orphan. 

Formal taxonomic revision 

From time to time an expert taxonomist may review and revise the definitions of 

several comparable linneons, often those within one taxonomic genus. This sort of 

formal taxonomic revision may be needed, for example, when the currently 

accepted definitions of linneons in a genus become difficult to use for assigning 

specimens to linneons, when more careful study or a new technology reveals 

distinctive biological features not previously perceived, after definitions for some 

of the linneons in the genus have been repeatedly changed or challenged, or when 

new linneons are added to the genus. 

When formally revising the definitions of currently recognized linneons 

within one genus, the reviser gathers specimens assigned to these linneons into a 

revision series—the preserved type specimens and other original exemplars for 

the study definitions, as well as additionally acquired specimens. The reviser 

temporarily puts aside the current Latin names and currently accepted definitions 

of the study linneons. Then, using fresh judgments about perceived dissimilarities 

and similarities, and any new genealogical information for the specimens, the 

reviser subdivides the revision series into subcollections judged to be dissimilar 

and uses the specimens in each resulting subcollection as exemplar sources for a 
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separate linneon definition, if necessary renaming some of the redefined linneons 

according to the relevant nomenclatural code. Then the revised set of Latin 

binominals and definitions, with discussion of any relevant difficulties, is 

published in a taxonomic monograph. 

Describing variant kinds within a linneon 

When composing or revising linneon definitions, one may judge some groups of 

morphologically distinguishable specimens to be not distinctive enough to serve 

as exemplar sources for separate linneon definitions. One may judge such groups 

to represent different variant kinds—races, strains, cultivars, breeds, ecotypes, or 

genetic variants within one linneon. Sometimes major variant kinds in a linneon 

are categorized as subspecies. Sometimes taxonomists name subspecies with 

Latin trinominals. 

One may describe each important variant kind in a linneon with its own 

alternative assertion-combination within the definition for this linneon. 

Suppose one specimen fails to fit any currently accepted linneon definition but 

has a known parent already assigned to a currently recognized linneon. When this 

nonfitting specimen is genealogically assigned to its parental linneon, it is a one-

of-a-kind assignee to this linneon: not yet a representative of a variant kind and 

not yet worthy of its own descriptive alternative assertion-combination in this 

linneon definition. On the other hand, suppose several specimens, judged to be 

similar but not fitting any linneon definition, are genealogically assigned in this 

way. Then their multiplicity qualifies them as representatives of a previously 

undescribed variant kind within this linneon. If one does not write into the 

definition for this linneon an alternative assertion-combination describing this 

variant kind, then the definition is in one sense incomplete. In another sense by 

genealogically assigning the nonfitting specimens to the linneon, one has 

implicitly added to its definition an unwritten alternative assertion-

combination describing this variant kind. There are in our present taxonomic 

system linneon definitions of this sort, which do not contain a written-in 

alternative assertion-combination describing an important variant kind within 

the linneon. For example, as discussed earlier, the currently accepted definitions 

for some scyphozoan linneons contain no written alternative assertion-

combination describing the alternate-generation polyps found in scyphozoan 

pedigreeable collections. Yet polyps are assigned to these linneons. Each of these 

scyphozoan linneon definitions contains, in a sense, an unwritten alternative 

assertion-combination describing polyp generations. 

Decisions about variant kinds when genealogy is known are sometimes more 

complex than described here. There is further discussion about this in chapter 15. 
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Part 2 • Macrotaxonomy: Classifying and Hypothesizing 

Macrotaxonomy is (1) arranging the names of biological taxa in a traditional 

Linnaean classification, or (2) arranging the names or labels of evolutionary 

entities in a proposed evolutionary classification. 

In traditional classifying, assertions common to several linneon definitions 

define one taxonomic genus. These linneons are in this genus. Several genera are 

in one taxonomic family, and so on, to make an outlined, nested taxonomic 

classification useful for cataloging and indexing biological information. Each 

progressively higher-level taxon is defined with the progressively fewer assertions 

that are common to the definitions of the (usually) several taxa in it. 

Evolutionary classifying, on the other hand, is arranging the names of 

evolutionary entities to make a proposed evolutionary phylogeny representing a 

hypothesis about evolutionary history. In earlier biological works a proposed 

evolutionary phylogeny was often illustrated as a treelike arrangement of 

already-defined taxa, with a (sometimes unstated) assumption of progression 

among the represented taxa. Currently, hypothetical evolutionary relationships 

among evolutionary entities are more often illustrated with diagrams variously 

named (Brower 2016, 573–574) cladograms, phylograms, chronograms, 

dendrograms, or credograms. I shall use the term cladogram to mean any graphic 

representation of judged sister-group relationships among some evolutionary 

entities, when these relationships are estimated with a cladistic method such as 

those discussed later in this book. 

Macrotaxonomic discordance 

Macrotaxonomic discordance (Baum and Smith 2013, 139) occurs when the 

various features asserted in the definition of a taxon, or the various features of an 

evolutionary entity, give conflicting guidance about where to place the taxon or 

entity within a macrotaxonomic classification. Discordance may occur in 

traditional classifying and in evolutionary classifying. 

In traditional classifying, some features asserted in a linneon definition may 

point to nesting the defined linneon in one higher-level taxon, but other features 

asserted in its definition point to nesting the linneon in a different higher-level 

taxon. To address these disagreements or discordances in traditional classifying, 

certain features held by the linneon assignees are chosen to be taxonomic 

homologs—features judged useful for traditional classifying. Other features are 

designated taxonomic analogies, or analogs, and are judged not useful for 

deciding where to put the linneon in a traditional classification. For example, the 

presence of a placenta is judged to be a taxonomic analog for sharks. Its presence 

in some kinds of sharks (Haines et al. 2006) is not used to put these kinds of 

sharks in the higher-level taxonomic order Cetacea with porpoises and whales, 

which have placentas. 
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Discordance also occurs in evolutionary classifying. Some features of 

evolutionary entities are judged to be evolutionary homologs—features thought 

to be evolutionarily informative traces of the descent relationships left by past 

phylogenetic events. Features judged to be evolutionary homologs are often those 

chosen to be taxonomic homologs. Other features of evolutionary entities are 

judged to be evolutionarily uninformative and called homoplasies, convergences, 

or parallelisms: counterparts to the taxonomic analogs of traditional 

macrotaxonomy. For example, in phylogenomics, cladograms are based on 

comparisons among nucleobase sequence reads at particular loci of nucleic acid 

macromolecules extracted from organisms. Here macrotaxonomic discordance 

occurs when one genomic feature of an evolutionary entity suggests putting the 

entity at one place in a proposed evolutionary phylogeny, but another genomic 

feature of the entity suggests a different placement (Degnan and Rosenberg 2009). 

When this sort of discordance is found, one may suppress it by judging certain 

parts of the genomic data to be evolutionarily informative, and other parts of the 

data to be uninformative (Jeffroy et al. 2006). 

Relating macrotaxonomy and microtaxonomy 

Traditional and evolutionary macrotaxonomy both depend on microtaxonomy. 

When one rewrites the definition for a particular linneon and changes the 

assertions in it, doing so may alter the position of the linneon in the outline of a 

traditional classification. And when linneons are chosen as evolutionary entities, 

this rewriting may change the location of the linneon in a proposed evolutionary 

phylogeny. 

Both microtaxonomy and macrotaxonomy rely on resemblance judgments. In 

microtaxonomy, one makes judgments about the similarity or dissimilarity of the 

features of specimens or collections of specimens. In traditional macrotaxonomy 

one makes these judgments about selected features asserted in the definitions of 

taxa. In evolutionary macrotaxonomy, one makes them about features of 

evolutionary entities. 

However, micro- and macrotaxonomy differ with respect to the use of directly 

observed genealogy. In microtaxonomy, organism genealogy, when known, 

sometimes determines which linneon an organism is assigned to. In 

macrotaxonomy, on the other hand, one does not consider organism genealogy 

when arranging taxa or evolutionary entities. 
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5 • LINNEON DEFINITION AMBIGUITIES 

To reduce ambiguity in linneon definitions, biologists have made dictionaries in 

which terms signifying biological features are defined. Examples are an illustrated 

glossary of technical terms signifying botanical structures (Hickey and King 

2000), a dictionary of terms signifying invertebrate animal features (Maggenti et 

al. 2005), and a book of color swatches, each a slightly different green, each 

signifying a different leaf color (Kiuchi and Yazawa 1972). Going beyond 

dictionary definitions to controlled vocabularies can further reduce the ambiguity 

of biological signifiers. And controlled vocabularies can supply the elements for 

bio-ontologies, in which judged relationships among biological terms are charted 

(Deans et al. 2015; Walls et al. 2014). 

However, even when the meaning of a bare biological signifier in a linneon 

definition is clear, ambiguity may occur if the signifier lacks a necessary 

modifying term or terms, or if a modifying term is itself ambiguous. 

Missing quantifier 

One sort of modifier is a logical quantifier, a term such as the English ‘all,’ 

‘every,’ ‘each,’ ‘usually,’ ‘most,’ ‘at some time,’ or ‘at all times’ (Cooley 1942, 

298–299; Lepore 2000, 136–137). As in ordinary discourse (Hurley 1985, 194), in 

linneon definitions a quantifier may sometimes be implicit and unwritten. For 

example, a published linneon definition for Vaccinium parvifolium (Viereck and 

Little, 1972, 236) contains the assertion “twigs slender, green, shiny….” This 

assertion gives no written indication whether it means all, most, or some twigs are 

slender, green, and shiny. Usually an assertion of this sort in a linneon definition 

is interpreted as having the unwritten quantifier ‘most’ rather than the more 

demanding ‘all’ or ‘every.’ Accordingly, one would interpret 

twigs slender, green, shiny … 

to mean not 

all twigs slender, green, shiny, 

but to mean 

most twigs slender, green, shiny. 

With this latter understood interpretation, one may assign to V. parvifolium a plant 

that has some aberrant twigs, say a few non-green ones, but otherwise fits the 

definition. As a North America tree flora states, 

… leaf size and shape are extremely variable, even in a single tree…. 

Always check the whole tree to find the ‘average’ leaf for identification 

(Sibley 2009, 209; quote marks in original). 
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Spatiotemporal ambiguity 

An assertion in a linneon definition often has a spatiotemporal aspect. For 

example, Gmelin’s version of Linnaeus’s definition for linneon Homo sapiens 

asserts 

… AND having, when arrived at puberty, the pubis, breast, arm-pits, and 

the chin of the males, covered with hair. 

This states the anatomical locations of the signified feature, hair; and it contains 

‘when arrived at puberty,’ a temporal modifying term stating the ontogenetic 

stage at which this hair becomes visible. 

When there is no modifier indicating the spatiotemporal aspect of an assertion 

in a linneon definition, the user needs knowledge of biology and of the meaning 

of biological terms when interpreting the spatiotemporal aspect of these 

assertions. Thus, an embryologist is expected to know that ‘notochord’ signifies 

an early developing feature with a dorsal anatomical location. And an 

entomologist is expected to know that ‘osmeterium’ signifies a structure present 

in butterfly larvae, but not present in adult butterflies. 

Singular-collective ambiguity 

A signifier in an assertion can have either a singular or a collective sense. Thus 

the signifier ‘tail’ denotes a feature expressed singly by each organism having a 

tail; whereas the signifier ‘swarming’ denotes behavior expressed by a collection 

of bees. The singular-collective sense of a signifier may be unclear (Buck and 

Hull 1966, 108–109) when it lacks a needed modifier, although this is not the case 

for many biological signifiers. One is not likely to think the signifier ‘kidney’ 

denotes a feature expressed collectively, or to think ‘alternation of generations’ 

denotes a feature expressed by one organism. 

An assertion-combination containing only unambiguously singular signifiers 

is commonly also singular. However, this is not always the case. For example, 

consider the definition for Ribes lacustre. Its first assertion combination, “Usually 

a spreading shrub sometimes erect …”, contains two singular alternatives, each 

denoting a different habit (spreading or erect), each habit expressible only by 

plants singly. Yet the modifying term ‘usually’ gives the entire phrase a collective 

sense by asserting the relative proportion, in a collection of plants, of those with 

spreading habit versus those with erect habit. This phrase, with its ‘usually,’ 

would have no meaning if applied to a single immobile plant. 

Compound linneon definition 

The definition for a currently recognized linneon is sometimes compound—

containing a mixture of singular and collective assertions. The definition for 

linneon R. lacustre, because it contains one collective assertion about growth 

habit among other assertions all of which are singular, is compound. Here is 

another example. The definition for the colonial bryozoan Beania magellanica 
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includes singular assertions about the features of each individual autozooid within 

a colony, as well as collective assertions about the features of each whole colony 

(Souto et al. 2019, 1509). The source for a singular assertion in a compound 

definition would be individual exemplars considered one at a time, and for 

collective assertions would be collections of those exemplars, each collection 

considered as a unit. Thus, sometimes microbiologists attend to bacteria as if each 

bacterial cell is an independent organism (Zengler 2009, 721–722). At other times 

microbiologists attend to bacteria in aggregate (Xavier 2016), each bacterial 

colony, culture, or biofilm taken as a unit. Correspondingly, to define a bacterial 

linneon microbiologists use some singular assertions about features expressed in 

each bacterial cell and some collective assertions about features expressed 

collectively (Crowson 1970, 221; Starr and Heise 1967, 97). Early in the history 

of bacteriology a definition for a bacterial linneon in the genus Staphylococcus 

might have contained a singular assertion about the coccus shape of each bacterial 

cell, and a collective assertion that bacterial cells appear in clusters on 

microscopic viewing. No single bacterium could fit the collective assertion of 

clustering, nor could a collection of bacteria have coccus form. 

Yet, there is a way to decide about assigning both single specimens and 

collections to a linneon that has a compound definition. Assign a specimen fitting 

the singular assertions in the linneon definition to the linneon when the specimen 

is also in a collection that fits the collective assertions in the definition. And 

assign each collection of specimens fitting the collective assertions in the linneon 

definition to the linneon when each specimen in the collection fits the singular 

assertions in the definition. 

For more on the ambiguity of singular-collective sense and fit to compound 

linneon definitions see appendix A2. 

Inconspicuous alternatives 

An alternational linneon definition is sometimes difficult to recognize as such. For 

example, here is a paraphrase of a definition (Mecklenburg et al. 2002, 34–38, 

785) for a fish linneon Ptilichthys goodei Bean. 

Ptilichthys goodei definition: Provenance southern Bering Sea and North 

Pacific Ocean. Found from surface to about 360 m depth. No bony 

plates on body. One eye on each side. One unnotched dorsal fin of 81–

90 isolated anterior spines and 137–157 soft posterior rays. Anal fin 

more than 25% of standard length; 185–196 anal fin rays. Dorsal and 

anal fins confluent with reduced caudal fin, which tapers to a filament. 

Thirteen pectoral fin rays. No pelvic fin. Single gill opening each side. 

Three branchiostegals each side. Eight gill rakers each side. Vertebrae 

227–240. Yellow to greenish color; throat region orange; longitudinal 

streak on body, head with dark streaks. Head very small, head length 4–

7% of standard length. Body elongate, eel-like. Mouth oblique; lower 
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jaw projecting, with fleshy appendage at tip. Maxilla barely reaching to 

below eye. Scales very thin and scattered or absent. Gill membranes 

broadly united, free of isthmus. Length to 390 mm. 

This definition asserts two alternatives, as indicated in the next to last sentence by 

the words “Scales very thin and scattered or absent….” Presumably the exemplars 

for this definition were of two variant kinds, those with a few thin scattered scales 

and those with no scales, all having the other signified features. 
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6 • MUTUAL EXCLUSIVENESS AND NONEXCLUSIVENESS 

Portions of this chapter are based on material first published in the journal 

Zootaxa (McCabe 2008). 

Custom of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions 

To maintain the usefulness of our taxonomic system for cataloging and indexing, 

linneons are to be mutually disjoint. To attain this one composes linneon 

definitions so they are mutually exclusive, or at least not known to be mutually 

nonexclusive. I shall call this the custom of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of 

linneon definitions. At present, some taxonomists take exception to it. For 

example, virus linneons are categorized by some as fuzzy sets (Van Regenmortel 

2000, 4–6), and fuzzy sets are by definition (Zadeh 1965, 338, 351) mutually 

nondisjoint. I shall postpone my argument against this relaxed stance until chapter 

9, after I have introduced some needed ideas. In the meantime, and understanding 

that some taxonomists take exception to the custom of avoiding mutual 

nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions, I here discuss mutual exclusiveness and 

mutual nonexclusiveness, first from a logical and then from an operational point 

of view. 

Mutual exclusiveness 

A pair of linneon definitions can be formally and permanently mutually exclusive, 

or informally and provisionally so. 

Formal and permanent mutual exclusiveness 

Two linneon definitions are formally mutually exclusive when they are 

composed so that logically no specimen could fit both. This will be so when the 

linneon definitions are unambiguously (1) mutually contradictory or (2) mutually 

contrary. 

Mutual contradictions. Two linneon definitions are logical contradictions 

when each of them is the full negation of the other. For example, consider the 

following two imaginary linneon definitions stated in operator-signifier format. 

Ab definition: (M AND N AND P) OR (Q AND R AND S AND NOT T) 

Cd definition: NOT [(M AND N AND P) OR (Q AND R AND S AND NOT T)]. 

In this symbolism, AND, OR, and NOT are logic operators; Ab and Cd stand for the 

Latin names of two imaginary linneons; and M, N, … T each stands for a 

biological signifier and its modifying term or terms. These two imaginary linneon 

definitions are contradictions and formally mutually exclusive. If a pair of 

currently accepted linneon definitions were mutually contradictory like this, the 

pair alone would be enough to make up a finished rudimentary taxonomic system 

comprising two linneons, since every specimen must fit one or the other 
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definition. This form of mutual exclusiveness would not be useful for building a 

practical taxonomic system. 

Mutual contraries. The other way linneon definitions can be formally 

mutually exclusive is when they are logical contraries. Two statements are logical 

contraries when they cannot both be true, but can both be false (Lepore 2000, 47). 

When two linneon definitions are unambiguous mutual contraries no specimen 

can fit both definitions, although many a specimen might fit neither. Contraries 

are useful for making linneon definitions formally mutually exclusive in our 

taxonomic system. 

The following two definitions for imaginary linneons Ef and Gh, 

Ef definition: A AND B AND C AND Y 

and 

Gh definition: A AND B AND C AND NOT Y, 

are mutual contraries. No single specimen could fit both definitions, since no 

single specimen could have and not have feature, Y, at a given time. One pair of 

opposing assertions in a pair of linneon definitions (the assertions AND Y and AND 

NOT Y in this illustration) is enough to make the pair of definitions formally 

mutually exclusive provided the opposing assertions in the definitions contain the 

same unambiguous signifier with identical unambiguous modifying term 

(represented together here with one symbol, Y), and provided these opposing 

assertions have identical spatiotemporal aspect and singular-collective sense. 

Some pairs of published linneon definitions are logical contraries and formally 

mutually exclusive. For example, consider the following abridged definitions for 

Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. (lingonberry) and Vaccinium uliginosum L. (bog 

blueberry), which I have assembled and paraphrased from a regional flora (Hultén 

1968, 6, 18, 731, 734; omitted here are some assertions included in the definition 

of linneon V. uliginosum). I presume the unwritten quantifier ‘most’ or ‘mostly’ is 

implicitly present where needed, rather than ‘every’ or ‘all.’ 

Vaccinium vitis-idaea definition: ovary inferior AND petals united AND more 

than 5 stamens AND (campanulate corolla OR globular corolla) AND NOT 

ternately compound leaves AND woody stem AND leaves evergreen AND 

leaves coriaceous AND flowers terminally clustered AND NOT flowers in 

single axils AND NOT anthers horned AND ripe fruit a red berry AND NOT 

ripe fruit a dark blue berry. 

Vaccinium uliginosum definition: ovary inferior AND petals united AND more 

than 5 stamens AND (campanulate corolla OR globular corolla) AND NOT 

ternately compound leaves AND woody stem AND NOT leaves evergreen 

AND NOT leaves coriaceous AND NOT flowers terminally clustered AND 

flowers in single axils AND anthers horned AND NOT ripe fruit a red 

berry AND ripe fruit a dark blue berry. 
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The first six identical pairs of assertions in these definitions distinguish the genus 

Vaccinium from other genera; but these assertions do not distinguish V. vitis-idaea 

and V. uliginosum from each other. This distinction is made by the final seven 

pairs of assertions. In the definition for V. vitis-idaea these are 

… AND leaves evergreen AND leaves coriaceous AND flowers terminally 

clustered AND NOT flowers in single axils AND NOT anthers horned AND 

ripe fruit a red berry AND NOT ripe fruit a dark blue berry. 

And in the definition for V. uliginosum they are 

… AND NOT leaves evergreen AND NOT leaves coriaceous AND NOT 

flowers terminally clustered AND flowers in single axils AND anthers 

horned AND NOT ripe fruit a red berry AND ripe fruit a dark blue berry. 

Thanks to these seven pairs of opposing assertions, no plant could fit both these 

definitions, although many a plant would fit neither. At any given time, no 

specimen can have most of its leaves evergreen and most of its leaves not 

evergreen, or most of its leaves coriaceous and most of its leaves not coriaceous, 

most of its ripe fruit red and most of its ripe fruit dark blue, and so forth. The two 

definitions are contraries and formally mutually exclusive. 

Informal and impermanent mutual exclusiveness 

Many pairs of currently accepted linneon definitions in our taxonomic system are 

not unambiguously formally mutually exclusive contraries. A particular pair of 

linneon definitions of this sort is informally mutually exclusive so long as no 

one has yet found a dual-fitter to the paired definitions. Unlike formal mutual 

exclusiveness, informal mutual exclusiveness of a pair of linneon definitions is an 

impermanent designation subject to reversal. One dual-fitter to the linneon 

definitions would show them, as then composed, to be permanently mutually 

nonexclusive. 

Testing for mutual nonexclusiveness 

Some pairs of linneon definitions are mutually closely drawn—respectively 

composed from exemplars that differ for only one or a few observable features. It 

is such pairs of linneon definitions that are at risk for mutual nonexclusiveness. 

To test a pair of linneon definitions for mutual nonexclusiveness, look for a 

specimen fitting both definitions, or fitting any respective pair of ‘OR’ alternative 

assertion-combinations in the definitions. If one finds such a dual-fitter, then the 

definitions as written are mutually nonexclusive. 

One might miss a dual-fitter to, and mutual nonexclusiveness of, a pair of 

closely drawn linneon definitions if an important alternative assertion-

combination in one of the definitions is unwritten. This argues for writing out, in 

each definition of a closely drawn pair of linneon definitions, enough alternative 

assertion-combinations to describe each important variant kind in the defined 

linneons. 
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Eliminating mutual nonexclusiveness 

If one has discovered a dual-fitter to a pair of linneon definitions, or to a pair of 

alternative assertion-combinations in them, the way to eliminate the discovered 

mutual nonexclusiveness is to replace the linneon definitions or their offending 

alternatives. The permanent way to do this for a particular pair of mutually 

nonexclusive linneon definitions is to replace them with definitions that are 

formally mutually exclusive, unambiguous contraries. But it is enough to replace 

them with informally mutually exclusive definitions, although the discovery of 

one specimen fitting the new pair of definitions would make them in turn 

mutually nonexclusive. 

Imagine two linneons, Ab and Cd, with definitions made up of the following 

assertions, stated here in the symbolism suggested earlier: 

Ab definition 1: A AND (B OR C) 

and 

Cd definition 1: A AND K. 

These imagined linneon definitions are not formally mutually exclusive contraries 

and a specimen having the combination of features asserted by 

A AND B AND K, 

or by 

A AND C AND K, 

would fit them both. One could however claim that the above definitions for 

linneons Ab and Cd are informally mutually exclusive as long as no one has 

discovered a dual-fitter to them. 

If one does discover a dual-fitter to the imaginary definitions, and so discovers 

their permanent mutual nonexclusiveness, here are some ways to eliminate this 

nonexclusiveness. 

Compose two replacement definitions 

Method 1. Exclude the dual-fitter from both linneons. Look for a feature present 

in the dual-fitting specimen that is absent in every assignee to linneon Ab and 

every assignee to linneon Cd; or look for the opposite, a feature absent in the 

dual-fitter and present in every Ab and every Cd assignee. Suppose one finds a 

feature signified by Q, which is present in the dual-fitter but in no other assignee 

to Ab or Cd. Then one could propose replacement definitions: 

Ab definition 2: A AND (B OR C) AND NOT Q 

and 

Cd definition 2: A AND K AND NOT Q. 

These replacement definitions would eliminate the discovered instance of mutual 

nonexclusiveness because the problem specimen, having the feature signified by 

Q, would fit neither definition. All specimens previously assigned to linneon Ab 
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would fit definition 2 for linneon Ab and would not fit definition 2 for Cd, and 

vice versa for all specimens previously assigned to linneon Cd. So, no 

reassignments would be necessary for them. One may call the newly composed 

pair of linneon definitions informally mutually exclusive, but they are not 

contraries and not formally mutually exclusive. There could be another existing 

specimen fitting both new definitions; say a specimen having the feature-

combination asserted by 

A AND B AND K AND NOT Q, 

or a specimen having the feature-combination asserted by 

A AND C AND K AND NOT Q. 

This dual-fitter to the second replacement definitions would reveal them to be 

mutually nonexclusive in turn. 

Method 2. Exclude the dual-fitter from one of the two linneons. A second way 

to eliminate the discovered mutual nonexclusiveness of the definitions for Ab and 

Cd would be to replace them with definitions that exclude the dual-fitter from 

one, but not both, of the two linneons. Suppose, by looking back at specimens 

previously assigned to linneons Ab and Cd, one can find a feature, say one 

signified by D, which is present in every specimen assigned to linneon Ab and 

absent from every specimen assigned to Cd. Then one could replace definitions 

for linneons Ab and Cd with 

Ab definition 3: A AND (B OR C) AND D, 

and 

Cd definition 3 A AND K AND NOT D. 

Every specimen previously assigned to linneon Ab would remain in Ab, since 

each would fit definition 3 for linneon Ab and not fit definition 3 for Cd, and vice 

versa for all specimens previously assigned to linneon Cd. The former dual-fitting 

specimen could fit only one of these definitions. In contradistinction to definitions 

resulting from the first method, these replacement definitions for linneons Ab and 

Cd, if their assertions are unambiguous, are contraries and are formally and 

permanently mutually exclusive. 

A disadvantage of both these methods is this. To use them one must look back at 

every specimen previously assigned to linneon Ab and every specimen assigned to 

linneon Cd, to determine for each of them the presence or absence of the features 

signified by Q or D. 

A default method: merge the two definitions 

Suppose with the above two methods, or some other method, one is not able to 

compose Ab and Cd definitions to replace the mutually nonexclusive ones. There 

is another way to eliminate mutual nonexclusiveness of the two linneon 

definitions. Merge them and retire their separate Latin binominals. In the above 
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imaginary situation the newly merged linneon definition would be an assertion-

combination made up of two smaller alternative assertion-combinations: 

[A AND (B OR C)] OR (A AND K). 

These alternatives are the retired definitions for the two former linneons. The two 

former linneons are now two variant kinds in the newly merged linneon. Consult 

the relevant nomenclatural code and name this newly defined linneon with an 

available Latin binominal. Every specimen previously assigned to Ab or to Cd 

would fit one of the alternative assertion-combinations in the newly merged 

definition, and the former dual-fitter (a specimen having the feature-combination 

asserted by ‘A AND B AND K’ or by ‘A AND C AND K’) would fit both. All would 

be assignees to the newly defined linneon. A caveat: if the newly merged linneon 

definition is closely drawn with respect to the definition of a third linneon, then 

one might discover a specimen fitting both these definitions unless they are 

formally mutually exclusive. 

One might be tempted to always use merging to eliminate any instance of 

discovered mutual nonexclusiveness, because with this method one need make no 

survey of specimens previously assigned to linneons Ab and Cd. But each 

merging of two previously accepted linneon definitions would alter the number of 

currently recognized linneons in our taxonomic system. It would be conservative 

to first exhaust efforts to eliminate discovered mutual nonexclusiveness with two 

mutually exclusive replacement definitions. 

To summarize, if one discovers a dual-fitter to a pair of linneon definitions, or to a 

respective pair of their alternative assertion-combinations, there are at least three 

ways to eliminate this discovered mutual nonexclusiveness: 

• replace the two definitions (or their at-fault pair of alternative assertion-

combinations) so the discovered dual-fitter now fits neither of the 

replacement definitions, 

• replace the two definitions so the discovered dual-fitter now fits only one 

of the two replacement definitions, or 

• merge the two replaced linneon definitions to define one newly merged 

linneon. 

With the availability of these three methods, one need never tolerate an instance 

of mutual nonexclusiveness of a currently accepted pair of linneon definitions. 
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7 • INTERPRETING MICROTAXONOMY 

Morphology and genealogy 

Here is how one expert summarized the work of the microtaxonomist: 

… from a series of concrete specimens in hand an inference is made as to 

the nature of a morphological group from which the collection came, and 

an endeavor is made to frame the morphological concept in such a way 

that the inferred morphological group will approximate a genetic group. 

The thing that is actually classified is an inference, a purely subjective 

concept, which approximates a real, but unobservable, morphological 

unit, which in turn approximates an equally real but even less observable 

genetic unit. (Simpson 1945, 14). 

Each “purely subjective concept,” say a linneon, is supposed to approximate a 

“real, but unobservable, morphological unit,” which in turn is supposed to 

approximate an “even less observable genetic unit.” 

By describing what taxonomists do, Simpson gives the word ‘morphological’ 

a broad sense. Taxonomists use signifiers in linneon definitions to denote a wide 

variety of features; not only anatomical and histological features (the usual 

meanings for morphology) but also physiological, cytogenetic, behavioral, 

biochemical, ontogenetic, environmental, genomic, social, geographical, 

ecological, and dispositional features: any feature other than a genealogical 

relationship. In this book I use morphology in this broad sense to pertain to any 

nongenealogical feature in a specimen or collection of specimens, including 

molecular features such as the structure of a protein or the readout of a base 

sequencing of an extracted nucleic acid. The assertions distinguishing linneon 

definitions from one another are morphological in this broad sense. 

Simpson presumably used “genetic group” and “genetic unit” to mean an 

internally genealogically continuous collection of living beings—a lineage-

segment. Today one might expand the idea of genetic units to encompass not only 

lineage-segments, but also groups of living beings related via horizontal genetic 

transfer events. This essay does not address the possible effects on biological 

taxonomy of directly observed horizontal genetic transfer events. 

I consider Simpson’s “morphological unit” to be synonymous with Watson’s 

“book species” and Lotsy’s “linneon.” And I consider Simpson’s “genetic unit” to 

be synonymous with Watson’s “natural species,” which I discuss next. 

A minimal natural species concept 

A natural species concept is a set of hypotheses about the supposed collective 

qualities of all natural species when each is considered as a unity. A natural 

species concept, all its hypotheses, is in a sense one proposed definition for the 

biological category ‘natural species.’ 

Simpson explicitly hypothesized one collective quality for every natural 

species: each is a genetic unit, one lineage-segment. Other philosophical 
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biologists have proposed natural species concepts hypothesizing additional 

collective qualities for each natural species. The multiplicity (Mallet 2013; 

Zachos 2016) of these proposed natural species concepts has been called the 

species problem. It is not my intent to propose yet another natural species 

concept. But there are three collective qualities explicitly or implicitly 

hypothesized in every thus far proposed natural species concept (even 

Simpson’s): 

• collective internal genealogical continuity, 

• nonartificial origination at a time or times and a place or places, and 

• collective nonartificial persistence. 

Taken together, these three universal hypotheses constitute an available minimal 

natural species concept which I shall adopt in this essay. 

1. Internal genealogical continuity 

Internal genealogical continuity is the keystone hypothesis in the natural species 

concepts stated in the literature. Each natural species is hypothesized to be a 

lineage-segment, or its equivalent, several genealogically connected lineage-

segments (de Queiroz 1998, 60; Wilson 1995, 350–351). Under this hypothesis, 

one organism could not be a natural species; nor could several organisms all in 

one generation be a natural species. And two separate lineages could not be a 

single natural species. 

Even proposed natural species concepts that contain no explicit hypothesis of 

natural species internal genealogical continuity implicitly assume internal 

genealogical continuity. This is so for concepts hypothesizing that each natural 

species is an evolutionary entity (Wiley 1978, 17), that each is a group marked by 

identifiable “genotypic clusters” (Mallet 1995, 296), or that each is an individual 

(Ghiselin 1974, 537; Hull 1976, 174, 180–181). An assumption of internal 

genealogical continuity is also implicit in proposed natural species concepts 

hypothesizing that each natural species is a collection demarcated by isolating 

mechanisms (Dobzhansky 1935, 353), demarcated by occupation of an ecological 

niche or adaptive zone (Cohan 2016, 125; Van Valen 1976, 233), or demarcated 

by a unique biological feature or feature-combination shared by its members 

(Nixon and Wheeler 1990, 217). 

2. Nonartificial origination 

It is almost superfluous to note that each natural species concept contains an 

implicit hypothesis that each existing natural species originates nonartificially, 

without human intervention or support. 

3. Collective nonartificial persistence 

Each currently proposed natural species concept includes explicitly or by 

implication a hypothesis of collective nonartificial persistence—enough 

members in each generation survive, without human intervention or support, the 
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hazards of natural selection and go on to produce a next generation of members. (I 

use ‘collective nonartificial persistence’ to avoid the value judgment implied by 

the term ‘fitness.’) If the now-living members of an existing natural species fail to 

produce the minimum number of offsprings needed for the next generation to 

survive and reproduce, then the natural species will fail to collectively persist and 

will go extinct. 

Under this minimal natural species concept, one will not consider a collection of 

organisms to be a natural species if it lacks one of the three collective qualities 

hypothesized in the concept, or has a collective quality incompatible with any of 

those hypothesized. For example, a pedigreeable collection of artificially 

produced transgenic mice, or a pedigreeable collection of purebred dogs, would 

not be part of a separate natural species under the minimal concept but would be 

an artificially produced or artificially maintained variant kind within its natural 

species. 

Hypotheses not in the minimal concept 

The following collective qualities are hypothesized in some proposed natural 

species concepts, but not in others; they are not part of the minimal natural 

species concept. These qualities are not prohibited in the minimal concept, just 

not hypothesized universally for every natural species. 

Mutual crossability 

Several proposed natural species concepts, including one called the biological 

species concept, include a hypothesis that there is mutual crossability among the 

members within each natural species (Mayr 1987, 151). However, mutual 

crossability within each natural species is not hypothesized in every proposed 

natural species concept, so it is not a hypothesis in the minimal concept. This is 

not to say that crossability is prohibited among the members of a minimal natural 

species. It may often be present, and must be so among members within each 

natural species of obligate biparental reproducers. 

Reproductive isolation 

The biological species concept also includes the hypothesis that natural species 

are at least relatively mutually reproductively isolated. The members of each 

natural species are mostly prevented by their physiology from successfully 

crossing with members of any other natural species (Dobzhansky 1935, 353). This 

hypothesis too is not a part of every proposed natural species concept—see for 

example Schilthuizen (2000) and Zink and McKitrick (1995)—so it is neither 

asserted nor denied in the minimal natural species concept. A pair of natural 

species may be, but need not be, mutually reproductively isolated. 
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Morphological distinguishability 

At least one natural species concept includes explicitly a hypothesis that every 

natural species is distinct morphologically. 

We define species as the smallest aggregation of populations (sexual) or 

lineages (asexual) diagnosable by a unique combination of character 

states in comparable individuals… (Nixon and Wheeler 1990, 211). 

And one could view the practice of defining linneons morphologically as 

implying an unstated working assumption that natural species are 

morphologically distinguishable. However, there is a dissenting natural species 

concept that some pairs of natural species need not be mutually morphologically 

distinguishable. 

In other words, lineages do not have to be phenetically distinguishable, 

diagnosable, monophyletic, intrinsically reproductively isolated, 

ecologically divergent, or anything else to be considered species (de 

Queiroz 2007, 882). 

Since a hypothesis that all natural species are morphologically distinguishable is 

not part of every proposed natural species concept I do not here make it a part the 

minimal natural species concept. 

Mutual disjointness 

Implied in the custom of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions 

(and defining linneons that are mutually disjoint) is a hypothesis that all natural 

species also are mutually disjoint, that no organism can be in two natural species. 

And at least one natural species concept, the internodal concept, includes an 

explicit hypothesis to this effect (Kornet 1993, 407, 410). However, some 

biologists and philosophers of biology contest the hypothesis that all natural 

species are mutually disjoint. They (Hey 2001, 329; Starr and Heise 1967, 97) 

propose an alternate hypothesis that some pairs of natural species could share 

some members, and be mutually nondisjoint. 

Contrary to traditional practice, the question of whether particular 

organisms belong to the same species cannot always be answered with a 

simple “yes” or “no.” Sometimes lineages are only partially separated, 

which implies that their component organisms are simultaneously parts 

of both the same and different species (de Queiroz 2005, 208; quote 

marks in original). 

Since a hypothesis that all natural species are mutually disjoint is contested and 

not a part of every proposed natural species concept, I do not include this 

hypothesis in the minimal natural species concept. 

Individualness 

The hypothesis that each natural species is an individual (Ghiselin 1974; Hull 

1976, 174, 180–181) is contested. See Bernier (1984, 461–464), Mayr (1987, 
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158–159), Mishler and Donoghue (1982, 496–497), and Reydon (2005). So, I do 

not include it as one of the hypotheses in the minimal natural species concept. 

Actively maintained integrity 

Watson’s phrase “forms which nature appears to have made,” and Simpson’s 

phrase at the start of this chapter, “equally real … genetic unit,” imply an 

assumption that each natural species has an active, nonartificially maintained 

collective integrity like the integrity of each living being. Yet this intuition about 

natural species is vague and does not seem to be even implicitly hypothesized in 

most proposed natural species concepts. I do not include it as a hypothesis in the 

minimal natural species concept. 

Universality 

When an author states a natural species concept forcefully, as sometimes happens, 

the concept may seem to contain an implication that its domain is universal: that 

the concept includes all past, present, and future living beings, that every living 

being is in some natural species. Hennig (1966, 210) even explicitly states this. 

Also, if one assumes that every living being is within some lineage-segment (as I 

do) and that every natural species is a lineage-segment (as in the minimal 

concept), it may seem that every living being must be in some natural species. But 

to hypothesize that every natural species is a lineage-segment is not to 

hypothesize that every lineage-segment is a natural species, complete or partial. 

And there is at least one natural species concept, the biological species concept, 

that explicitly disallows natural species status for uniparentally reproducing 

organisms (Dobzhansky 1935, 355). So, universality is not a hypothesis of the 

minimal natural species concept; the concept neither asserts nor denies that every 

living being is in some natural species. 

Tentatively, I shall use the phrase ‘natural species’ to mean the idea of certain 

genetic units that would qualify as natural species under the minimal concept: a 

natural species is each certain sort of lineage-segment that originates 

nonartificially and persists nonartificially. Part of the work of the biosystematist 

is to try to learn what this ‘certain sort’ is, and to discover how to ascertain 

directly one or more of these ‘certain sorts’ of genetic units. 

Linneon–natural species correspondence conjectures 

Expanding on Simpson, I think each time one defines a linneon one is making 

three assumptions. 

• There exists a particular genealogically determined natural species—the 

targeted natural species—to which this particular morphologically 

defined linneon corresponds. 

• The entire assigneeship to this linneon—all the past, present, and 

potential future specimens assignable to this linneon—corresponds to 
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some degree with the entire membership of its targeted natural species—

all the past, present, and potential future living beings mutually 

genealogically linked within this natural species. 

• The collective qualities of the defined linneon are consistent with the 

collective qualities of its targeted natural species, or at least not 

inconsistent with them. 

I shall call these three assumptions together the linneon–natural species 

correspondence conjectures. At the time of defining a linneon, the conjectures are 

a set of goals as much as a set of assumptions. 

One can do biological taxonomy without making these conjectures or aiming 

for these goals. However, suppose one does assume some natural species exist 

today. And suppose one does hold a particular natural species concept and one 

does aim to attain linneon–natural species correspondence when defining each 

linneon. Then one would avoid defining a linneon in a way that would give it a 

collective quality incompatible with whatever collective qualities one is 

hypothesizing for every natural species. For example, if one accepts the minimal 

natural species concept, one will not compose a linneon definition in a way that 

makes the defined linneon manifestly internally genealogically discontinuous. 

And one would not use specimens that originated artificially, or could not survive 

without human help, as the only exemplars for a linneon definition. 

The idea of linneon–natural species correspondence leads to the idea of 

taxonomic circumscription. 

Taxonomic circumscription 

Taxonomic circumscription is the idea of how well the entire assigneeship to a 

linneon would correspond to the entire membership of a supposedly 

corresponding natural species if the entire assigneeship and entire membership 

could be ascertained. Or, to put it differently, how fully the linneon definition 

would include all past, present, and future members of the targeted natural 

species, and how thoroughly the definition would exclude nonmembers of this 

natural species. 

A linneon definition would exactly circumscribe a particular natural species if 

the entire assigneeship to the defined linneon were identical to the entire 

membership of this natural species. Such an ideal linneon definition would 

unambiguously describe each member of the corresponding natural species and it 

would describe no nonmember of the natural species. With exact circumscription, 

the linneon and its targeted natural species would have identical collective 

qualities. 

A linneon definition would overcircumscribe (be too narrow) if it failed to 

describe some member(s) of the targeted natural species. It would 

undercircumscribe (be too broad) if it described some nonmember(s) of the 

targeted natural species. (These words can confuse. Overcircumscription means 

underinclusiveness with respect to some of the members of the targeted natural 
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species, while undercircumscription means overinclusiveness.) One may view 

splitting as a special sort of overcircumscription in which two linneon definitions 

overcircumscribe the same natural species differently, so that every member of 

this natural species fits one or the other linneon definition but not both, and no 

nonmember of the natural species fits either definition. And one may view 

lumping as a special sort of undercircumscription in which one linneon definition 

undercircumscribes two natural species in such a way that the definition describes 

every member of both natural species, with no omissions or additions. 

Figure 7.1 illustrates several conceivable circumscription scenarios. 

Figure 7.1 Some conceivable kinds of taxonomic circumscription 

illustrated using Venn diagrams (modified from McCabe 2008). 
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There may be circumscription errors other than those illustrated here. For 

example, there may be no natural species corresponding to a defined linneon. 

Accuracy of taxonomic circumscription is indeterminate 

One may aim for linneon–natural species correspondence when defining a 

linneon, but the accuracy with which a particular linneon definition circumscribes 

the entire membership of its targeted natural species is indeterminate. There are 

at least two reasons for this. 

• One cannot assuredly ascertain the entire assigneeship to a defined 

linneon—all past, present, and future specimens assignable to it. One 

cannot even expect to observe all presently living specimens assignable to 

this linneon. 

• The entire membership of the hypothetical natural species supposedly 

targeted by a linneon definition is “even less observable” (Simpson, 

quoted at the beginning of the chapter). 

On both counts one cannot know how accurately a linneon definition 

circumscribes a natural species. However, this claim that natural species 

circumscription accuracy is indeterminate is not a claim that a linneon definition 

cannot exactly circumscribe an existing natural species. It could, but one cannot 

know whether or not it does so. 

As to how well the collective qualities of a linneon correspond to the 

collective qualities of its targeted natural species, one cannot know this either, for 

the same reasons. (But I shall show in later chapters that sometimes one can know 

that a linneon, as defined, assuredly lacks a collective quality hypothesized in the 

minimal natural species concept.) 

Some well-studied linneons seem too substantial to be only in the mind of the 

observer. Yet it would be overoptimistic to think any linneon precisely is a natural 

species. The linneon–natural species correspondence conjectures set a goal; they 

do not establish a fact. It would be unwise to try to deduce the collective qualities 

of hypothetical natural species from the observed collective qualities of currently 

recognized linneons. 

In view of the uncertainties discussed here, it may seem unrealistic to expect to 

know any particular natural species. In the next chapter I discuss an example 

belying this pessimism. 
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8 • OUR HISTORICAL NATURAL SPECIES 

Simpson wrote that the taxonomist proposes the existence of a particular natural 

species at one remove, by endeavoring to define a morphological group, say a 

linneon, so its entire assigneeship will approximate to the entire membership of a 

natural species. There is an exception to this indirect approach when it comes to 

humanity within the era of recorded history. 

Historical knowledge and our historical natural species 

I believe one can know, to the extent of one’s perceptiveness, that our historical 

natural species—humanity through the time of recorded history—has existed and 

continues to exist as a single collective entity. And one can usually directly 

identify a member of our historical natural species as such. We have genealogical 

and morphological knowledge about our historical selves to a depth that we do 

not have for nonhuman living beings or for humanity before recorded history. In 

this instance the term ‘natural species’ does not mean something conjectured or 

aimed for, but something the existence of which has been and can repeatedly be 

empirically verified. 

Some hypotheses about our historical natural species 

As an infant, one becomes aware of present-day humanity through being a 

member of one’s family or group and through self-knowledge. This awareness 

may expand through traveling, working, playing, supervising, having friends, 

obeying, fighting, conversing, doing politics; and by learning from journalists, 

anthropologists, sailors, primatologists, poets, human anatomists and 

physiologists, molecular biologists, administrators, builders, storytellers, health 

workers, archaeologists, sociologists, historians, linguists, psychologists, 

philosophers, and all sorts of other persons. 

From these experiences I make some genealogical and some nongenealogical 

hypotheses about our historical natural species, as follows. 

Genealogical hypotheses 

1. Every historically living human being was or is directly genealogically 

linked to another human being. 

2. No offspring of a historically living human being has so far been a 

nonhuman organism. Our historical natural species has so far bred true. 

3. Many pairs of historically living human beings have been or are mutually 

crossable. 

4. No historically living human has so far successfully crossed with a 

nonhuman organism; our historical natural species has been up to now 

absolutely reproductively isolated. 

5. Our historical natural species was and is one lineage-segment. When 

people travel, meet, migrate, invade, cohabit, and so forth, their successful 
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crossings have been sufficient to keep humanity internally genealogically 

continuous. 

6. Our historical natural species collectively nonartificially persists. So far in 

our history enough human beings in each generation have matured and 

successfully crossed to produce a succeeding generation of surviving and 

reproducing humans. The instinctive drives experienced by many 

maturing persons for sexual consummation and nurturing children are 

reminders of the collective power of our historical natural species to 

persist nonartificially. 

7. The present-day living membership of our historical natural species is 

rolling, dynamic, and changing over time. In it descendants replace 

ancestors. 

Nongenealogical hypotheses 

a. Our historical natural species is disjoint with respect to other natural 

species. No historically living member of a human family has also been a 

member of a nonhuman natural species, and vice versa. 

b. Human-level language—the ability to recursively communicate using 

descriptive or argumentative spoken statements—is specific and unique to 

our historical natural species (Bartley 1984, 144; Darwin 1896, 85–86; 

Hauser et al. 2002), although not universal among our members. No 

nonhuman living organism has this degree of language ability. Under this 

assumption, the presence of human-level language ability in an organism 

would be enough to confirm the organism as a member of our historical 

natural species. 

c. Many, although not all, members of our historical natural species have 

expressed during their ontogenesis, in a variety of environments, the 

feature-combination asserted in Gmelin’s version of Linnaeus’s definition 

for Homo sapiens. 

Many observations and reports support these hypotheses. They are not 

unorthodox, although human biologists do not usually state them explicitly. 

Nevertheless, they are no more than strongly backed hypotheses, or present-day 

empirically supported conclusions. Some of them are negatives or may be restated 

negatively. 

• No historically living human mother has given birth to a nonhuman. 

• No historically living human has successfully crossed with a nonhuman. 

• Our historical natural species was not and is not internally genealogically 

discontinuous. 

• No historically living member of a human family has also been a member 

of a nonhuman natural species. 

• No nonhuman has human-level language ability. 
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In these negative forms, each of these five hypotheses would be falsified by 

discovering one positive exception to it. Later in this essay I discuss one 

important way this could occur. 

Under these hypotheses, our historical natural species has two of the three 

collective qualities hypothesized in the minimal natural species concept—internal 

genealogical continuity and collective nonartificial persistence. And, regarding 

the third, there could have been no human artifice before humans; so, our origin 

must have been nonartificial. Under these hypotheses, our historical natural 

species also has some collective qualities beyond those hypothesized in the 

minimal concept: mutual crossability of members, absolute reproductive isolation, 

morphological distinctiveness, and disjointness with respect to other natural 

species. 

Hypotheses not made about our historical natural species 

I do not here make hypotheses about human prehistory. I limit my assumptions 

about humanity to historically living persons. For example, I make no hypothesis 

about our ancestry, our origin (other than its nonartificiality), or the origin of the 

particular features of our historical natural species. 

Although I hypothesize that the ability to communicate recursively using 

dialectical and descriptive spoken statements is human-specific, and that this 

degree of language ability is not present in any nonhuman living organism, I do 

not hypothesize that human-level language is universal among historically living 

human beings. The absence of human language in an organism does not mark the 

organism as nonhuman. 

There is enough empirical evidence to affirm that our historical natural species 

has existed historically and exists now concretely and that it has the collective 

qualities hypothesized in the minimal natural species concept, as well as some 

additional collective qualities. Many living members of our historical natural 

species are directly and correctly ascertainable as such by observing relevant 

generative events. We are evidence that the idea ‘natural species’ is not an empty 

or wholly abstract concept. 

Defining Homo sapiens taxonomically 

It has been a long time since the definition for the linneon Homo sapiens, 

supposed to correspond to our natural species, has been formally revised. One 

primate taxonomy monograph skipped Homo sapiens altogether: 

… As the consideration of Homo is excluded in this Review, we pass to 

the Monkeys, Baboons, Apes, etc.… (Elliot 1913, xxii). 

Another primatology text (Groves 2001, 308), although it gives definitions for all 

other primate linneons discussed, does not do so for Homo sapiens but refers 

instead to Linnaeus’s definition in Systema naturae. Simpson too, in his 
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classification of mammals, refers back to Linnaeus (Simpson 1945, 68). And in a 

recent paleoanthropology handbook, there is a review of attempts to define a 

group that includes humans and their fossil congeners; but no definition is offered 

for Homo sapiens as distinct from other hominids (Schwartz 2007). These texts 

are not remiss in their omissions. They reflect the practice of human biologists, 

who do not use a definition for linneon Homo sapiens to identify a living being as 

human, using instead observed or reported birth from a human parent. 

Nevertheless, it is useful to consider the definition of linneon Homo sapiens as 

if it is used by biologists to identify human beings. Applying the special 

knowledge we have about ourselves to the definition sheds light on linneon 

defining in general. 

Taxonomic definitions for Homo sapiens are incomplete 

Here is a slightly changed version of Linnaeus’s and Gmelin’s definition for 

linneon Homo sapiens, stated in operator-signifier format. 

Homo sapiens definition: heart with two auricles and two ventricles AND 

viviparous AND fore teeth wedge-like, intended for cutting, those of the 

upper jaw are parallel and four in number AND two paps situated on the 

breast AND erect posture AND nearly naked skin with a hairy scalp, hair 

on the eye-brows and eye-lashes AND having, when arrived at puberty, 

the pubis and arm-pits hairy AND uvula AND organs of speech AND face 

in the same plane with body AND forward projecting laterally 

compressed nose AND prominent chin AND feet, in walking, rest on the 

heel AND NOT tail AND able when mature to speak dialectical and 

descriptive sentences in a recursive translatable language. 

In this altered definition for Homo sapiens, I have substituted an assertion about 

human-level language for Linnaeus’s phrase “wisdom far superior to … all other 

animals.” This is not to say that wisdom is an unimportant human feature. I make 

the substitution because the presence or absence of an ability to utter new 

translatable descriptions and arguments is easier to detect with assurance than is 

the presence or absence of wisdom. 

The Linnaeus-Gmelin definition for Homo sapiens, and my suggested one, are 

both incomplete and underinclusive. Neither describes all the persons who are 

genealogically members of our historical natural species, despite Linnaeus’s and 

Gmelin’s efforts to do so (Kerr 1792, 46–53). They are too narrow and 

overcircumscribe our genealogically determined natural species for two reasons. 

Insufficient written alternative assertions 

First, there are no written-in alternative assertions in these definitions for linneon 

Homo sapiens. Both definitions are pure logical conjunctions; they contain only 

‘AND’ and ‘NOT’ operators. Many an aberrant offspring of a human mother is not 

described by either definition. If one were to assign living beings to Homo sapiens 
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solely by their fit to either linneon definition, one would incorrectly exclude each 

person who lacks even one of the features positively asserted in the definitions. 

For example, both definitions for Homo sapiens contain the assertion 

… AND fore teeth wedge-like, intended for cutting, those of the upper jaw 

are parallel and four in number AND…. 

A person genealogically identified as human who has the recognized human 

aberration of peg-like or absent lateral upper incisors (Alvesalo and Portin 1969) 

would not fit the definitions as stated, even if all other assertions in the definitions 

were true for this person. To make a definition for Homo sapiens useful for 

identifying this variant kind of human being, one can either write into it, or 

assume it contains unwritten, an alternative assertion-combination describing this 

dental aberration. Say, the second alternative in the following assertion-

combination: 

… AND fore teeth wedge-like, intended for cutting AND (those of the upper 

jaw parallel and four in number OR those of the upper jaw parallel and 

upper laterals peg-like or absent) AND…. 

Typical human beings are described by the first alternative assertion, those with 

the dental aberration by the second. 

And so on for every known variant kind of human being. 

Missing or implicit dispositional assertions 

Another thing making these definitions for Homo sapiens incomplete is the 

absence of dispositional modifying terms. For example, a double amputee would 

not fit the assertion, found in both definitions, 

… AND feet, in walking, rest on the heel…. 

Yet one would not reject this person from linneon Homo sapiens. Rather one 

would interpret this assertion dispositionally (Boyd 1999, 165) and assume it 

implicitly contains the modifying term ‘disposed to,’ as 

… AND (disposed to) feet, in walking, rest on the heel…. 

Then by assuming the amputee, who once had feet and walked, still has a 

disposition to have a plantigrade gait, the amputee would fit the definition. 

It seems to me taxonomists, when using linneon definitions for assigning 

specimens to linneons, intuitively consider the implicit dispositional aspect of 

linneon definition assertions. So, except for discussion or educational purposes, 

there is no need to precede each signifier in each assertion in every linneon 

definition in our taxonomic system with the written modifier ‘disposed to.’ 

This human example demonstrates the relevance of dispositional thinking to 

biological taxonomy. 
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An imaginary expanded definition for Homo sapiens 

One could compile from available sources a definition for linneon Homo sapiens 

circumscribing more inclusively the membership of our historical natural species. 

This would be a definition with more and more written-in alternative assertion-

combinations describing more and more variant kinds of human beings (Gasking 

1960, 28–32). 

There is no need to carry out this exercise, since human biologists do not use 

the definition for Homo sapiens to identify living organisms as human. And one 

has no assurance that even the most expansive definition for linneon Homo 

sapiens would describe the entire membership of our historical natural species. If 

one did add alternative assertion-combinations to the definition, then to conform 

to the custom of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions one 

would test each added alternative for nonexclusiveness with respect to alternatives 

asserted in closely drawn, currently accepted nonhuman primate linneon 

definitions. 
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9 • NONHUMAN MICROTAXONOMY 

In this chapter I return to nonhuman microtaxonomy, defining nonhuman linneons 

and assigning specimens to them. 

There are kinds of nonhuman living beings encountered domestically, 

agriculturally, and in the laboratory for which we have detailed biological 

information (Valentine and Löve 1958). For these familiar kinds of organisms, it 

may be we will eventually know in a direct way some of their natural species, as I 

claim we now know ours. But at present one hypothesizes the existence of a 

nonhuman natural species indirectly, by defining a linneon 

in such a way that the inferred morphological group will [or could] 

approximate a genetic group (Simpson 1945, 14). 

Well-formed linneon definition 

The taxonomic nomenclatural codes include no guidelines for composing linneon 

definitions. However, I have found two guiding ideas in other taxonomic 

publications. 

1. Whenever possible, draw each linneon definition from more than one 

undamaged exemplar. 

2. When composing a linneon definition, use signifiers, modifiers, and 

assertions that are unambiguous. This is discussed in chapter 5. 

I have made two further suggestions. 

3. Include enough alternative assertion-combinations in each linneon 

definition to describe all important variant kinds in the linneon, and 

enough to rule out mutual nonexclusiveness when linneon definitions are 

mutually closely drawn. 

4. Compose each linneon definition so each alternative assertion-

combination in it is at least informally mutually exclusive with respect to 

alternative assertion-combinations in any other closely drawn, currently 

accepted linneon definitions. If one discovers a dual-fitter to a pair of 

already-composed linneon definitions, or to a pair of their respective 

alternative assertion-combinations, revise them to eliminate the discovered 

mutual nonexclusiveness. 

In this book I shall use the phrase well-formed linneon definition to mean each 

definition that satisfies these two guidelines and two suggestions. A linneon with 

a well-formed definition is a well-defined linneon. 

Why avoid nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions? 

As I reported earlier, some taxonomists take exception to the custom of avoiding 

mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions. One argument on which this 

exception might be based is 
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… it is more important for taxonomic conventions to be consistent with 

systematic theory rather than for systematic theory to be consistent with 

taxonomic conventions (de Queiroz 2005, 206). 

According to this argument, one need not comply with a taxonomic convention, 

such as the custom of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions, 

when the convention does not accord with biosystematic theory. Theory controls 

practice. So, suppose one wants each linneon definition to have the collective 

qualities hypothesized for all natural species; and suppose one holds the alternate 

hypothesis that some pairs of natural species are or could be mutually nondisjoint. 

Then, according to the above argument, if one discovers a dual-fitter to a pair of 

linneon definitions one would not consider the discovered mutual exclusiveness 

of these definitions a problem to be eliminated. 

But this alternate hypothesis of nondisjointness of natural species is one of an 

opposing pair, the other being the hypothesis held by other biosystematists that 

natural species are mutually disjoint. These two hypotheses give opposing 

guidance about practice. They cancel each other, so to speak. What remains is the 

operational goal of keeping our taxonomic system useful for cataloging and 

indexing, by avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions. 

Maximum diagnosability strategy 

How far should one subdivide a collection of unidentified specimens before 

composing linneon definitions from the exemplars in each resulting 

distinguishable subcollection? There is no consensus among taxonomists about 

this problem. One strategy for dealing with it is to draw a separate definition from 

… [each] smallest population or group of populations within which there 

is a parental pattern of ancestry and descent and which is diagnosable by 

unique combinations of character-states … (Cracraft 1997, 329). 

I shall call this the maximum diagnosability strategy. As implied by “a parental 

pattern of ancestry and descent,” when using this strategy one is to consider 

exemplar genealogy when composing linneon definitions. However, often one 

does not know the genealogy of exemplars: say, a jumble of unidentified 

specimens obtained by dragging a plankton net in the ocean or by misting a 

tropical tree canopy, or a revision series of specimens in a museum. To use the 

maximum diagnosability strategy when genealogy is unknown, one looks for 

dissimilar features of specimens in the collection. If one finds differences and 

judges them to be taxonomically significant, one subdivides the collection into 

dissimilar subcollections so all the specimens within each subcollection share a 

particular feature or feature-combination. Then one uses the specimens in each 

subcollection as exemplars for composing a separate linneon definition. 

Taxonomic splitters and lumpers disagree on how far one may go with 

subdividing before using the specimens in the resulting subcollections as 

exemplars for linneon definitions. On the one hand, the two words “smallest 

population” in the above quotation suggest that one may sort the unidentified 
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specimens into as many dissimilar subcollections as one can. On the other, 

suppose one knows by direct observation that some of the unidentified specimens 

are mutually genealogically linked and form one or more pedigreeable 

collections. Then the phrase “within which there is a parental pattern of ancestry 

and descent” suggests only subdividing each collection of exemplars known to be 

pedigreeable if each resulting dissimilar subgroup is itself an internally 

genealogically continuous pedigreeable subcollection. 

A counterweight to genealogy when defining linneons 

To match this genealogical limit to splitting, can one devise a corresponding 

limitation on lumping? Here is one option: avoid formal mutual exclusiveness of 

pairs of assertions within a linneon definition. In a sense this balances the custom 

of avoiding mutual nonexclusiveness between pairs of closely drawn linneon 

definitions. How would such a custom work? 

Suppose one knows that some organisms in a collection of unidentified 

specimens form one pedigreeable collection, yet are mutually dissimilar. Under the 

maximum diagnosability strategy one may subdivide this collection based on these 

dissimilarities only if the resulting sub-subcollections have a “pattern of ancestry 

and descent” (are pedigreeable subcollections). Otherwise, the strategy limits one 

to drawing a single linneon definition from the pedigreeable collection of 

organisms, despite their dissimilarities. However, suppose this one proposed 

linneon definition has two or more alternative assertion-combinations in it. If any 

pair of these alternatives is formally mutually exclusive, then under this suggested 

counterweight one could override genealogy and promote the two formally 

mutually exclusive alternatives to linneon definition status, provided they can be 

made well-formed in all respects. 

These ways to mediate splitting/lumping decisions would not always be available. 

The genealogical limit on splitting comes into play only in the uncommon situation 

in which one knows the genealogy of a group of unidentified organisms. And the 

suggested limit on lumping comes into play only if one has discovered a pair of 

formally mutually exclusive alternative assertion-combinations within one pro-

posed linneon definition. Even when available, the methods would merely replace 

personal arbitrary decisions with conventions equally arbitrary. They may decrease 

but will not eliminate controversy among taxonomic splitters and lumpers. 

A conventional limit to the use of genealogy for assigning 

Consider next the other part of microtaxonomy, assigning specimens to linneons. 

And consider the practice, when genealogy is known, of assigning a living being 

to the linneon to which its parent or parents are assigned, even if it does not fit the 

parental linneon definition. This practice gives taxonomic primacy to genealogy 

over morphology. Yet often, in a kind of reversal, when two parents assigned to 

separate linneons successfully cross, their mutual indirect genealogical linkage 
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through their offspring is disregarded and they are kept in their separate linneons. 

For example, when an ass and horse successfully cross each parent is kept in its 

linneon, Equus africanus or E. ferus. 

Linneon boundary 

When two parents assigned to separate linneons are observed to successfully cross 

but are kept assigned to their separate linneons in this way, there results an 

imaginary linneon boundary separating (yet joining) the two parental linneons, as 

illustrated in Figure 9.1. 

 

In Figure 9.1, the boundary between linneons E. africanus and E. ferus is the mule 

plus the two direct genealogical links to the mule. This linneon boundary is 

nonabrupt. It includes a mediary organism—here the mule not assigned to 

either parental linneon. 

A linneon boundary resulting from a successful crossing of two parents 

assigned to separate linneons would have a different configuration if the resulting 

offspring were assigned to one of the parental linneons. Then the linneon 

boundary would be just the genealogical link between the offspring and the other 

parent as illustrated in Figure 9.2. 

This sort of linneon boundary is abrupt. It includes no mediary organism. 

Figure 9.1 Illustration of a nonabrupt linneon boundary at a 

successful crossing of parents assigned respectively to linneons 

Equus ferus and E. africanus. 

Figure 9.2 Illustration of an abrupt linneon boundary at a successful 

crossing of parents assigned to separate linneons Ab and Cd. 
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Categorizing a successful crossing 

I suggest calling a successful crossing of two parents officially heterospecific 

when these parents are respectively assigned to separate currently recognized 

linneons with well-formed definitions. I use the word ‘officially’ to indicate that 

this judgment of heterospecificity pertains to the parents’ linneon assignments, it 

is not based on an assurance that the parents are in separate natural species and 

truly heterospecific. I call each observed successful crossing of two organisms 

assigned to the same linneon officially intraspecific. Again, I use ‘officially’, 

since there is no assurance the crossing is between parents in the same natural 

species and truly intraspecific. Finally, I call the parents assigned to one and the 

same linneon officially conspecific—in one and the same linneon. They are not 

assuredly truly conspecific—in one and the same natural species. 

The practice of allowing mutually successfully crossing parents assigned to 

separate linneons to remain assigned to these separate linneons implies an 

underlying assumption that some truly heterospecific successful crossings do 

occur in nature. 

Categorizing a hybrid 

Certain kinds of offsprings are called hybrids. 

Probably the majority of people think of hybrids as being derived from 

crosses between organisms belonging to different races, varieties or 

species (Heiser 1949, 645). 

This definition for hybrid mentions races and varieties as well as species, so it 

includes in its meaning not only each offspring resulting from an officially 

heterospecific crossing of two parents respectively assigned to separate linneons, 

but also each offspring resulting from officially intraspecific crossing of two 

parents in separate variant kinds within the same linneon. To give the idea of a 

hybrid more precision, I categorize these two sorts of hybrids as follows. Each 

first generation (F1) offspring resulting from a directly observed successful 

crossing of parents assigned to separate linneons is an officially heterospecific 

hybrid. ‘Officially’ because there is no assurance the parents are truly 

heterospecific. With this usage one would call a mule of known parentage an 

officially heterospecific hybrid. Usually there is no special term applied to an 

offspring coming from crossing parents both assigned to the same linneon. 

However, when a pair of such officially conspecific crossing parents are in 

separate distinguishable variant kinds within this linneon the resulting offsprings 

are sometimes called hybrids. To complete a terminology, I shall use the term 

officially intraspecific hybrid for them. 
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Inferring officially heterospecific hybridity 

When the genealogy of an unidentified biparental reproducer is not directly 

observed an inference is sometimes nevertheless made, based on its having certain 

morphological features, that the specimen is an officially heterospecific hybrid. In 

other words, an inference is made that its parents, if they had been observed, 

would have been in separate linneons. But I say this is another example of the 

fallacy of affirming the consequent. While many a proven officially heterospecific 

hybrid will have certain kinds of morphological features, having them is not 

enough evidence to assure that an organism with unknown genealogy is an 

officially heterospecific hybrid when the question is important. 

In this essay, I use the phrase ‘officially heterospecific hybrid’ conservatively 

to only mean an organism directly observed to have parents assigned to separate 

linneons. This is not an argument that officially heterospecific hybrids do not 

exist. It is an argument against using indirectly inferred hybridity of a biparental 

reproducer or reproducers, based on nongenealogical features alone, as the sole 

basis for important biosystematic conclusions. In appendix A3 I explain in more 

detail the basis for this conservative approach. 

Mixed pedigreeable collection 

I shall call a pedigreeable collection containing some organisms assigned to one 

well-defined linneon, and some assigned to another well-defined linneon or to no 

linneon, an officially mixed pedigreeable collection. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 

illustrate one sort of officially mixed pedigreeable collection, the sort resulting 

from a successful officially heterospecific crossing. Another source for an 

officially mixed pedigreeable collection might be the arrival of the first-

recognized exemplars of a new linneon arising out of an assignee or assignees to a 

currently recognized linneon, as will be discussed in chapter 13. Such an 

occurrence would not be limited to biparental reproducers, as would a successful 

officially heterospecific crossing. So, an officially mixed pedigreeable collection 

might occur among uniparental as well as biparental reproducers. 

A counterpart to the idea of an officially mixed pedigreeable collection is the 

idea of a truly mixed pedigreeable collection—one containing some organisms 

in one natural species, and some either in another or in no natural species. The 

accuracy with which a linneon definition circumscribes its targeted natural species 

is indeterminate; so one is not assured that an officially mixed pedigreeable 

collection is truly mixed, or that an officially unmixed pedigreeable collection is 

truly unmixed. 

Categorizing a hybrid zone 

A hybrid zone has been defined as a geographic area or strip where “genetically 

distinct populations meet, mate, and produce hybrids” (Barton and Hewitt 1985, 

113). In this work I shall use the term hybrid zone only to denote areas in which 
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direct observation has confirmed that each of a number of organisms in the zone 

has parents of genetically distinct kinds respectively residing in separate flanking 

areas. Such a hybrid zone would be officially heterospecific when the known 

crossing parents are assigned to separate well-defined linneons. It would be 

officially intraspecific when the known crossing parents are in genetically distinct 

variant kinds within one and the same well-defined linneon. 

Categorizing introgression 

Biologists have made different statements about what results when parents 

assigned to different linneons successfully cross: 

… species in nature in most cases are rather well-defined and keep 

themselves distinct in spite of their being able to hybridize and in spite of 

their habitats being nearly the same … (Ostenfeld 1928, 33). 

Or, 

If two species capable of hybridizing meet, they usually do so in a 

situation more favorable to one than to the other. If hybrids are produced, 

they tend to cross back to the more abundant species. The progeny of 

these secondary hybrids are likewise crossed back again, and so on 

(Heiser 1949, 652–653). 

The idea of the second phenomenon occurring in the wild has been called 

introgressive hybridization (Anderson 1949), or just introgression. It is 

comparable to the practice of plant and animal breeders who introduce, by 

controlled crosses and backcrosses, a desirable feature found in organisms in one 

cultivar, breed, or linneon into organisms in a second, in hopes of improving the 

second. 

Introgression in the wild is sometimes inferred indirectly. However, I use the 

term introgression only for instances confirmed by directly observing (1) the 

nonartificial occurrence of successful crossing of pairs of parents respectively in 

collections of neighboring genetically distinct organisms, followed by (2) the 

nonartificial occurrence of successful backcrosses of some of the resulting F1 

offsprings with organisms in one of the two parental collections, followed in turn 

by (3) the nonartificial engendering at these backcrosses of some descendants 

having some feature(s) present in the organisms in the other collection. Suppose 

one has observed such an instance of nonartificial introgression involving two 

collections of genetically distinct organisms. If the originally crossing parents 

were assigned to separate linneons with well-formed definitions, call the 

introgression officially heterospecific; if the parents were of two variant kinds 

assigned to one and the same linneon with a well-formed definition, call the 

introgression officially intraspecific. 

Biological considerations 

There is sometimes a further twist to microtaxonomic practice when pairs of 

parents assigned respectively to separate linneons are observed to successfully 
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cross. If the resulting offsprings are observed to be consistently fertile and 

vigorous, the taxonomist may make an exception and judge that their parents 

were wrongly assigned to separate linneons (Mayr 1986, 161, 170), merge the 

parental linneon definitions (Van Gelder 1977 18), and retire the pair of parental 

linneons. When this is done, the two parental linneon definitions become two 

alternative assertion-combinations in one newly merged linneon definition. The 

crossing parents become representatives of two variant kinds within the newly 

defined linneon. The observed crossings become officially intraspecific. 

One might ask, why not follow this lead and give genealogy primacy over 

judged dissimilarity at every officially heterospecific successful crossing? Why 

not automatically merge each pair of linneon definitions for which respective 

assignees have been observed to mutually successfully cross? Doing so would 

eliminate what appears to be a quandary in microtaxonomy. But this would be too 

easy. Usually the offsprings of officially heterospecific parents are sterile, as 

mules are; or are inviable (Clausen et al. 1939, 103). Their biology does not give 

reason to merge the parental linneon definitions. If anything, their sterility or 

inviability reinforces the designation of their parents as officially heterospecific. 

Microtaxonomists need make no apology for the seemingly inconsistent 

conventions, practices, guidelines, and strategies found in the taxonomic literature 

and summarized here. I think they result from attending to all biological 

observations when devising these practices, and an unwillingness to reduce these 

phenomena to something simple (Quine 1963) or logical. Nevertheless, in the 

next chapter I shall suggest a small way to strengthen the logic of microtaxonomy 

without flouting or ignoring the complexity revealed by observing living beings. 
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10 • ASSESSING REPORTED OFFICIAL 
HETEROSPECIFICITY 

As discussed in the preceding chapter, when two parents assigned to separate 

linneons successfully cross, the parents are often, despite their indirect 

genealogical linkage, kept in their separate linneons. I called such a crossing 

officially heterospecific. However, when the resulting offsprings are fertile and 

vigorous, an exception is sometimes made. The definitions of the parental 

linneons are merged, both parents are assigned to the newly merged linneon, and 

the crossing is categorized as officially intraspecific. 

There is something else that could lead one to recategorize an officially 

heterospecific crossing as officially intraspecific. This would be finding that a 

descendant issuing from such a crossing fits both parental linneon definitions, and 

that one can eliminate this discovered nonexclusiveness only by merging the two 

definitions. In this case one would be merging parental linneon definitions not 

because of the biology of the offsprings, but to avoid mutual nonexclusiveness of 

the linneon definitions. 

The assessment method 

Consider imaginary linneons Ab and Cd having mutually closely drawn, well-

formed definitions that are not formally mutually exclusive. Suppose one has 

access to directly observed descendants issuing from Ab × Cd crossings. Then one 

may assess the supposed official heterospecificity of the crossing parents by 

testing each descendant for dual fit to the definitions of linneons Ab and Cd. 

Suppose one finds that a descendant resulting from an Ab × Cd crossing is a dual-

fitter to the definitions for linneons Ab and Cd. Try to eliminate this discovered 

mutual nonexclusiveness by composing two well-formed replacement definitions 

for linneons Ab and Cd. If one can do so, continue to categorize the crossing as 

officially heterospecific and to recognize linneons Ab and Cd. If one cannot do so, 

merge the definitions to eliminate the discovered mutual nonexclusiveness. Name 

the resulting newly defined linneon according to the appropriate nomenclatural 

code. The two crossing parents, the discovered dual-fitter, and prior assignees to 

the former parental linneons will fit one or the other or both alternative assertion-

combinations making up the newly merged linneon definition. Reassign them all 

to the newly defined linneon. Recategorize the crossing as officially intraspecific 

and retire linneons Ab and Cd and their definitions. If the offsprings resulting 

from the successful crossing are fertile and vigorous there is no need to consider 

this a reason to merge the two linneon definitions, for they are already merged. If 

the offsprings resulting from the successful crossing are sterile or inviable one 

might consider this a biological reason for keeping their parents in separate 

linneons and maintaining the claim that the crossing is officially heterospecific. 

However, this will not work because if one could compose two new parental 
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linneon definitions to replace the mutually nonexclusive definitions, one would 

have already done so, as just discussed. 

Is finding dual-fitting descendants likely? I have found no report of a search for 

them in the taxonomic literature, but there is reason to think that they would 

sometimes arise. For example, a botanical review states that some hybrids judged 

to be officially heterospecific have 

… a mosaic of both parental and intermediate morphological characters 

rather than just intermediate ones … (Rieseberg and Ellstrand 1993, 

213). 

And, for ferns, 

In the hybrid we see … one leaf lobe, or one part of a sorus, may be like 

one parent, another lobe or part like the other parent (Wagner 1962, 98). 

Such an offspring might fit both its parental linneon definitions unless they are 

formally mutually exclusive. 

Assessing related taxonomic decisions 

One can use testing for mutual nonexclusiveness to assess other taxonomic claims 

or decisions that rely on a judgment that observed successful crossings are 

officially heterospecific. 

Assessing a report of officially heterospecific hybridizability 

Consider imaginary linneons Ef and Gh having mutually closely drawn, well-

formed definitions that are not formally mutually exclusive. Suppose one directly 

observes successful Ef × Gh crossings. Before claiming linneons Ef and Gh are 

collectively mutually hybridizable, one may test the definitions of Ef and Gh for 

mutual nonexclusiveness by looking for a dual-fitter to them, especially among 

the descendants resulting from the observed successful crossings that were used 

as evidence for Ef × Gh collective hybridizability. Suppose one discovers a dual-

fitter to the definitions of linneons Ef and Gh, and suppose it is necessary to 

merge the definitions to eliminate this discovered mutual nonexclusiveness. Then 

the observed crossings would indicate officially intraspecific hybridizability of 

two variant kinds within one newly merged linneon, not officially heterospecific 

hybridizability of two linneons. 

Assessing makeup of a syngameon 

Botanists have observed that sometimes several currently recognized plant 

linneons, often all in the same genus, are hybridizable among themselves in 

various pairings. Botanists have used various terms for such a set of mutually 

hybridizable linneons: homogamic complex, hybrid complex, species group, 

superspecies, cenospecies, or the word used here—syngameon (Lotsy 1931, 3). 

The syngameon is defined as a group of hybridizing species (Grant and 

Grant 1956, 214). 
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The syngameon concept is not limited to plant linneons. Zoologists have applied 

the idea to some kinds of corals (Veron 2000, 428–431). 

One may assess the makeup of a particular syngameon by testing the 

definitions of its member linneons for mutual nonexclusiveness. Suppose one 

discovers a dual-fitter to the definitions for a pair of linneons in the syngameon. If 

it is necessary to merge their definitions to eliminate this discovered mutual 

nonexclusiveness, then the newly merged linneon would replace the two retired 

linneons in the syngameon and the number of linneons in the syngameon would 

be reduced by one. 

Assessing a report about a hybrid zone 

One could use the nonexclusiveness test to assess a report that a hybrid zone is 

officially heterospecific. Suppose one has confirmed that an area is a hybrid zone 

by directly observing that some organisms in the zone are offsprings of pairs of 

parents from neighboring genetically distinct groups. And suppose one 

categorizes the hybrid zone as officially heterospecific because these neighboring 

crossing parents are respectively assigned to separate currently recognized 

linneons. If one discovers a dual-fitter to their linneon definitions, and if merging 

the definitions is the only way to eliminate this mutual nonexclusiveness, then one 

would recategorize the hybrid zone as officially intraspecific. 

Assessing a report about introgression 

One could similarly assess categorization of a directly observed introgression. 

More generally, I suggest testing any already-accepted pair of mutually closely 

drawn, not formally mutually exclusive, linneon definitions for mutual 

nonexclusiveness whenever the opportunity arises. And, when publishing a new 

linneon definition that is closely drawn with respect to the definition of an 

already-recognized linneon, I suggest eliminating the risk of later discovery of a 

dual-fitter to the linneons by immediately making the new definition formally 

mutually exclusive with respect to the already-defined one. If this is not possible, 

I suggest reconsidering whether it is appropriate to define and propose this new 

linneon. 
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11 • LINNEON INTERNAL GENEALOGICAL 
DISCONTINUITY 

I have argued against allowing a dissenting biosystematic hypothesis to override a 

microtaxonomic practice. Yet now I shall use a biosystematic hypothesis to argue 

for a new microtaxonomic practice. I justify this turnabout with two reasons. 

First, the biosystematic hypothesis on which I shall base the suggested new 

practice is not one of a contested pair, but is an uncontested one: the hypothesis 

that every natural species is internally genealogically continuous. And second, 

unlike the practice I argued against, the new practice suggested here will not 

weaken the cataloging and indexing function of our present taxonomic system. 

About internal genealogical discontinuity 

Suppose one accepts the goal of attaining linneon–natural species correspondence 

and one accepts the minimal natural species concept, or at least the hypothesis 

that each natural species is one uninterrupted lineage-segment. Then one will aim 

to define each linneon so it is internally genealogically continuous and consistent 

with this hypothesis. But to confirm that one has attained this for a particular 

defined linneon, one would have to directly observe the entire assigneeship to the 

linneon, which is not possible. Nor does having a well-formed definition assure 

that a linneon is internally genealogically continuous. 

However, there is sometimes a feasible way to confirm the opposite—that a 

particular linneon, as currently defined, is not internally genealogically 

continuous, but is internally genealogically discontinuous. By internal 

genealogical discontinuity of a linneon I mean there is at least one assignee to 

this linneon, or one pedigreeable subcollection of assignees to it, having no direct 

genealogical link to other assignees to this linneon. (Internal genealogical 

discontinuity is not reproductive isolation. Internal discontinuity is a negative 

relationship among organisms within one linneon, while reproductive isolation is 

a negative collective relationship between particular linneons.) 

How is one to ascertain that a particular linneon is internally genealogically 

discontinuous? By finding that it contains a loner—an assignee to this linneon, or 

a pedigreeable subcollection of assignees to it, not directly genealogically linked 

to any other organism assigned to this linneon. For example, suppose one 

successfully crosses a plant assigned to Prosthechea cochleata with one assigned 

to P. radiata, and each of several resulting F1 offspring fits the present definition 

of linneon Prosthechea × chixoensis. And suppose one of these F1 offsprings is 

sterile, or produces only descendants that fit some linneon definition other than 

the definition for linneon Prosthechea × chixoensis. Then this F1 offspring cannot 

be directly genealogically linked to any of the other Prosthechea × chixoensis 

assignees. It would be a loner assignee to Prosthechea × chixoensis, which would 

indicate that this linneon is internally genealogically discontinuous. 
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Two sorts of lonership 

A loner assignee to a currently recognized linneon, say Pq, is a single organism 

fitting the definition of Pq but having no direct genealogical link to any other 

assignee to Pq—it has a direct genealogical link or links only to an organism or 

organisms assigned to a linneon other than Pq. A loner pedigreeable 

subcollection of assignees to linneon Pq would be a pedigreeable subcollection of 

two or more organisms, each of which is assigned to Pq and none of which has a 

direct genealogical link to a Pq assignee outside this subcollection. Each organism 

in a Pq loner pedigreeable subcollection would not itself be a loner assignee to 

linneon Pq, for it would be directly genealogically linked to one or more other Pq 

assignees within the Pq loner pedigreeable subcollection. 

Although a loner assignee, or loner pedigreeable subcollection of assignees, to 

Pq can by definition only be directly genealogically linked to an organism or 

organisms not in linneon Pq, the definition allows their indirect genealogical 

linkage to other Pq assignees via organisms assigned to a linneon other than Pq. 

Confirming linneon internal genealogical discontinuity 

To confirm that a well-defined linneon, Pq, is internally genealogically 

discontinuous, confirm that some assignee or pedigreeable subcollection of 

assignees to Pq is a loner. This would require observing the suspected Pq loner(s) 

over their entire reproductive lives to account for all their generative events and 

genealogical links. 

One situation in which one might detect internal genealogical discontinuity of 

linneon Pq would be if some Pq assignees were geographically or ecologically 

separated from other assignees to linneon Pq. Another situation in which one 

might detect discontinuity would be in an officially mixed pedigreeable collection 

having some organisms assigned to linneon Pq and some assigned to another 

linneon. 

Geographic or ecological isolation 

The discovery of a geographically or ecologically isolated assignee, or 

pedigreeable collection of assignees, to linneon Pq would not be enough, by itself, 

to confirm that Pq is internally genealogically discontinuous. This is because the 

assignee or assignees could be genealogically linked to other Pq assignees via a 

chain of unobserved past or present Pq assignees. Also, for biparental 

reproducers, the presently isolated assignees might become directly 

genealogically linked to other Pq assignees later. 

Officially mixed pedigreeable collection 

More favorable for testing whether linneon Pq is internally genealogically 

discontinuous would be the discovery of an officially mixed pedigreeable 

collection in which there are some organisms assigned to linneon Pq and some 

assigned to another linneon, say An. In such a pedigreeable collection, one would 
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have already made some, perhaps all, of the observations needed to decide 

whether some Pq assignee or assignees in it are or are not loners. 

Is confirming genealogical discontinuity feasible? 

Can one ever capture all the genealogical information necessary to confirm the 

presence of a loner assignee, or loner pedigreeable collection of assignees, to a 

linneon? I have found no reports in the taxonomic literature of an attempt to do 

so. However, several reported experiments demonstrate that officially mixed 

pedigreeable collections do sometimes arise in settings in which an observer 

could test whether an involved linneon is internally genealogically discontinuous. 

Here is a summary of one such report. 

Müntzing reported, for plants assigned to different linneons within the genus 

Galeopsis, that 

Crosses between the species G. pubescens and speciosa, both having the 

haploid chromosome number 8, gave highly sterile F1-hybrids. However, 

an F2-generation was raised, comprising about 200 individuals. One F2-

plant was found to be triploid and almost completely sterile. After 

pollination with pollen from one of the parents, pubescens, the triploid 

plant produced one single seed. This seed gave a tetraploid plant with 

good fertility. 

 This case of chromosome increase after species crossing is especially 

interesting as it elucidates the origin of the ‘natural’ tetraploid species G. 

Tetrahit L.… both the triploid F2-plant and its tetraploid daughter were 

morphologically undistinguishable from pure Tetrahit. Further, the 

artificial tetraploid behaved like a true Tetrahit not only morphologically 

but also in genetical and—as far as could be observed—also in 

cytological respects… (1932, 105; italics in original). 

Müntzing concludes: 

… this case might be regarded as the first instance where a species 

already existing in nature has been synthesized from the genomes of two 

other species (106). 

Müntzing’s is one of several reports in which an investigator carefully observed 

organisms in situations allowing a search for, and confirmation or disconfirmation 

of, internal genealogical discontinuity of a linneon; in this case linneon Galeopsis 

tetrahit. For reports of other qualifying botanical examples see Grant (1966), 

Kruckeberg (1961), and Marsden-Jones (1930). For zoological examples see 

Berger (1973, 4–6) and Skarzynski (2004, 279–281). Some of these reports, like 

Müntzing’s, are about artificially induced events, or they are about descendants 

that would not have survived without investigator support. Nevertheless, they 

illustrate the feasibility of testing for linneon internal genealogical discontinuity. 
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Eliminating an instance of linneon internal genealogical discontinuity 

Suppose, in an officially mixed pedigreeable collection containing organisms 

respectively in well-studied linneons Pq and An, there is a confirmed loner Pq 

assignee or loner pedigreeable subcollection of Pq assignees. One might be able 

to eliminate this discovered instance of internal genealogical discontinuity of 

linneon Pq by redefining the relevant linneons. First I suggest how one could do 

this for one Pq loner assignee, then for a loner pedigreeable subcollection of 

assignees, to linneon Pq. The suggested methods are reminiscent of those 

suggested earlier for eliminating discovered mutual nonexclusiveness of two 

linneon definitions. 

One loner assignee 

There are at least three ways to eliminate an instance of internal genealogical 

discontinuity of linneon Pq involving a single loner assignee to linneon Pq. 

Method A. Redefine linneon Pq to exclude the loner from Pq. Look for a 

feature present in the Pq loner assignee that is not present in any other observed 

assignee to Pq, or a feature absent in the loner and present in all other observed 

assignees to Pq. Add an assertion of the absence or presence of the feature to each 

alternative assertion-combination in the definition for linneon Pq so the new 

definition for Pq will not describe the loner but will continue to describe other 

assignees to linneon Pq and will remain at least informally mutually exclusive 

with respect to the currently accepted definition for An (and with respect to any 

other closely drawn currently accepted linneon definitions). If one attains this new 

linneon definition one has eliminated the observed instance of internal 

genealogical discontinuity of Pq by rejecting the discovered loner from linneon 

Pq. This former Pq loner, now in no linneon, would not be a good source for a 

new well-formed linneon definition because a linneon definition should be based 

on more than one specimen. Instead, since this former loner is directly 

genealogically linked only to An assignees and now does not fit the definition for 

Pq, one could genealogically assign it to linneon An, as a one-of-a-kind assignee. 

Method B. Redefine linneons so the interposed An organism or organisms 

become assignees to linneon Pq. If one can observe every An assignee interposed 

between the loner Pq assignee and other Pq assignees, there would be a second 

way to eliminate the discovered instance of genealogical discontinuity of Pq: add 

to the definition for Pq an alternative assertion-combination describing every 

interposed An assignee. If this is attainable, the former Pq loner would now be 

genealogically linked to other Pq assignees through these former An assignee(s), 

which now fit the expanded definition for linneon Pq and can be assigned to Pq. 

The discovered instance of internal genealogical discontinuity of Pq would 

disappear. However, the interposed organisms would now fit both the expanded 

definition for linneon Pq as well as the currently accepted definition for An, 

making the two definitions mutually nonexclusive and thus not well-formed. So, 

one can use this second method only if one can go further and eliminate the 
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mutual nonexclusiveness of these definitions with two new mutually exclusive 

definitions for linneons Pq and An. 

These first two suggested methods would retain An and Pq as separately 

defined linneons. 

Method C. Merge the definitions for linneons Pq and An. A third way to 

eliminate the observed instance of internal genealogical discontinuity, available 

even when one cannot observe all the An assignee(s) that separate the Pq loner 

from other Pq assignees, is to merge the former definitions of Pq and An. The two 

would now be alternative assertion-combinations in a newly merged linneon 

definition. All former assignees to linneons Pq and An would be assignees to one 

newly defined linneon. Name the new linneon according to the relevant 

nomenclatural code. The discovered instance of internal genealogical 

discontinuity would disappear. No look back at assignees to previously defined 

linneons Pq or An would be necessary. Unlike methods A and B, this method 

carries no risk of producing mutual nonexclusiveness of definitions for linneons 

Pq and An, which have been retired, although the newly merged definition may be 

nonexclusive with respect to some other currently accepted linneon definition. 

Merging linneon definitions is the easy way to eliminate a particular instance of 

confirmed internal genealogical discontinuity of a linneon, just as it is the easy 

way to eliminate discovered mutual nonexclusiveness of two linneon definitions. 

But merging alters the number of linneons in our taxonomic system, and it is 

conservative to try methods A and B first. 

Loner pedigreeable subcollection of assignees 

Suppose one has found not one loner assignee to Pq as just discussed, but a loner 

pedigreeable subcollection of assignees to Pq. One could use the same three 

methods to eliminate this discovered instance of internal genealogical 

discontinuity of linneon Pq, but with an added option. If one has used method A 

(redefining linneon Pq to exclude each organism in the loner subcollection from 

Pq) then, unlike a single loner excluded from Pq, the multiple members of the 

aberrant pedigreeable subcollection do qualify as exemplars for a definition of a 

new linneon, provided this definition can be made mutually exclusive with respect 

to other closely drawn currently accepted linneon definitions, and provided 

members of the newly defined linneon do not interfere with the internal 

genealogical continuity of another linneon, especially An. On the other hand, if 

one cannot meet these requirements, organisms in the aberrant subcollection 

may be reassigned to linneon An as a new variant kind in it. One could do this by 

adding an alternative assertion describing this variant kind to the definition of 

linneon An. 

I do not suggest trying to assess every proposed linneon for possible internal 

genealogical discontinuity before publishing its definition. But when an officially 

mixed pedigreeable collection arises during a taxonomic experiment or during 
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some other observation, such an occurrence would be an opportunity, not to say 

an obligation, to check this pedigreeable collection for a loner assignee or loner 

pedigreeable subcollection of assignees to an involved linneon, and to eliminate 

any confirmed internal genealogical discontinuity of the linneon by using the 

discussed methods or by doing a more extensive formal taxonomic revision. 

A limitation of these methods 

Eliminating one confirmed instance of internal genealogical discontinuity of a 

currently recognized linneon by redefining relevant linneons does not eliminate 

the risk of later finding a loner assignee or loner pedigreeable subcollection of 

assignees to one of the redefined linneons, indicating that it in turn is internally 

genealogically discontinuous. This contrasts with the ability to permanently 

eliminate mutual nonexclusiveness of a pair of mutually closely drawn linneon 

definitions by making them formally mutually exclusive. 

Anticipating linneon genealogical discontinuity 

By keeping in mind the undesirability of internal genealogical discontinuity of a 

linneon, one might sometimes proactively avoid defining a linneon that would, if 

defined, be unavoidably internally genealogically discontinuous. For example, it 

might seem reasonable to compose a morphological definition for nothospecies 

Equus africanus × ferus by using mules in this nothospecies as exemplars. 

Suppose one could make this definition mutually exclusive with respect to the 

definitions for Equus africanus and E. ferus, and could make it well-formed in 

other respects. This would convert nothospecies Equus africanus × ferus into a 

currently accepted linneon. However, almost every mule assignee to this proposed 

linneon would be a loner in it, since almost every mule is sterile (Rong et al. 

1988) and has direct genealogical links only to one parent assigned to E. africanus 

and one parent assigned to E. ferus, as illustrated in Figure 9.1. If one were to 

define a linneon Equus africanus × ferus it must contain taxonomic loners and be 

internally genealogically discontinuous. The definition would not be consistent 

with the hypothesis that each natural species is one lineage-segment. This is one 

reason to continue categorizing mules as taxonomic orphans and keep Equus 

africanus × ferus an undefined nothospecies. 
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12 • SEQUENTIAL SPECIATION MODELS 

A speciation event is the arrival of the founders—the first members—of a 

natural species. 

A speciation event may be categorized as sequential or nonsequential. 

• A sequential speciation event is the arrival of the founders of a new 

natural species arising out of ancestors in an already-existing natural 

species. 

• A nonsequential speciation event is the arrival of the founders of a new 

natural species arising out of ancestors in no natural species or as 

primordial living beings—living beings arising out of inanimate 

matter—as could be the case for a very first natural species. 

Here I attend to sequential speciation models. Each sequential speciation 

model is a set of hypotheses illustrating how a following natural species might 

arise nonartificially out of ancestors in a foregoing natural species. Each 

sequential speciation model may also be viewed as a definition for one sort of 

hypothetical sequential speciation event. 

Some proposed models of sequential speciation are collective, and some are 

organismal. A collective model of sequential speciation (Wright 1931, 98), 

sometimes called a populational or population-based model, illustrates a 

hypothetical sequential speciation event as it might occur natural species by 

natural species and phylogenetic event by phylogenetic event. On the other hand, 

an organismal model illustrates sequential speciation as it might occur organism 

by organism (Mahner and Bunge 1997, 313, 319) and generative event by 

generative event. A collective model of sequential speciation gives a big picture, 

and an organismal model illustrates hypothetical details. 

A number of collective models of sequential speciation have been proposed 

and analyzed in the literature. For example, see Dobzhansky (1951), Grant 

(1991), Mayr (2001, 174–181), and Simpson (1953). For some ways to 

investigate collective models, see White (1978, 11–13). 

In this work I attend to organismal models of sequential speciation. 

Three organismal models of sequential speciation 

An early organismal sequential speciation model (Darwin 1871, 114–120) depicts 

sequential speciation as it might occur over tens of thousands of generations. One 

person could not observe the full course of such a prolonged event unless it 

involved organisms having short generation times, such as bacteria. The other two 

organismal models discussed here depict sequential speciation occurring over a 

few generations or one generation. Their instances could theoretically be observed 

to completion by one prepared person. 
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Darwin’s model 

Darwin, in his Origin of Species, summarizes his sequential speciation model 

partly with words and partly with a diagram, reproduced here as Figure 12.1. 

In this diagram Darwin depicts some relevant hypothetical individual organisms. 

The branching and diverging dotted lines of unequal lengths proceeding 

from (A), may represent its varying offspring (Darwin 1871, 114). 

He also depicts hypothetical whole natural species (A, B, F, G, and so forth) at the 

bottom of the diagram. And he depicts hypothetical variant kinds as collective 

units, for example a10 and w10 respectively within natural species A and I. Darwin 

does not take imagined sequential speciation to completion in his diagram. 

Instead, he does so in the accompanying text, giving a word picture of how an 

event is completed. 

After ten thousand generations, species (A) is supposed to have produced 

three forms, a10, f10, and m10…. If we suppose the amount of change 

between each horizontal line in our diagram to be excessively small, 

these three forms may still be only well-marked varieties; but we have 

only to suppose the steps in the process of modification to be more 

numerous or greater in amount, to convert these three forms into doubtful 

or at last well-defined species… (1871 116–117). 

Figure 12.1 Darwin’s diagram representing hypothetical sequential 

speciation (Wikisource 2009, as modified there for legibility). 
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In other words, Darwin hypothesizes that an organism or organisms in, say, 

variant kind a10 of foregoing natural species A, first give rise to descendants in a 

doubtful species. He defines doubtful species elsewhere in Origin of Species as: 

The forms which possess in some considerable degree the character of 

species, but which are so closely similar to other forms, or are so closely 

linked to them by intermediate gradations, that naturalists do not like to 

rank them as distinct species…. (1871, 56). 

One or more descendants in this doubtful group produce “at last” the founders of 

a “well-defined species.” 

Lotsy’s model 

Lotsy’s model of sequential speciation is hybridogenetic—associated with 

successful crossing of genetically distinct parents. Lotsy did not diagram his 

model; he presented it in words. 

By crossing two monogametic individuals of different constitution, one 

consequently obtains a polygametic hybrid that is the source—and up to 

the present the only known source—of the origin of new forms, some of 

which are heterozygotes, others of which are homozygotes e.g., new 

species (1916, 53; italics in original). 

Figure 12.2 is my depiction of one version of Lotsy’s model. 

 

Figure 12.2 A representation of one possible sort of hybridogenetic 

sequential speciation event. 
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Hennig’s model 

Hennig (1966, 19, 31), like Darwin, summarized his speciation model with 

illustrations, one of which is slightly simplified as Figure 12.3. 

Here each hypothetical speciation event is cladogenetic—associated with a 

permanent Y within the relevant lineage-segment. It results in two lineage-

subsegments, depicted by Hennig as absolutely mutually reproductively isolated. 

The smaller diagram on the right side of Figure 12.3 represents Hennig’s 

corresponding collective model for sequential speciation. Each arrow in the large 

left-hand figure represents a generative event; each arrow in the small right-hand 

figure represents a phylogenetic event. 

I do not claim these three models are the only valid organismal models of 

sequential speciation. They are the ones I find useful when I discuss a way to look 

for sequential speciation events. 

Figure 12.3 Hennig’s diagram of an organismal model of sequential 

speciation, slightly modified. From Phylogenetic Systematics 

(1966, 31). Copyright 1979 by the Board of Trustees of the 

University of Illinois. Modified with permission. 
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The models and the minimal natural species concept 

The three models are consistent with the three hypotheses comprising the minimal 

natural species concept: each natural species is internally genealogically 

continuous, originates nonartificially, and collectively persists nonartificially. 

With regard to hypotheses not in, but not prohibited by, the natural species 

concept, the organismal models vary among themselves, except with regard to 

morphological distinguishability of each natural species. Here the three are 

consistent with, but more prescriptive than, the minimal concept. Darwin, in his 

sequential speciation model, explicitly hypothesizes distinguishability of the 

following from the foregoing natural species with his phrase “at last well-defined 

species.” Lotsy’s phrase “the origin of new forms” implies morphological 

distinguishability of the following natural species. Hennig also hypothesizes 

morphological distinctiveness of the members of each natural species: 

But this introduces into the definition of a species a criterion that rests on 

the possession of certain bodily peculiarities (1966, 32). 

Categorizing sequential speciation 

The three models represent sequential speciation occurring by anagenesis, as in 

Darwin’s model; by hybridogenesis, as in Lotsy’s model; or by cladogenesis, as in 

Hennig’s model. Each of the three models is compatible with the idea of 

speciation occurring sympatrically, parapatrically, or allopatrically. 

One may categorize sequential speciation in other ways. 

Abrupt and nonabrupt sequential speciation 

A sequential speciation event may be categorized as abrupt (Briggs and Walters 

1997, 264–269, 309–354; Solbrig 1970, 104) if the founders of the following 

natural species arise directly from parents in the foregoing natural species, as 

illustrated in above Figures 12.2 and 12.3. At each abrupt event there would be an 

abrupt natural species boundary, shown explicitly in Figure 12.3. 

On the other hand, a sequential speciation event may be categorized as 

nonabrupt if the founders in the following natural species are indirectly 

genealogically linked to ancestors in the foregoing natural species by way of a 

nonabrupt natural species boundary as illustrated in Figure 12.4. 
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At each nonabrupt sequential speciation event, the nonabrupt natural species 

boundary would contain a mediary organism or organisms, comparable to the 

mediary organism or organisms in each nonabrupt linneon boundary. 

What sort of organisms could be mediaries in the nonabrupt boundary at a 

nonabrupt sequential speciation event? They could not all be members of the 

foregoing natural species or all members of the following natural species, for then 

the event would be abrupt, not nonabrupt. They could not be in a third natural 

species, for this would make two abrupt sequential speciation events, not one 

nonabrupt one. And to be consistent with the minimal natural species concept the 

mediaries could not comprise a lineage-subsegment of organisms alternately in 

the following and in the foregoing natural species, for then the following and 

foregoing natural species would each be internally genealogically discontinuous, 

as illustrated in Figure 12.5. 

 

Figure 12.4 Illustration of an imaginary nonabrupt sequential 

speciation event, with an associated nonabrupt natural species 

boundary. 

Figure 12.5 Illustration of an imagined nonabrupt sequential 

speciation event that would not be consistent with the minimal 

natural species concept. 
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It seems then, under the minimal natural species concept, that a mediary organism 

arising during a nonabrupt sequential speciation event would be in no natural 

species. Such a mediary organism is analogous, at the natural species level, to a 

taxonomic orphan at the linneon level. Or, for those who hold the alternate natural 

species concept that some pairs of natural species may be mutually nondisjoint, a 

mediary organism could be in both the foregoing and following natural species. 

Lotsy’s and Hennig’s sequential speciation models can each be envisioned in 

a nonabrupt version, as the arrival at first of mediary organisms that in turn give 

rise to the founder or founders of the following natural species. And one can 

interpret Darwin’s model of sequential speciation as nonabrupt by thinking of the 

members of his “doubtful species” as mediary organisms in no natural species 

preceding a “well-defined” following natural species. 

Simplex and multiplex sequential speciation 

The three models depict sequential speciation as simplex—completed once. Some 

sequential speciation events could be multiplex—made up of several abrupt or 

nonabrupt sub-events in parallel, each resulting in some, but not all, of the found-

ers of one and the same following natural species out of separate ancestors in one 

and the same foregoing natural species. Under the minimal natural species concept, 

the idea of multiplex sequential speciation applies only to biparental reproducers. 

Obligate uniparental reproducers are not able to mutually successfully cross 

afterward to unite the separate founding lineage-segments into a single lineage-

segment, which would be necessary to qualify as one following natural species. 

Respeciation 

Suppose the several sub-events of a multiplex sequential speciation event occurred 

at different times, and suppose one observed only the later of these sub-events. 

Then each of those later sub-events would look like sequential respeciation. 

Some characteristics shared by the three models 

There is agreement among these three organismal models of sequential speciation 

about several things. 

Gradual change 

Each of the three models is consistent with sequential speciation occurring 

gradually—slowly or by degrees. One can visualize this for a nonabrupt 

speciation event as a series of nonmember mediary organisms within a nonabrupt 

species boundary becoming progressively, over generations, less like organisms 

in the foregoing and more like organisms in the following natural species. Change 

could also appear as gradual during an abrupt sequential speciation. One can 

visualize this as (1) a progressive series of variant kinds within the foregoing 

natural species preceding the abrupt event; (2) a series of several abrupt sequential 

speciation events producing a series of subtly different following natural species, 
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each persisting for a few generations; or (3) the proportion of following natural 

species members in an observed pedigreeable collection increasing over time, as 

illustrated below in Figure 12.6. 

Nontransformation 

None of the three models portrays one natural species transforming into or 

becoming another. 

… by the claim ‘One species can evolve into another’ what is 

communicated is not that any abstract object can become a different 

abstract object but that the instances of one species-kind can give rise to 

instances of another species-kind (LaPorte 2004, 9). 

In other words, in the models the foregoing natural species is not hypothesized to 

lose its identity and change into the following natural species (Bernier 1984, 467). 

Rather, foregoing members give rise to the founders of the following natural 

species. In this way these models reconcile two seemingly incompatible ideas: the 

idea of unchanging natural species implicit in traditional classification, and the 

idea of change implicit in evolutionary biosystematics. 

Natural species distinguishability 

Darwin, Lotsy, and Hennig, the originators of the three organismal sequential 

speciation models discussed above, share a hypothesis, permitted by the minimal 

natural species concept, that each following natural species is morphologically 

distinguishable from its foregoing natural species. One possible source for this 

hypothesized distinctiveness might be an (at first) novel sequence of nucleobases 

encoding one combination of ontogenetic dispositions, or a set of novel 

alternative ontogenetic disposition-combinations, specific to—unique to—the 

members of the following natural species. I shall call this hypothetical materially 

embodied disposition-combination or set of alternative disposition-combinations 

arising in the founders during a sequential speciation event a natural species–

specific ontogenetic suite. In the case of a set of alternatives making up the suite, 

how could the full suite be maintained over the generations of the members of the 

natural species when only one or some of its alternatives are expressed in a given 

member? By genetic transmission of the full suite to every natural species mem-

ber, and by members expressing the alternatives in the suite distributively. By this 

I mean each member of the natural species would receive, hold, and genetically 

transmit to its descendants the complete ontogenetic suite specific to this natural 

species, every member would express at least one alternative disposition-

combination in the suite, and no member need express every alternative. 

Under the minimal concept I previously tentatively defined a natural species as 

each “certain sort of lineage-segment” that originates nonartificially and persists 

nonartificially. What is this certain sort of lineage-segment that a natural species 

is? For those who hypothesize that all natural species are mutually distinguishable, 
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the hypothesis of a species-specific ontogenetic suite suggests one answer to this 

question. A natural species is each nonartificially arising and persisting lineage-

segment in which each member expresses one or another alternative in an 

ontogenetic suite specific to the members of this lineage-segment. For those who 

dissent and hold that natural species need not be mutually distinguishable, this 

more-than-minimal natural species concept is overly restrictive. 

Molecular mechanisms 

The three models are consistent with the engendering of a new, genome-embodied 

natural species–specific ontogenetic suite by way of one or more cellular or 

genomic events such as chromosome rearrangement or change of chromosome 

number, point mutation, nucleic acid macromolecule insertion or deletion or 

replication error, or failure to correct a nucleic acid macromolecule sequence 

mismatch. 

Fixation 

The three models are consistent with the attainment of full fixation (Hartl and 

Clark 2007, 97) at sequential speciation, either immediately or gradually. From 

one point of view, the distributively expressed natural species–specific ontogenetic 

suite immediately reaches full fixation in the following natural species because it is 

held, although not necessarily fully expressed, by every member of the following 

natural species, as represented by the filled circles in Figure 12.6. 

 

 

Figure 12.6 Imaginary abrupt sequential speciation. Immediate 

fixation of the natural species–specific ontogenetic suite in the 

following natural species, but gradual fixation of the suite in the 

overall lineage-segment. 
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But, when considering the larger lineage-segment (the combined foregoing and 

following natural species represented by the whole of Figure 12.6), full fixation of 

the natural species–specific ontogenetic suite is attained gradually over several or 

many generations, unless the foregoing natural species represented by the unfilled 

circles goes immediately extinct. 

Sequential speciation and natural species evolution 

Biodiversity in our world could not have originated by evolution without the 

occurrence of sequential speciation events in the past. Each theory of natural 

species evolution includes either an explicit model of sequential speciation or an 

implicit assumption that sequential speciation events of some sort occurred in the 

past. 

An important empirical support for theories of natural species evolution would 

be to observe the occurrence of a sequential speciation event today. 

If species have really arisen by the operation of natural conditions, we 

ought to be able to find those conditions now at work … (Huxley 1894, 

12). 

Later in this essay, I explore a way to seek and document the occurrence today of 

sequential speciation. 
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13 • SEQUENTIAL LINNEON ARRIVAL 

By a sequential linneon arrival event I mean the directly observed nonartificial 

arrival, out of ancestors assigned to a currently recognized linneon, of exemplars 

that qualify as the source for a definition of a previously unrecognized linneon. 

This idea parallels, at the linneon level, the idea of sequential speciation at the 

natural species level. 

Here I suggest a method for seeking a sequential linneon arrival event. It is 

designed to avoid mutual nonexclusiveness of linneon definitions and to avoid 

defining a linneon that is manifestly internally genealogically discontinuous. 

A method for seeking anagenetic sequential linneon arrival 

To reduce possible confusion when looking for a sequential linneon arrival event, 

start with a pedigreeable collection in which all members are unambiguously 

assigned to the same currently recognized, well-studied linneon with a well-

formed definition, namely An. Observe each arriving offspring in the collection 

over its lifetime without unduly disturbing it, and record its direct genealogical 

links and its biological features. Doing this would sometimes be feasible. Finding 

descendants in this pedigreeable collection that fail to fit the definition for linneon 

An might indicate the arrival of a previously unrecognized linneon. I consider first 

the imagined occurrence of one or more An nonfitters that fit no other currently 

accepted linneon definition, then the occurrence one or more An nonfitters that fit 

some other currently accepted linneon definition. 

One or more descendants fit no currently accepted linneon definition 

One nonfitter. First, suppose one finds a single offspring that fails to fit the 

definition of An or any other currently accepted linneon definition. It is best not to 

draw a new linneon definition from this single organism, especially since its 

parents are known assignees to linneon An and it can be genealogically assigned 

to An. When so assigned, this offspring would be a one-of-a-kind assignee to 

linneon An. 

Multiple nonfitters. Suppose next, instead of one descendant that fails to fit the 

definition of An or any other currently accepted linneon definition, one finds 

several such descendants in the study pedigreeable collection. And suppose 

(1) these nonfitter descendants form one genealogically continuous pedigreeable 

subcollection that collectively persists without artificial support; and (2) they do 

not interfere with the genealogical continuity of linneon An; and (3) one can 

compose for all these nonfitters a description that is formally mutually exclusive 

with respect to the parental linneon definition and with respect to any other 

closely drawn linneon definitions. Then I suggest one may use this combination 

of assertions to define an arriving linneon, Pq; one may consider these 

descendants the first exemplars of and assignees to Pq; and one may declare the 

event an occurrence of anagenetic sequential linneon arrival. 
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On the other hand, suppose the several nonfitting descendants do not satisfy 

these three guidelines—they do not form one nonartificially persisting 

pedigreeable collection, or they interfere with the internal genealogical continuity 

of linneon An, or they are not describable exclusively. Then I suggest calling them 

representatives of a newly discovered variant kind within linneon An. Rewrite the 

definition of An by adding the description of these nonfitters as an alternative in 

it. 

One or more nonfitting descendants fit another linneon definition 

Suppose, in the ongoing study of the pedigreeable collection of An assignees, one 

discovers one descendant, or a pedigreeable subcollection of descendants, that fail 

to fit the definition for An. However, instead of not fitting any other currently 

accepted linneon definition as first imagined, suppose each of these An nonfitters 

fits the definition of another currently recognized, well-defined linneon, Xy. Then 

one could suspect an occurrence of sequential re-arrival of a linneon—an idea 

paralleling, at the linneon level, the idea of sequential respeciation at the natural 

species level. Before claiming a re-arrival of linneon Xy, check to see if one or 

more of these An-nonfitting, Xy-fitting descendants is a confirmed loner assignee 

to linneon Xy, or interferes with the internal genealogical continuity of linneon 

An. If so, redefine linneons An and Xy to eliminate this instance of internal 

genealogical discontinuity. If one cannot do this, then eliminate the discontinuity 

by merging the definitions for linneons An and Xy to make a new linneon 

definition. All relevant organisms in the pedigreeable collection would fit this 

newly merged linneon definition and the question of a linneon re-arrival event no 

longer arises. Linneons An and Xy are retired and replaced by a newly defined 

merged linneon. The number of linneons in our taxonomic system is reduced by 

one. 

On the other hand, if one finds no internal genealogical discontinuity, or if one 

finds it but can eliminate it by composing new well-formed An and Xy linneon 

definitions (and provided one can show that every An-nonfitting Xy-fitting 

descendant can be genealogically linked to other assignees to Xy to form one 

internally genealogically continuous Xy linneon), then one may report anagenetic 

sequential re-arrival of linneon Xy. 

It may be feasible to devise methods of this sort for seeking hybridogenetic and 

cladogenetic linneon arrival events analogous to previously modeled 

hybridogenetic and cladogenetic sequential speciation. 

Assessing a reported occurrence of linneon arrival 

One can use the above suggested method not only for seeking the occurrence of a 

sequential linneon arrival or re-arrival event, but also for assessing a report of 

such an occurrence in the biological literature. For examples of reports of this 
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sort, see Hendry et al. (2007, 458–461), Kawecki et al. (2012), and Rice and 

Hostert (1993). 

However, like Müntzing’s reported re-arrival of linneon Galeopsis tetrahit, 

the events reported in some of these papers are the result of artificial 

manipulations by the investigator and so might not reflect natural phenomena. 

Some reports lack the genealogical information about the study specimens that are 

needed to rule out internal genealogical discontinuity of involved linneons. And 

some do not include a definition for the supposed arriving linneon (for example, 

see Grant 1966), without which one cannot test for mutual nonexclusiveness of 

relevant linneon definitions. This is not to say that these reported occurrences 

were not linneon sequential arrival or re-arrival events, but merely that one cannot 

assess them with the method suggested here. 

Other reports of the occurrence of sequential linneon arrival or re-arrival may 

be assessable using this method. For examples, see Ayres and Strong (2001) and 

Huskins (1930). 

Here is a summary of one series of such reports. Ownbey (1950) reported 

finding, in North America, communities of plants in diploid linneons Tragopogon 

dubius, T. porrifolius, or T. pratensis. He also observed in this area three 

additional kinds of diploid organisms that he inferred were officially 

heterospecific hybrids and assigned to three nothospecies named T. dubius × 

porrifolius, T. dubius × pratensis and T. porrifolius × pratensis. Finally, he found 

among the plants in these communities two kinds of larger plants with doubled 

(tetraploid) chromosome counts. He hypothesized that these two kinds of 

tetraploid organisms arose as offsprings of diploid parents assigned to T. dubius × 

porrifolius or assigned to T. dubius × pratensis. He hypothesized that their 

tetraploid chromosome counts resulted from doubling of chromosome number 

during the events engendering them. Except for their larger size and tetraploid 

chromosome counts, Ownbey found that these Tragopogon organisms were like 

their putative diploid hybrid forebears and were fertile (1950, 498). He judged 

them to make up two separate linneons because each of the two kinds of tetraploid 

organisms bred true and because they were presumably prevented by a genetic 

barrier (ploidy level) from successfully crossing with assignees to any diploid 

Tragopogon linneon, including organisms in their respective supposed ancestral 

nothospecies T. dubius × porrifolius and T. dubius × pratensis. Ownbey formally 

taxonomically defined the two kinds of tetraploids and named them T. mirus and 

T. miscellus (497–498). He also described, in some detail, features of organisms 

in the two supposedly foregoing diploid nothospecies T. dubius × porrifolius and 

T. dubius × pratensis, but did not formally taxonomically define them. Historical 

information suggested to Ownbey that diploid organisms assigned to T. dubius × 

porrifolius and T. dubius × pratensis, as well as the ensuing tetraploid linneons T. 

mirus and T. miscellus, arose recently in North America. 

In short, Ownbey hypothesized the sequential linneon arrival of two tetraploid 

Tragopogon linneons in the recent past via two steps: first, a crossing or crossings 
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of diploid organisms in separate Tragopogon linneons to yield officially 

heterospecific hybrid organisms in two diploid nothospecies that in turn, 

presumably by chromosome doubling, yielded further descendants with a 

tetraploid chromosome number. Since Ownbey’s work, other authors have 

discovered at least 21 geographically separate communities of thousands of 

assignees to tetraploid linneons T. mirus and T. miscellus in the United States. 

These authors hypothesized that each of these twenty-one communities originated 

separately (Soltis et al. 2004, 486). 

Tate and others (2009) sought more direct evidence for the origins of the 

Tragopogon tetraploids. They first crossed parents variously assigned to linneons 

T. dubius, T. porrifolius and T. pratensis, and then exposed T. dubius × porrifolius 

and T. dubius × pratensis seedlings resulting from these crosses to the mutagen 

colchicine. These investigators raised to maturity the survivors of this treatment, 

some of which were tetraploids assignable to T. mirus and T. miscellus. These 

colchicine-induced observations gave a hint of what could have been the course of 

events in the wild leading to tetraploid linneons T. mirus and T. miscellus. The 

investigators reported looking for but not finding the nonartificial arrival, without 

colchicine treatment, of tetraploids out of organisms in nothospecies T. dubius × 

porrifolius and T. dubius × pratensis (984–985). 

One can assess these reports of sequential linneon arrival or re-arrival by 

(1) checking among available assignees to each of these Tragopogon linneons for 

a dual-fitter to any pair of relevant Tragopogon linneon definitions, and 

(2) checking for any loner assignees to these linneons. Suppose one finds such an 

instance of either mutual nonexclusiveness or internal genealogical discontinuity. 

If one can replace or merge the relevant linneon definitions to eliminate it, then 

one can reassign the study organisms as necessary and reassess the reports. If the 

report of occurrence of sequential tetraploid Tragopogon linneon arrival or re-

arrival passes this assessment there would be another hurdle, recognized by Tate 

and colleagues, before accepting the reported occurrence of a sequential linneon 

re-arrival event. This would be to observe the occurrence of nonartificial arrival 

of organisms assignable to the two tetraploid Tragopogon linneons out of 

nonartificially arriving, officially heterospecific hybrids in nothospecies T. dubius 

× porrifolius and nothospecies T. dubius × pratensis. 
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14 • SEEKING A SEQUENTIAL SPECIATION EVENT 

If one holds the opinion that linneon–natural species correspondence is uncertain 

and accuracy of taxonomic circumscription is indeterminate, one would not 

consider a confirmed occurrence of sequential linneon arrival to be a confirmed 

occurrence of sequential speciation. To detect the latter in a pedigreeable 

collection calls for a different approach. One needs to directly ascertain, for each 

relevant organism in the collection, the natural species to which it belongs. I have 

claimed that this is possible for our historical natural species. But to recognize a 

sequential speciation event in a human family one also needs to ascertain the 

arrival of founders of a following natural species, which by definition would be 

nonhuman. How is one to find founders of such a following natural species, if one 

cannot assuredly directly determine nonhuman natural species membership? By 

finding evolutionarily novel descendants (Simpson 1944, 55). 

Novelty 

Biological novelty 

Biological novelty has been defined as a feature 

… that is new in composition or context of expression relative to 

established ancestral traits (West-Eberhard 2008, 899; italics in original) 

or, with respect to a natural species, is 

… of a kind that has not yet been present in the organisms of this species 

… (Mahner and Bunge 1997, 316). 

To confirm that a supposedly novel feature observed now in a living being is 

indeed newly arisen, one would need to observe its absence in all relevant once-

living and now-living beings. 

A biological novelty need not be a single unique feature in an organism or 

collection of organisms. It may be a combination of features some or all of which 

are not biologically novel, but which together make up a novel combination 

(Lotsy 1925a, 517–518; Nelson and Platnick 1981, 11–12). 

Evolutionary biological novelty 

Biological novelty may be categorized as evolutionary or nonevolutionary. I 

suggest a biological feature is evolutionarily novel when it is not only biologically 

novel, but also 

• originates nonartificially. 

• is not a reversible environmentally induced novelty, but is genetically 

transferrable from parent to offspring, 

• is held and distributively expressed by organisms forming a single 

pedigreeable collection; and 

• does not prevent collective nonartificial persistence of this pedigreeable 

collection. 
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A biological novelty that does not satisfy these criteria is a nonevolutionary 

novelty. 

The idea that a novel feature-combination could arrive nonartificially and be 

genetically transmitted among and expressed by organisms forming one pedigree-

able subcollection is not far-fetched. Consider Figure 14.1, a slight modification 

of an early reported pedigree of a human family (Farabee 1905, 77) in which 

some members are affected by a human developmental anomaly, brachydactyly. 

With this illustration, I am not suggesting that one think of genetic anomalies as 

biological novelties. I merely use Farabee’s figure to show (by the emphasized 

lines) that distinctive descendants in a human family do sometimes arise as one 

internally genealogically continuous pedigreeable subcollection. And this is so 

even if some of these descendants successfully cross with unaffected descendants. 

For, in this particular family, Farabee (1905, 73) learned that marriage outside the 

family had been traditional for “at least five generations.” 

A suggested method to seek sequential speciation 

Consider a pedigreeable collection of organisms known to all be in one natural 

species, say a human family. I suggest one may tentatively claim that an event in 

this family is sequential speciation if one observes: 

• the nonartificial arrival of descendants distributively expressing the same 

biologically novel feature, novel feature-combination, or set of alternative 

novel features or feature-combinations; 

• these descendants all form one nonartificially persisting pedigreeable 

subcollection; and 

Figure 14.1 Pedigree showing dominant human inheritance of a 

genetically transmitted anomaly, here brachydactyly. The affected 

descendants are represented by filled circles. 
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• they do not interfere with the internal genealogical continuity of our 

historical natural species. 

I suggest one may interpret these descendants as the founders of a following 

natural species if the biologically novel feature or feature-combination they 

distributively express qualifies as evolutionarily novel. If it does, one may view 

this feature, feature-combination, or set of novel alternative feature-combinations 

as the expression of a new natural species–specific ontogenetic suite. 

I suggest one not interpret any of the following events in a human family as 

sequential speciation. 

• The arrival of a one-of-a-kind offspring having an individuating 

biologically novel feature or feature-combination, say a person with a 

unique fingerprint pattern. 

• The arrival of artificially engendered, artificially altered, or artificially 

maintained biologically novel persons. 

• The arrival of several persons in a human family who express the same 

biologically novel feature or feature-combination, but are limited to one 

generation. 

• The arrival of several pedigreeable collections of descendants all 

biologically novel in the same way, but not united as one pedigreeable 

collection. 

• The arrival of a biologically novel offspring, or a pedigreeable 

subcollection of biologically novel descendants, one or more of which 

interferes with the internal genealogical continuity of our historical natural 

species. 

I suggest interpreting the novelty arising in these cases as nonevolutionary, and 

the persons in the final four cases as instancing variant kinds within our historical 

natural species. 

An imaginary scenario 

Here, in an imaginary scenario, is how one might ascertain the occurrence of 

sequential speciation in a human family using the suggested method. Start with a 

present-day human family in which living members beyond infancy have the 

ability to speak human-level language. Suppose while observing this family over 

time, one discovers the nonartificial arrival of a female having an innate ability to 

send and receive radio messages, but otherwise having the usual human features 

including spoken human-level language. If one judges this intrinsic radio 

communicating ability to be biologically novel, one could interpret this radio-

communicating female as a one-of-a-kind human being with an individuating 

feature that is nonevolutionary. 

Suppose this female successfully crosses with a male human lacking radio 

communicating ability. And suppose one or more of their offsprings can 

communicate via the radio spectrum, but otherwise express human features. If the 

radio-capable female and the radio-capable offspring or offsprings do not interfere 
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with the internal genealogical continuity of our historical natural species, and if 

the ability to radio-communicate is indeed novel and hereditary, they would 

qualify under the minimal natural species concept as a following nonhuman 

natural species, and the novelty would be evolutionary. One could suspect this 

imagined occurrence to be an abrupt sequential speciation event. This suspicion 

would grow as more generations of radio communicators arrive in this 

pedigreeable subcollection. 

However, suppose at some point two radio-communicators successfully cross 

and produce a non-radio-communicating human offspring who has no progeny. 

This throwback offspring of theirs would be a loner member of our historical 

natural species, making our natural species internally genealogically 

discontinuous (just as a loner makes a linneon discontinuous). One could avoid 

this potential discontinuity by re-interpreting radio communicators and radio 

noncommunicators as two variant kinds in our historical natural species. 

Suppose one observes radio communicators arising in several families 

independently. If these separate radio-communicating pedigreeable subcollections 

mutually hybridize, say because organisms in them find shared radio ability 

attractive, then under the minimal natural species concept one could interpret this 

observed set of occurrences as a multiplex sequential speciation event. But, if all 

do not unite into one pedigreeable collection, then under the minimal concept they 

qualify only as members of a sporadically recurring human variant kind. 

Defining a new linneon to correspond to the following natural species 

Suppose one has observed the first series of events imagined above, judges the 

series to be an instance of sequential speciation, and wishes to define a linneon 

approximately corresponding to the following nonhuman natural species. One 

way to compose a new well-formed linneon definition to accomplish this is to add 

to a currently accepted definition for linneon Homo sapiens, or to each of its 

alternative assertion-combinations if any, the assertion 

…AND able to send and receive radio communications. 

Call this newly defined linneon Homo radians. Next, one could revise the 

currently accepted definition for Homo sapiens by adding to every alternative 

assertion-combination in it the negative assertion 

…AND NOT able to send and receive radio communications. 

This rewritten definition for Homo sapiens continues to describe human beings 

but does not describe any radio-communicating descendant. The two definitions 

are formally mutually exclusive logical contraries. 

Discovery of a sequential speciation event in a human family would falsify some 

of my assumptions about our historical natural species; most notably the 

assumption that no offspring of a historically living human being has so far been a 

nonhuman organism, and the assumption that human parentage of an offspring is 
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enough to assure it is a member of our historical natural species. And, depending 

on the conditions under which a sequential speciation event occurred in a human 

family, other assumptions might also be falsified. For example, suppose one 

observes a member of a following nonhuman natural species successfully crossing 

with a human being, as imagined in the above scenario. This observation would 

falsify the assumption that no historically living human has successfully crossed 

with a nonhuman. And if the members of a following nonhuman natural species 

speak recursive, descriptive, dialectical, translatable sentences, as imagined 

above, then the assumption that this level of language ability is specific to humans 

would also be falsified. 

Limits of the suggested method 

When observing a human family for sequential speciation, one may mistake the 

arrival of descendants having a previously unrecognized human genetic 

aberration, or having a reversible environmentally induced novelty, for the arrival 

of a following natural species. Such an error may occur if the genetic aberration 

or environmentally induced feature does not cause illness or disability, does not 

prevent the aberrant descendants from reproducing, and seems to be novel 

because undetected earlier. In the case of a mistaken genetic anomaly, the mistake 

would be correctable by a later discovery, in the study family or in another human 

family, of a descendant or descendants having the same aberration but assuredly 

not directly genealogically linked to the first pedigreeable subcollection of 

descendants with the aberration. In the case of a mistaken environmental effect, 

the mistake would be correctable by a later discovery, in the study family, that the 

effect has reversed. Then one could belatedly recognize the descendants as 

instancing an environmentally induced variant kind within our historical natural 

species. 

A reported occurrence of sequential speciation in a human family would 

remain tentative, even if the two natural species, ours and the supposed new 

nonhuman one, become absolutely mutually reproductively isolated. For one 

could not rule out the future possibility that a loner human being would arrive in 

the supposedly nonhuman pedigreeable subcollection, or vice versa. Discovering 

belatedly such internal genealogical discontinuity would indicate that the 

supposed following natural species was only a recurring variant type within our 

natural species. 

Failure of the method 

A telling failure of this method for seeking an occurrence of sequential speciation 

is this: I have not been able to devise a practical way to confirm that a supposedly 

novel biological feature or feature-combination is indeed biologically novel. Even 

for such a striking feature as intrinsic radio-communicating ability, one could not 

assure biological novelty. Past-living humans would not be available for study. 
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It might seem one could substitute for the idea of a biologically novel feature 

the more workable idea of a taxonomically unique feature—an arrived feature 

not positively asserted by any alternative in any currently accepted linneon 

definition. But this does not solve the problem. Imagine the arrival in a human 

family of a pedigreeable subcollection of taxonomically unique descendants who 

have a feature not positively asserted in any currently accepted linneon definition 

and do not interfere with the internal genealogical continuity of our natural 

species. One could go no further than to claim the occurrence of sequential arrival 

of a previously undefined linneon. 

I can devise a method for seeking a sequential linneon arrival or re-arrival 

event, but not a method for seeking a sequential speciation event as organismally 

modeled, with its requirement for confirming evolutionarily novelty. It may be 

that a method for seeking a sequential speciation event can be devised without 

this requirement. But such a method will still require one to directly confirm that 

the relevant descendants are indeed in a following nonhuman natural species; a 

confirmation that I claim is not yet feasible for a nonhuman natural species. 
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15 • A MICROTAXONOMIC PRACTICUM 

In this chapter I gather and restate the practices suggested in this book, and show 

how they can be used jointly to address certain microtaxonomic problems. 

Well-formed linneon definitions again 

I previously suggested four practices for making a well-formed linneon definition. 

1. Unless impossible, draw each linneon definition from two or more 

undamaged exemplars. 

2. Make each linneon definition unambiguous. 

3. Compose each linneon definition so it contains enough alternative 

assertion-combinations to describe all important variant kinds in the 

linneon and to rule out mutual nonexclusiveness. 

4. Compose each linneon definition so it is at least informally exclusive with 

respect to other mutually closely drawn linneon definitions. Eliminate any 

discovered mutual nonexclusiveness. 

I now suggest one more practice for defining linneons. Its purpose is to lower 

the risk of defining a linneon that would be incompatible with the hypothesized 

internal genealogical continuity of the natural species one is trying to 

approximate. 

5. Define each new linneon so it is not manifestly internally genealogically 

discontinuous and so it does not interfere with the internal genealogical 

continuity of another linneon. If one discovers an instance of internal 

genealogical discontinuity of an already-defined linneon, redefine relevant 

linneons to eliminate the instance. 

Assigning specimens 

One assigns a specimen to a linneon if it fits at least one alternative assertion-

combination in the currently accepted definition for the linneon. If a specimen fits 

no linneon definition but has an identified parent, one may genealogically assign 

the specimen to its parental linneon even if it does not fit the definition of this 

parental linneon. There are some exceptions to genealogical assigning. 

• When parents in separate linneons successfully cross, taxonomists often 

keep them assigned to their separate linneons despite their mutual 

crossability and new indirect mutual genealogical linkage. An offspring of 

a pair of such parents is often not assigned to either parental linneon, but 

to an undefined nothospecies. 

• After a reported sequential linneon arrival event, the descendants of 

assignees to a currently recognized linneon would be assignees to the 

newly arrived linneon, not to their parental linneon. 
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Joint testing 

Two new taxonomic methods have been suggested in this book: 

• testing for mutual nonexclusiveness of two linneon definitions when they 

are closely drawn, and 

• testing for internal genealogical discontinuity of a linneon. 

These two are a compatible pair and may be used jointly. 

Joint testing: Reports of official heterospecificity 

One may jointly test a report that an observed successful crossing, or an observed 

hybrid offspring, is officially heterospecific. Suppose, in the officially mixed 

pedigreeable collection resulting from a reportedly officially heterospecific 

crossing, one discovers a specimen fitting the definitions of both parental 

linneons, or one confirms the presence of a loner assignee or loner pedigreeable 

subcollection of assignees to either parental linneon. In either case, if one can 

eliminate the discovered problem with two well-formed replacement linneon 

definitions, then the claim that the crossing is officially heterospecific is 

maintained. If the only way to eliminate the nonexclusiveness or the discontinuity 

is to merge the two parental linneon definitions, then each crossing parent would 

fit one of the alternative assertion-combinations in the newly merged linneon 

definition and so both parents would be assigned to the newly defined linneon. 

There would no longer be basis for a claim that the observed crossing is officially 

heterospecific. 

Joint testing of reported heterospecificity could be used to evaluate related 

taxonomic decisions. 

Joint testing: Reports of sequential linneon arrival or re-arrival 

One may use joint testing to assess a reported occurrence of sequential linneon 

arrival or re-arrival, as already suggested. 

Joint testing: Taxonomic experiments 

Observation and experiment are used to test biosystematic hypotheses. See, for 

example, the work of McDade (1984, 126–129), Skarzynski (2004), and 

Wolstenholme (2004). Observation and experiment are also used to study 

reproductive isolation (Dominguez et al. 2005); to analyze how past hybridization 

might affect cladistic analysis (McDade 1990); and to draw conservation 

conclusions, as described in the next chapter. Before undertaking such studies, I 

suggest that one test any available officially mixed pedigreeable collections of 

involved linneons for internal genealogical discontinuity, and their definitions for 

mutual nonexclusiveness. By doing so, one may proactively detect a problem and 

remedy it. This could reduce the risk of discovering, after concluding the work, 

that one of the linneon definitions needs to be revised, after which study results 

may become inapplicable to the biosystematic problem the study was designed to 

address. 
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Joint testing: Linneon or variant kind? 

Experimental observation coupled with joint testing could help decide whether 

certain distinguishable kinds of specimens should be used as exemplars for 

separate linneon definitions or as representatives of separate variant kinds within 

one linneon. For example, biological taxonomists have published whole books to 

rationalize the more than 2,000 named linneons of blackberries, raspberries, 

dewberries, salmonberries, thimbleberries, cloudberries, nagoonberries, trailing 

raspberries, and other brambles in the genus Rubus (Bailey 1941; Edees and 

Newton, 1988). Since some pairs of these Rubus linneons are mutually 

hybridizable, one way to address this situation is to observe successful crossings 

of organisms assigned to different currently recognized Rubus linneons and 

jointly test relevant linneons represented in each resulting officially mixed 

pedigreeable collection for internal genealogical discontinuity and the linneon 

definitions for mutual nonexclusiveness. If one discovers either problem, and it 

can be eliminated only by merging the two linneon definitions, then the two 

former definitions would become alternative assertion-combinations in this newly 

merged linneon definition. This would reduce the number of defined Rubus 

linneons in our taxonomic system. In the opposite direction, if one currently 

accepted Rubus linneon definition contains two alternative assertion-combinations 

that are formally mutually exclusive, one could make each of these assertion-

combinations a separate Rubus linneon definition, provided each resulting 

definition is well-formed, and provided neither proposed newly defined linneon is 

internally genealogically discontinuous. This would raise the number of defined 

linneons in genus Rubus. 

Here is a zoological example of a problem addressable by observation, 

coupled with these two tests. There is a question in the ornithological literature 

(McKay and Zink 2015) about how many linneons of Galapagos Island Geospiza 

finches (Lack 1983) should be defined. Reportedly, pedigree analysis by direct 

observation of the genealogy of officially heterospecific hybrids of these birds is 

feasible and has been done (Grant and Grant 1992, 193). One could seek, in 

observed officially mixed pedigreeable collections of these birds, a dual-fitter to a 

pair of relevant parental Geospiza linneon definitions. And one could seek a loner 

assignee or loner subcollection of assignees to an involved Geospiza linneon. If 

one finds an instance of mutual nonexclusiveness or confirmed internal 

genealogical discontinuity, one could eliminate it by redefining relevant linneons. 

This could result in merging definitions and demoting two Geospiza linneons to 

variant kinds within a newly defined linneon. Or, if one linneon definition in 

genus Geospiza contains two alternative assertion-combinations that are formally 

mutually exclusive, the variant kinds described by these alternatives could be 

promoted to new Geospiza linneons. 
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Joint testing does not assure that linneon definitions more accurately circumscribe 

natural species or better represent the existing natural order. At most, joint testing 

can help one avoid composing linneon definitions that are not well-formed and 

not consistent with good cataloging and indexing (in the case of discovered 

mutual nonexclusiveness), and can help one avoid defining linneons that are 

incompatible with the minimal natural species concept (in the case of confirmed 

internal genealogical discontinuity). 

Possible problems with the suggested practices and tests 

One of my suggested criteria for a well-formed linneon definition is that it contain 

enough written-in alternative assertion-combinations to describe all important 

variant kinds in the defined linneon. Another is to reduce linneon definition 

ambiguity, which sometimes requires adding a written-in modifying term such as 

a logical quantifier. Both these suggested practices could result in more complex 

written linneon definitions, and more complex taxonomic keys, than at present. 

But these practices would merely make explicit a complexity already present and 

taken into account by experienced taxonomists when using these keys. The 

suggested explicitness would make this otherwise-inapparent complexity more 

obvious for those who may not be aware of it, such as students learning about 

biological taxonomy, non-biologists working on taxonomic databases or 

interactive taxonomic keys, and biological philosophers. 

If it is necessary to merge two linneon definitions to eliminate mutual 

nonexclusiveness or to eliminate an instance of internal genealogical 

discontinuity, the two previously defined linneons would be demoted to variant 

kinds in one linneon. Sometimes a linneon retired in this way during a formal 

taxonomic revision is important, for non-taxonomic reasons, to naturalists, 

conservationists, agronomists, ecologists, epidemiologists, or other scientists. 

They may not want it submerged as a variant kind within a linneon. However, 

demoting a linneon to a variant kind need not diminish its visibility or 

distinctiveness, which can be indicated by naming it as a subspecies, immunotype, 

cultivar, strain, landrace, or ecotype within the linneon. 

Using the suggested testing methods might change the number or position of 

linneons in our taxonomic system and could change a traditional classification or 

a proposed evolutionary phylogeny. However, this is no more than occurs now 

when a formal taxonomic revision results in new or changed linneon definitions. 

The taxonomic nomenclatural codes recognize this activity and contain rules for 

renaming linneons that result from a formal revision. And a method is available 

for tracking these changes (Franz and Peet 2009). Moreover, the suggested 

microtaxonomic practices, if applied at the time each new linneon definition is 

composed, might reduce the need for later taxonomic revision and result in 

greater stability of our taxonomic system. 
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Taxonomists and biosystematists can and do empirically test some of their 

microtaxonomic judgments and hypotheses using direct observation and 

experiment. Already several centuries ago Kölreuter was carrying out a form of 

such testing (Mayr 1986). The joint tests suggested here add to the tools available 

to the taxonomist for this work. The existence of officially mixed pedigreeable 

collections that result from successful crossing of two parents in separate 

linneons, or that result from sequential linneon arrival, is in one sense a 

taxonomic dilemma. But in another sense, the here-and-now occurrence of an 

officially mixed pedigreeable collection is an opportunity for the experimental 

taxonomist. 
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16 • ESTIMATING BIODIVERSITY 

Biodiversity—the variety and quantity of living beings—is easy to notice in our 

world, but not easily defined (Peet 1974; Sarkar 2002, 132, 141). One may attend 

to biodiversity with respect to the whole planet, a geographic area, an island, an 

ecosystem, or a conservation park; and at the level of DNA nucleobase sequences 

(Taberlet et al. 2012), variant kinds, linneons, or broader taxa. 

Linneon richness and natural species richness 

Here I consider a measure of biodiversity that has been called species richness. I 

do so under the two categories emphasized throughout this essay: linneons and 

natural species. By linneon richness, I mean the number of linneons represented 

by assignees living at a certain place and time. Correspondingly, natural species 

richness is the number of natural species represented by members living at a 

certain place and time. Linneon richness is estimable, natural species richness is 

inferred from this estimate. 

Estimating linneon richness 

For an area at a certain time, one could theoretically directly measure linneon 

richness by seeking and identifying every specimen in the area at the time, 

assigning each to a linneon, and then counting these linneons. This sort of 

exhaustive tally is likely to be infeasible, even for a part of the biota in a restricted 

area, say an island (Bungartz et al. 2012, 127–135). As a substitute, one may use 

the estimated linneon richness of an area by collecting a sample of specimens 

living in the area and identifying them. Then tally each linneon represented by a 

specimen or specimens in the sample and apply statistical methods to calculate an 

estimate of the total linneon richness for the area (Bunge and Fitzpatrick 1993, 

364; Gotelli and Colwell 2001). Estimates of linneon richness for different areas 

or times may be compared if the statistical methods used to arrive at the two 

estimates, and if the methods for defining linneons and recognizing assignees to 

them, are the same for both estimates. 

Inferring natural species richness 

The inferred natural species richness of an area has a double uncertainty. It is 

uncertain first because the estimated linneon richness from which it is inferred is a 

calculated statistic, not a direct count; and, second, because linneon–natural 

species correspondence is at best approximate and taxonomic circumscription is 

indeterminate. 

Conservationists draw conclusions and make recommendations that are outside 

the purview of this essay. But, to the extent that these conclusions and 

recommendations rely on estimates of linneon richness, they rely on the methods 

of biological taxonomy for defining linneons (Agapow et al. 2004) and assigning 
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specimens. Taxonomic splitting falsely increases the natural species richness 

inferred from the estimated linneon richness (Zachos et al. 2013). This has been 

called taxonomic inflation (Isaac et al. 2004). 

… An undue increase in the number of species has the same effect on the 

exchange value of the species in the intellectual markets of the world that 

analogous inflation of financial currency has upon the value of any 

monetary unit involved in such inflation (Shull 1923, 227). 

In the opposite direction, taxonomic lumping gives a falsely low value for 

inferred natural species richness. 
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17 • ON EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESES 

An evolutionary theory about how world biodiversity arose often includes two 

sorts of hypotheses (Grant 1991, 15), categorized by Bock (2010) as nomological-

deductive and historical-narrative. A nomological-deductive evolutionary 

hypothesis posits a process or processes which, if instanced repeatedly as 

phylogenetic events, would have led to present day biodiversity. For example, the 

sequential speciation models discussed earlier are nomological-deductive 

hypotheses. On the other hand, a historical-narrative evolutionary hypothesis is 

a proposed time-ordered course of biological evolution—a proposed evolutionary 

phylogeny or phylogenies. 

Nomological-deductive and historical-narrative sorts of evolutionary 

hypotheses are related: 

Evolutionary processes are the mechanisms by which species evolve; 

evolutionary phylogeny is the product (Hull 1974, 50). 

This chapter is about the scientificity of some nomological-deductive and some 

historical-narrative evolutionary hypotheses. 

Some criteria for scientificity 

In the seventeenth century Robert Boyle suggested guidelines for scientific 

hypotheses. A hypothesis is scientific if it is intelligible, not impossible or absurd, 

consistent within itself, consistent with related observed phenomena, and 

explanatory. And a hypothesis is excellent if it is the simplest of the scientific 

ones, and if it enables a skillful naturalist to predict future phenomena (Stewart 

1979, 119). 

More recently, the following have been proposed as demarcation criteria for 

the scientificity of a hypothesis. 

1. Verification 

Some philosophers of science say that to be scientific a hypothesis must be 

verified by observing an object or event instancing what is hypothesized or 

predicted in the hypothesis. Some want the instancing fact to be one that is “not 

used in the construction of the hypothesis” (Lakatos and Feyerabend 1999, 111), 

or one that is “… in opposition both to the known facts and to the currently 

accepted theory” (Williams 1973, 519). 

2. Testability 

Some philosophers state that a hypothesis may be considered scientific if it is 

testable, even if it has not been tested (Popper 1959, 48). A hypothesis that a 

certain sort of theoretically defined thing exists, or a certain sort of theoretically 

defined event occurs, becomes testable and scientific once a workable method is 

devised for detecting an instance of the hypothetical thing or event. For example, 

according to this demarcation criterion the hypothesis that neutrinos exist became 
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scientific before their discovery, when Wang (1942) and others devised feasible 

methods for detecting them. 

3. Falsifiability 

Other philosophers of science say that what makes a hypothesis scientific is a 

possibility of falsifying it (Popper 1959, 40–42). One way a hypothesis would be 

falsifiable is if it forbids a particular discoverable hypothetical thing or event. 

Discovering the prohibited thing or event would falsify the hypothesis. 

4. Empirical adequacy 

Another proposed criterion for scientificity is this. A hypothesis is scientific if it is 

empirically adequate—a factor in experimental design or an explanation 

answering a question about relevant observed phenomena (Van Fraassen 1980, 

73–74, 134). 

5. Part of a scientific research program 

A fifth opinion demarcates a hypothesis as scientific if it is one of a series of 

theories, each with increasing content, in an ongoing scientific research program 

(Lakatos 1970, 191–192). 

This is not to say these are the only possible criteria for scientificity of a 

hypothesis. The first two demarcation criteria, verification and falsification, 

intuitively seem stronger and more difficult to attain than the final three; yet some 

argue that theories are never empirically verifiable (Popper 1959, 40), or that no 

hypothesis considered alone is falsifiable (Duhem [1906] 1991, 183–190; Harré 

2000b, 217–218; Quine 1951, 38–40). 

Some assumptions and hypotheses discussed earlier in this essay are scientific 

under one or another of the above demarcation criteria. For example, the linneon–

natural species correspondence conjectures include an assumption that some 

natural species exist. If one accepts my claim that the existence of our historical 

natural species has been and can repeatedly be empirically verified, then this 

hypothesis would be scientific according to criterion 1, verification. Also, certain 

assumptions about our historical natural species are scientific according to 

criterion 3, falsifiability. 

Evolutionary postulates and operational assumptions 

Some postulates behind evolutionary theorizing 

Evolutionary theorizing is dependent on fundamental postulates. Here are some of 

them. 

a. One or more primordial living beings arose one or more times out of 

nonliving material. Spontaneous generation occurred (Kerkut 1960, 6). 

b. Evolution occurs (Wiley 1975, 234). 
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c. Past phylogenetic events have resulted in today’s biodiversity on earth by 

way of either a single evolutionary phylogeny or multiple evolutionary 

phylogenies. 

Some assumptions behind phylogeny-generating methods 

Additional assumptions serve as a foundation for devising a phylogeny-

generating protocol to produce hypothetical evolutionary phylogenies, each 

phylogeny depicting one route by which evolutionary entities may have arrived. 

Here are some of these assumptions. 

1. It is possible to ascertain the particular evolutionary entities that 

participated in phylogenetic events. 

2. Phylogenetic events have left traces of their effects—evolutionary 

homologs—among the features of these evolutionary entities. 

3. It is possible to distinguish these evolutionarily homologs from features of 

evolutionary entities that are not evolutionarily informative. 

4. There is a way to use evolutionary homologs to infer evolutionary 

relationships among particular evolutionary entities. 

5. It is possible to devise a phylogeny-generating protocol to generate, from 

evolutionary homolog judgments about several evolutionary entities, one 

or more proposable evolutionary phylogenies for these entities. 

6. There is a way to choose, from proposable evolutionary phylogenies 

generated, the best to propose for a particular set of evolutionary entities. 

7. One may depict chosen proposed evolutionary phylogenies as time-

directed graphs in which the evolutionary entities and their inferred 

phylogenetic relationships are represented. 

8. It is possible to devise a method to assemble several proposed 

evolutionary phylogenies for different groups of evolutionary entities to 

make a larger proposed evolutionary phylogeny for all these evolutionary 

entities. 

9. There is a way to know whether a particular proposed evolutionary 

phylogeny is or is not a correct representation of what occurred in the past 

on earth (Miyamoto and Fitch 1995, 64). 

More on postulate c 

Postulate c mentions the existence of two distinct nomological-deductive 

evolutionary hypotheses about how world biodiversity originated: either (1) via 

one evolutionary phylogeny or (2) via more than one evolutionary phylogeny. 

This requires some explanation. 

Present-day evolutionary theories are usually based on a single-origin 

evolutionary hypothesis. This is a hypothesis that one evolutionary phylogeny 

started once from one or a few primordial founders on earth, so that there was and 

is a single past and present evolutionary phylogeny along which all world 

biodiversity has been arriving (Wiley 1975, 234). However, another theory of 
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evolution is based instead on a multi-origin evolutionary hypothesis. It is a 

hypothesis that there are several or many evolutionary phylogenies that started at 

different times and places on earth and now run concurrently. Each of these 

hypothetical evolutionary phylogenies began separately from different primordial 

founders arising out of inanimate material, and each is a separate route by which 

present-day evolutionary entities arrived and are arriving. Such a multi-origin 

historical-narrative evolutionary hypothesis goes back to Lamarck (Panchen 1992, 

60–61; Wilkins 2009, 104–105; Winsor 1976, 18–19). Lamarck hypothesized that 

primordial living beings are spontaneously generated repeatedly, whenever and 

wherever conditions are right (Lamarck 1809, 103). Lamarck accompanied his 

multi-origin historical-narrative hypothesis with a presently discounted 

nomological-deductive hypothesis: inheritance of acquired features. But the 

multi-origin evolutionary hypothesis can just as well be coupled with a Darwinian 

hypothesis of randomly arising variants winnowed during natural selection. 

A single origin for world biodiversity seems to be the preferred hypothesis 

among evolutionists at present; but this consensus does not disqualify the multi-

origin hypothesis. 

More on assumption 4 

Assumption 4, that one may infer phylogenetic links from evolutionary homolog 

data, is problematic. This assumption seems comparable, at the collective level, to 

the assumption at the organism level that one may use judged similarity among 

specimens to infer their genealogical linkage. I have argued against this 

assumption about organisms, claiming it is a logical fallacy even though the 

assumption is based on the often-observed resemblance of organisms known to be 

directly mutually genealogically linked. One cannot say even this about 

assumption 4, which is not based on direct observation of evolutionary entities 

and their phylogenetic links (Dobzhansky 1935, 345n). 

More on assumption 5 

Assumption 5 (it is possible to devise a phylogeny-generating protocol) becomes, 

when evolutionary relationships are represented with cladograms, an assumption 

that it is possible to a devise a cladogram-generating protocol to generate, from 

evolutionary homolog judgments about a set of evolutionary entities, one or more 

proposable cladograms for these entities. If there is macrotaxonomic discordance 

among the chosen evolutionary homologs, as there usually is (Lipscomb 1998, 

11–12), and it cannot be eliminated by redesignating some of the homologs as 

evolutionary homoplasies, convergences, or parallelisms, then the software to 

execute the protocol will generate a set of mutually incongruent proposable 

cladograms (Baum and Smith 2013, 181). 
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More on assumption 6 

Assumption 6 (that one can choose the best from a set of proposable evolutionary 

phylogenies generated) becomes, for cladogenetic analysis, an assumption that 

there is a way to choose, from a set of generated proposable cladograms, the best 

to propose for a set of particular evolutionary entities. For more than eleven (some 

say more than four or five) evolutionary entities, each cladogram-generating 

protocol devised so far generates so many proposable cladograms (Pattengale et 

al. 2010, 338), that choosing from them a cladogram to finally propose is (DeSalle 

and Rosenfeld 2013, 147) an NP-hard problem—one that mathematicians 

suspect cannot be precisely solved. Such a problem may be addressed with trial-

and-error heuristic methods (Money and Whelan 2012, 228). 

Operational decisions before choosing a phylogeny-generating protocol 

Along with these assumptions, there are operational decisions to be made before 

one can generate proposable evolutionary phylogenies or proposable cladograms. 

Briefly, one chooses the kind of hypothetical evolutionary entities to study, and 

whether or not to include fossils among them (Baum and Smith 2013, 41; Foote 

and Miller 2007, 111–112). One chooses or devises the method one will use for 

ascertaining evolutionary homologs from among the features of chosen 

evolutionary entities. One chooses whether to use model-based or parsimony-

based phylogenetic analysis (Rindal and Brower 2011, 331–332). One devises a 

cladogram-generating protocol, or chooses one from among those already 

devised. 

Then, to decide how to proceed with this chosen protocol, one chooses either 

the single-origin or multi-origin evolutionary hypothesis. 

Single-origin evolutionary hypothesis 

Suppose one has chosen the presently favored single-origin historical-narrative 

evolutionary hypothesis, and its associated hypothesis that world biodiversity 

arose via a single evolutionary phylogeny in the past. And suppose one has 

chosen to represent evolutionary relationships with cladograms. Then among the 

proposable cladograms generated by the chosen cladogram-generating protocol 

software, no more than one can be correct for the evolutionary entities under 

study. One chooses a method for selecting, for the chosen evolutionary entities, 

the one cladogram to propose. Finally, under the single-origin hypothesis, when 

chosen cladograms have been proposed for several different sets of evolutionary 

entities, one chooses a method for combining them into a single overarching 

proposed cladogram, a supertree (Bininda-Emonds 2004; Sanderson et al. 1998; 

Steel et al. 2000). 

Multi-origin evolutionary hypothesis 

On the other hand, suppose one has chosen the less-favored multi-origin 

historical-narrative evolutionary hypothesis and its associated hypothesis that 
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world biodiversity arose via several concurrently running evolutionary 

phylogenies. Then one need not select a single cladogram or supertree.  

Discussion 

As this survey indicates, and appendix A4 shows in additional detail, there are 

layers of assumptions, hypotheses, and operating methods behind various 

protocols for generating proposable evolutionary phylogenies or cladograms. 

Looking at them together highlights their profusion, and sometimes their disparity 

(Cotton 2016, 314, 317; Swofford et al. 1996). Each set of chosen assumptions 

and methods for a phylogeny-generating protocol has its champions and its 

detractors. The attendant controversies show the unfinished nature of the project. 

If this was the only hurdle, we could hope to eventually attain a consensus 

cladogram-generating protocol, or one that would produce a single proposed 

evolutionary phylogeny. But there is a deeper problem with proposing any 

evolutionary phylogeny. To verify, falsify, or test a particular proposed phylogeny 

directly would require going back in time. And, if investigators could re-enter 

prehistory, their re-entry might alter prehistory. 

This is not to say that a proposed evolutionary phylogeny or phylogenies 

could not accurately portray the history of world evolution. It or they might, but 

one has no way to know this has been attained. This indeterminacy argues against 

the present scientificity of any proposed evolutionary phylogeny under the first 

three of the above scientific demarcation criteria. But a proposed evolutionary 

phylogeny, although its correctness is indeterminate, may be scientific under the 

last two listed criteria for scientificity: empirical adequacy, or being part of a 

research program. 

On the other hand, some nomological-deductive evolutionary hypotheses may 

be testable. For example, the three previously discussed organismal models of 

sequential speciation are testable at the linneon arrival level, and so are scientific 

at this level. And if a workable method for identifying the arrival of a novel 

natural species is attained, then the three models also would be testable with 

respect to natural species. 

Suppose such a method for identifying the arrival of a novel natural species 

was attained. Then a particular nomological-deductive model for sequential 

speciation could be tested at the natural species level by observing present-day 

pedigreeable collections. If a sequential speciation event instancing a particular 

model was observed, this validation of the model would be a valuable present-day 

finding. To make it relevant to the past would require another assumption, a 

uniformitarian hypothesis (Hooykaas 1963, 152–153, 159) stated in 

evolutionary terms, such as 

… the processes which caused speciation have been active throughout 

evolutionary time and are still active today (Williams 1973, 520; italics 

in original), 
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or, more to the point here, the reverse uniformitarian hypothesis that if sequential 

speciation events are observed to occur in a certain way today, then some 

sequential speciation events occurred in the past in the same way. These 

uniformitarian hypotheses need independent justification (Harré 2000b, 217). 

There are at least two fundamental uncertainties in biosystematics: 

1. microtaxonomically, the inability to know how accurately any linneon 

definition circumscribes a targeted natural species; and 

2. macrotaxonomically, the inability to know if a proposed evolutionary 

phylogeny correctly represents what happened to engender our present-

day biodiversity. 

It seems these uncertainties are unresolvable within the framework in which they 

are stated. In this they parallel the undecidability of some parts of mathematics 

(Gödel [1931] 1967) and the paradoxes of formal logic (Irvine and Deutsch 

2016). Lamarck and Darwin may have sensed this. Each of these evolutionists 

suggested a supplemental evolutionary metatheory—each a theory of evolutionary 

causes outside the domain of their evolutionary hypotheses. For Lamarck the 

cause of evolution was a Sublime Author (Lamarck 1809, 36, 60). For Darwin the 

cause of evolution was the action of natural laws. 

It has been said that I speak of natural selection as an active power or 

Deity; but who objects to an author speaking of the attraction of gravity 

as ruling the movement of the planets? Every one knows what is meant 

and implied by such metaphorical expressions; and they are almost 

necessary for brevity. So, again, it is difficult to avoid personifying the 

word Nature; but I mean by Nature, only the aggregate action and 

product of many natural laws, and by laws the sequence of events as 

ascertained by us (1871, 85). 

Each of these evolutionary metatheories is scientific in the fourth sense, empirical 

adequacy. Alone or together, they attempt to give an explanation for the origin of 

our present-day biodiversity. 

One may be a sceptic about our ability to ascertain the source and route of 

biodiversity in the past, yet be optimistic about our ability to find evolution 

occurring today and in the future. Suppose investigators attain a workable method 

for identifying the arrival of a novel natural species, and suppose they use the 

method and discover a sequential speciation event occurring today. This concrete 

evidence would demonstrate a way that biodiversity arises today. And if 

investigators discovered a series of sequential speciation events occurring in the 

present, they would be observing an evolutionary phylogeny here and now and 

could assess how well evolutionary hypotheses and models depict present-day 

evolution. Efforts to observe sequential linneon arrival today, although not 

equivalent to observing sequential speciation, may give hints about how to look 

for the latter. 
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APPENDIX A1 • MORE ON LOGIC AND LINNEON 
DEFINING 

A linneon definition is made up of assertions, and one may rewrite assertions in 

operator signifier format. 

More on fit to a linneon definition 

A particular specimen or collection of specimens fits an assertion in a linneon 

definition when the assertion unambiguously describes (is true for) the specimen 

or collection. 

Determining fit as a Boolean algebra operation 

One may interpret the fit/nonfit relationship of a specimen to an assertion as a 

true/false Boolean function, 

s; A. 

In this couplet, ‘s’ represents a particular specimen or collection of specimens and 

‘A’ represents an assertion, as in the couplet 

specimen 23b; most twigs woody. 

One may give this function a value of TRUE or FALSE, depending on one’s 

judgment whether ‘most twigs woody’ describes or does not describe specimen 

23b. The above couplet will evaluate to TRUE if the specimen named 23b is a 

plant with most twigs woody, and it will evaluate to FALSE if it is not the case 

that most of the twigs of specimen 23b are woody. 

The ‘A’ part of the couplet need not be a single assertion. It may be, and for a 

linneon definition usually is, an assertion-combination as in this simple example, 

specimen 23b; most twigs woody AND NOT most twigs triangular cross 

section. 

This couplet will evaluate to TRUE if most twigs of specimen 23b are woody and 

not of triangular cross section. It will evaluate to FALSE if it is not the case that 

most twigs of specimen 23b are woody and not of triangular cross section. 

A substitution method 

One technique for deciding whether a specimen or collection of specimens fits a 

linneon definition is to restate the definition in operator-signifier format and then 

to substitute for each signifier in the restated definition the word TRUE or the 

word FALSE, based on one’s judgment of the presence or absence of this 

signified feature in the specimen. If there are no undecidable TRUE/FALSE 

values and if after the substitutions the whole definition evaluates to TRUE using 

formal logical analysis, then the specimen fits the definition as a whole. If the 

substituted definition evaluates to FALSE, the specimen or collection does not fit 

the definition. 

Suppose a linneon definition contains the assertion-combination 
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… AND most twigs woody AND NOT most twigs triangular cross section…. 

And suppose most twigs of a specimen named 18z are woody and of round cross 

section. Then for specimen 18z the substitution would be TRUE for ‘most twigs 

woody’ and FALSE for ‘most twigs triangular cross section’. After these 

substitutions the assertion-combination reads 

… AND TRUE AND NOT FALSE…. 

This evaluates, using formal logical analysis, to TRUE. Specimen 18z fits this 

part of the linneon definition. 

This may seem a roundabout way to reach a conclusion easily seen without 

formal logical analysis. But consider alternational linneon definitions with their 

OR logic operators. A specimen fits an alternational definition when it fits any one 

alternative assertion-combination in the definition. Imagine an alternational 

linneon definition stated in the previously explained symbolism: 

M AND [(N AND NOT P) OR (NOT N AND P)]. 

A specimen judged to be positive for the features signified by M and N, and 

negative for feature signified by P, fits this definition because substituting TRUE 

for each signified feature the entity is positive for and FALSE for each signified 

feature the entity is negative for yields 

TRUE AND [(TRUE AND NOT FALSE) OR (NOT TRUE AND FALSE)]. 

This evaluates to 

TRUE AND (TRUE OR FALSE), 

which reduces to TRUE using formal methods of logic. A specimen judged to be 

positive for feature M, negative for feature N, and positive for feature P also fits 

this definition. On the other hand, a specimen positive for all three signified 

features does not fit the definition. Substitutions yield 

TRUE AND [(TRUE AND NOT TRUE) OR (NOT TRUE AND TRUE)], 

which evaluates to 

TRUE AND (FALSE OR FALSE) 

and so to FALSE. 

Compacted alternational linneon definition 

Alternational linneon definitions in taxonomic works are usually stated in a space-

saving compacted form. For example, the imaginary definition 

G AND H AND NOT J AND K AND (R OR S) AND T 

is in compacted form. It is equivalent (Quine 1982, 68–73) to the expanded 

alternation 

(G AND H AND NOT J AND K AND R AND T) OR (G AND H AND NOT J AND 

K AND S AND T). 
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One sees from this equivalence that a compacted linneon definition asserts two 

full alternative assertion-combinations describing two variant kinds in the defined 

linneon. For examples of compacted alternatives in linneon definitions in our 

taxonomic system see the definition for Ptilichthys goodei and the definitions for 

two Vaccinium linneons. 

Sometimes the biological significance of a compacted linneon definition is 

more easily seen by writing it in its expanded form. For example, the imaginary 

linneon definition discussed earlier in this chapter, 

M AND [(N AND NOT P) OR (NOT N AND P)], 

may be restated as 

(M AND N AND NOT P) OR (M AND NOT N AND P). 

In this expanded form one sees, without special logical analysis, that the 

definition describes two variant kinds, and one sees the feature-combination 

present in the respective members of each variant kind. 
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APPENDIX A2 • MORE ON SINGULAR OR COLLECTIVE 
SENSE 

Singular versus collective statistical assertion 

A descriptive biological statistic summarizes a set of data about a specimen or 

specimens. It may be a numerical range bracketing the data or it may be a mean, 

median, mode, or other statistic calculated from the data. Such a biological 

statistic may be singular or collective. When one measures the length of the beak 

of one bird repeatedly to increase precision and then calculates the mean of these 

measurements, the result is a singular statistic. It pertains solely to this bird. On 

the other hand, when one measures beak lengths of several birds, the mean 

calculated from these measurements is a collective biological statistic pertaining 

to the collection of birds, not to any one of them taken alone. 

By a statistical signifier I mean a signifier denoting a statistic. A statistical 

signifier, or an assertion based on it, may, like the statistic it signifies, be singular 

or collective. Statistical signifiers have relevance for biological taxonomy because 

sometimes one is used in an assertion describing a linneon; see Lack (1983, 68–

69) for an example of this. 

The singular-collective sense of a statistical assertion may be ambiguous. The 

assertion  

… AND mean beak length is 1.2 centimeters 

can be, and usually is, collective: asserting a mean summarizing several 

measurements of the same feature in several birds. But as this assertion is written 

it is unclear whether the statistical mean it pertains to is singular or collective. 

When a statistical assertion is part of a linneon definition, its singular-collective 

sense can be made unambiguous with a modifying term; for example, using the 

term ‘collective’ to modify the signifier ‘mean beak length’ in the assertion 

… AND collective mean beak length is 1.2 centimeters. 

With this modifier one sees that fit of an individual bird to this assertion is 

undecidable; only collections of birds can fit or not fit it. 

Compound linneon definitions again 

If this collective assertion was part of a linneon definition and there were singular 

assertions in the definition as well, then the definition as a whole would be a 

compound linneon definition. One can assign an individual bird to this compound 

defined linneon only if one can determine that the bird (1) fits the relevant 

singular assertions in the definition, and (2) is in a collection of birds with a 

collective mean beak length of 1.2 centimeters. 

This double labor can be avoided by summarizing and asserting collective 

data as a range (Solbrig 1970, 188) rather than as a calculated statistic. For 
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example, here are two assertions (slightly restated) excerpted from published 

definitions for two Galapagos Island finch linneons (Ridgway 1897, 525, 526): 

Geospiza fratercula, Ridgway definition: …depth of bill at base, 0.43–

0.49…; 

and 

Geospiza fuliginosa, Gould definition: …depth of bill at base, 0.31–0.38…. 

Fit to these, in a sense, collective assertions is decidable for each specimen 

considered singly, provided one knows what unit of measurement the author was 

using when observing the source exemplars. 

There is another advantage to asserting ranges instead of calculated means in 

linneon definitions. Suppose two mutually closely drawn linneon definitions 

differ only for asserted measurements of the same feature. If these measurements 

are asserted as ranges and if the two ranges overlap, then there must have been 

one or more dual-fitting exemplars having a measurement within the overlap and 

fitting both definitions; so, noting the overlap, one knows, without studying the 

linneon assignees, that the definitions must be mutually nonexclusive and not 

well-formed. 

Consensus DNA sequence 

For several aligned DNA sequences, a consensus sequence is a sequence made up 

of the predominant nucleobase—adenine, guanine, cytosine, or thymine in 

DNA—at each position in the alignment (Lewin 2006, 205, 206). Imagine 

extracting, amplifying, and sequencing DNA from ten specimens, and obtaining 

for the same DNA location, call it ‘locus q’, the following respective sequencer 

readouts: ACGTA, ACGTA, ACGTA, ACGTG, ACGTG, ACGTT, ACGTT, 

ACGTT, ACATG, ACATG. Among these aligned ten sequences, the nucleobase 

found most often at the first position would be adenine (A is the mode, so to 

speak, at the first position), at the second position cytosine, and so forth. Table 

A2.1 shows that determining the predominant nucleobase at each position for the 

ten readouts would yield the collective consensus sequence ACGTG. 
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A C G T A 

A C G T A 

A C G T A 

A C G T G 

A C G T G 

A C G T T 

A C G T T 

A C G T T 

A C A T G 

A C A T G 

A C G T G 

Table A2.1 Consensus sequence (bold letters) for imaginary locus q, 

tallied from aligned sequences of DNA extracted from ten imaginary 

specimens. 

Table A2.1 also shows that all observed variation occurs in positions 3 and 5 at 

locus q. 

Another sort of compound linneon definition 

Suppose the ten specimens imagined above were the exemplars for one linneon 

definition and suppose one asserts the presence of their locus q consensus 

sequence ACGTG as part of this definition, say the assertion 

DNA sequence at locus q is ACGTG…. 

By rewriting the assertion as 

consensus DNA sequence at locus q is ACGTG…, 

the user is alerted that the linneon definition contains a collective assertion; fit to 

this assertion is undecidable for an organism taken singly. Suppose there are other 

assertions in this linneon definition that are unambiguously singular. Then this 

definition would be compound, and before assigning any specimen to the 

imagined linneon one would have to determine not only that the specimen under 

study fits the singular assertions in the definition, but also that it is in a collection 

having the consensus sequence ACGTG at locus q. 

DNA barcode linneon definition 

How is this relevant to the practice of microtaxonomy? Suppose one uses the 

assertion of the presence of consensus sequence ACGTG at locus q as a simple 

DNA barcode linneon definition (Meier 2008, 105). This is a collective assertion. 

Fit of a single specimen to this one-assertion definition would be undecidable; 

only collections could be assigned/not assigned to this solely barcode-defined 

linneon. Any collection of specimens with a consensus sequence ACGTG at locus 

q would fit the definition. And a collection of specimens that fits the definition 

may contain a smaller subcollection that does not, and vice versa. For example, 
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even though the collection of ten exemplars imagined above yields the consensus 

sequence ACGTG and fits this barcode linneon definition, the subcollection of the 

first five of its exemplars does not. Table A2.2 shows that their consensus 

sequence at q is ACGTA. 

A C G T A 

A C G T A 

A C G T A 

A C G T G 

A C G T G 

A C G T A 

Table A2.2 Consensus sequence (bold letters) for imaginary locus q, 

tallied from aligned sequences of DNA extracted from the first five 

of the ten imaginary specimens. 

One cannot escape this conundrum by enlarging the asserted DNA consensus 

sequence to a longer series of nucleobases, even to a consensus of an alignment of 

the full genetic complements of the exemplars. 

Another sort of DNA barcode linneon definition 

There is a way to compose a linneon definition asserting only DNA sequence data 

that is usable for identifying specimens singly. For the above example based on 

ten imagined exemplars, this would be to assert four individual specimen 

sequences (the others are duplicates) as singular alternative assertions in one 

alternational linneon definition containing no consensus sequence assertion: 

single-specimen DNA sequence at locus q is (ACGTA OR ACGTG OR 

ACGTT OR ACATG). 

Each of the ten imagined exemplars fits one of the alternative assertions in this 

imagined linneon definition, and thus fits the full definition. One can determine fit 

of an unidentified specimen to the definition by sequencing the specimen’s DNA 

at locus q and comparing this sequence to the alternative singular assertions. 

Suppose several specimens with another sequence, say ACGCT, at locus q are 

genealogically assigned to this imaginary linneon. These new assignees would not 

fit this alternational linneon definition and would represent a new variant kind in 

this linneon. One could accommodate this variant kind by adding to the definition 

another alternative assertion, 

… OR ACGCT. 

Such a definition asserting sequence alternatives would begin to describe the 

nucleobase variome of this linneon (Armour 2009; Cotton et al. 2008). 
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APPENDIX A3 • AGAINST INFERRING HYBRIDITY 

It is sometimes inferred, based on nongenealogical information alone, that an 

observed biparental reproducer is an officially heterospecific hybrid, or that an 

observed collection of biparental reproducers is made up of officially 

heterospecific hybrids. Here I discuss some of the nongenealogical findings 

(Gottlieb 1972, 435–436; Rosen 1979, 277) on which such inference is based, and 

I explain why I do not accept these findings as sufficient evidence for officially 

heterospecific hybridity when the question of hybridity is important. I suggest 

categorizing an organism as a hybrid only if one has directly observed the 

generative events linking it to its parents. 

Features used to infer officially heterospecific hybridity 

Some of the morphological features that have been used to infer officially 

heterospecific hybridity of a specimen or specimens when their genealogy is 

unknown are expressed singly in each specimen, some are expressed collectively 

in groups of specimens. Consider the former first. 

Findings in a single specimen 

One single-specimen nongenealogical criterion for claiming officially 

heterospecific hybridity is intermediacy of features. When two parents assigned 

respectively to linneons Ab and Cd are observed to successfully cross, a resulting 

offspring may have biological features judged to be intermediate to features found 

in specimens respectively assigned to linneons Ab and Cd (Olby 1985, 11–12; 

Rieseberg and Ellstrand 1993, 213). For example, if the usual chromosome count 

of specimens in linneon Ab is 2n1 and the usual chromosome count for specimens 

in linneon Cd is 2n2, then an observed Ab × Cd offspring of a pair of parents 

known to be respectively assigned to linneons Ab and Cd often has an 

intermediate chromosome count of n1+ n2. For a reported example of this 

phenomenon, see Yamazaki et al. (1987, 35). By generalizing from observations 

of this sort, it might be argued that if a biparental reproducer of unknown 

parentage has features intermediate to those asserted in the definitions for two 

linneons Ab and Cd, and especially if this specimen is found living in a spot 

between two areas in which organisms assigned respectively to the linneons Ab 

and Cd dwell, then one may infer that the parents of the observed specimen, had 

they been observed, would have been assignees respectively to linneon Ab and to 

linneon Cd. In other words, the argument is sometimes made that this specimen is 

an Ab × Cd, or reciprocal Cd × Ab, officially heterospecific hybrid offspring. 

Another single-specimen basis sometimes used for supporting a claim, in the 

absence of genealogical information, that a specimen is an officially 

heterospecific Ab × Cd hybrid is the presence in the specimen of two substances 

that are separately present in specimens respectively in linneons Ab and Cd 

(Briggs and Walters 1997, 297); or the presence in the specimen of two genomic 
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sequences separately present in specimens respectively in linneons Ab and Cd 

(Shuaixi et al. 2020, 7–8). 

Collective findings 

Certain collective features of the specimens in a collection are sometimes deemed 

evidence that the collection is made up of officially heterospecific hybrids. For 

example, a decreased proportion of vigorous or fertile organisms in a collection, 

or an increased proportion of those with chromosome abnormalities, is sometimes 

considered evidence of the official heterospecific hybridity of the collection. This 

is based on the observation that a collection of specimens, known genealogically 

to have been offsprings of parents assigned to separate linneons, often contains 

proportionately fewer vigorous or fertile organisms, or contains more 

chromosomally abnormal organisms, than does a collection of offsprings of 

parents all known to be assigned to one of these two linneons (Clausen et al. 

1939, 103). 

For an example of indirect inference of officially heterospecific hybridity in 

botanical research see Alston and Turner (1963). For an ornithological discussion 

of these criteria see McCarthy (2006, 8–9). 

Arguments against inferring hybridity 

There are reasons for not accepting a report of officially heterospecific hybridity 

in the absence of confirming genealogical observations. 

First, many of the nongenealogical features used to infer officially 

heterospecific hybridity are features that are not limited to offsprings of parents 

known to be assignees to separate linneons (Baker 1947). For example, it is a 

commonplace that any pair of directly observed biparentally reproducing parents, 

whether the parents be assigned to separate linneons or are in the same linneon, 

often engender offsprings having features judged to be intermediate to those of 

their parents. And decreased collective vitality is not unique to known officially 

heterospecific hybrid offsprings. It may be present as inbreeding depression in 

collections of offsprings of parents assigned to one and the same linneon. Nor is 

decreased fertility, even sterility, unique to offsprings known to have parents 

assigned to different linneons (Huskins 1929, 399; Müntzing 1929, 297; Ohta 

1992; Shull 1923, 225–227). 

There is a second more general reason against inferring any sort of hybridity 

(either officially heterospecific or officially intraspecific) of a specimen in the 

absence of genealogical observations. The reason is this. Inferring hybridity from 

nongenealogical features is another example of the fallacy of affirming the 

consequent. It is the case that organisms known to be hybrid offsprings by directly 

observed generative events often have nongenealogical features such as those just 

described. But this does not justify a reverse argument that specimens with these 
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features are assuredly hybrids, when the question is important. They may or may 

not be. 

Confirming related indirect inferences 

Some related indirect biological inferences also fall under this fallacy, as follows. 

Confirming inferred hybridizability of two linneons 

Under this suggested conservatism, an inference from indirect evidence that two 

linneons are mutually hybridizable would not be confirmed until direct 

observation shows that one, ideally more than one, pair of specimens respectively 

assigned to the separate linneons do successfully cross, preferably without human 

inducement. 

Confirming an inference that an area is a hybrid zone 

Finding, in a particular geographic area, certain specimens having features judged 

to be intermediate to those of neighboring specimens found on either side of the 

area is reason to suspect the area is a hybrid zone. But I suggest that when the 

designation is important, it is best to confirm that an area is a hybrid zone by 

observing genetically distinct parents living in the separate neighboring areas 

giving rise to organisms of the relevant kind in the putative hybrid zone. 

Confirming an inferred occurrence of introgression 

Correspondingly, an occurrence of introgression is confirmed by directly 

observing relevant generative events, including backcrosses. Nongenealogical 

features, including geographic location of observed specimens, do not assure that 

introgression has occurred (Briggs and Walters 1997, 299–302). 

Assessing certain ecological and conservation conclusions 

Sometimes ecological or conservation conclusions are based on indirectly inferred 

officially heterospecific hybridity, or on an inference that officially heterospecific 

introgression has occurred. For example, see Echelle and Connor (1989), Levin et 

al. (1996), Muhlfeld et al. (2009, 329), and Rhymer and Simberloff (1996, 83–

85). Such conclusions are important, and are better supported when based on 

directly observed genealogy. For an attempt to attain the latter see Rosenfield et 

al. (2004, 1591). 
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APPENDIX A4 • MORE ON CLADOGRAM-GENERATING 
PROTOCOLS 

It is now usual to represent hypothetical historical relationships among 

evolutionary entities with cladograms (Baum and Smith 2013, 35–75; but see 

Lipscomb 1998, 19–20, and Velasco 2012). Not having used any cladistic method 

to generate a cladogram, I have relied on published sources to learn about 

cladistic theory and practice. Despite the difficulties in understanding the theory 

and practice of cladistic analysis, involving as they do a special vocabulary, 

varying opinions, and statistical procedures with their assumptions, it has been 

easy to see that there are many postulates, assumptions, and operational decisions 

to be made before choosing or devising a protocol to generate proposable 

cladograms. These have been discussed in chapter 17. In this appendix I give 

more details about them. 

Evolutionary entity 

For devising or choosing a cladogram-generating protocol, decide if one will 

define evolutionary entities as organisms, populations, linneons, phenetically 

defined operational taxonomic units (OTUs; Sneath and Sokol 1973, 30), or 

molecular operational taxonomic units (MOTUs; Blaxter 2004, 670). After 

defining evolutionary entities, choose the particular ones to be used; for example, 

the set of all linneons within one taxonomic genus, family, or broader taxon. 

Evolutionary homolog 

Choose criteria for ascertaining which biological features of the chosen 

evolutionary entities are to be considered evolutionary homologs and which are 

not. Select, from these homologs, those to be used for making inferences in this 

particular cladogram-generating protocol. When inferring phylogenetic 

relationships from chosen homologs, decide whether one will hypothesize that 

evolutionary rates are the same among these homologs, or different (Felsenstein 

2004, 389). 

Phylogenetic event 

For the planned cladogram-generating protocol, choose the sort of phylogenetic 

events supposed to yield over time these evolutionary entities and their 

phylogenetic links. In other words, choose a nomological-deductive evolutionary 

hypothesis for the protocol. For example, if one chooses natural species as 

evolutionary entities, then for cladistic analysis this hypothesis would be Hennig’s 

cladogenetic model of sequential speciation. Or if one chooses DNA loci as 

evolutionary entities for the planned protocol (Lipscomb et al. 2003), then one 

would choose DNA nucleobase transition, transversion, insertion, deletion, and 

duplication as phylogenetic events for the planned phylogeny-generating protocol. 
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Polarity 

Decide how one will infer phylogenetic polarity, the time direction of generated 

cladograms, by deciding which homologs are to be considered ancestral 

(plesiomorphic) and which derived (apomorphic) (Baum and Smith 2013, 84–85, 

179). Do this using either outgroup comparison (Nixon and Carpenter 1993), 

paleontological evidence (Hennig 1966, 140), the observed arrival order of 

features during the ontogenesis of organisms, or the arrival order hypothesized in 

a previously proposed evolutionary phylogeny. 

Cladogram-generating protocol 

After making these decisions, choose or devise a cladogram-generating protocol 

incorporating them. Choose, from available softwares, one to implement the 

chosen protocol, choose the settings for the parameters in the software, enter the 

homolog data for the chosen evolutionary entities, and run the software to 

generate proposable cladograms for the entities. If the number of evolutionary 

entities being studied is more than a few and one has chosen the single-origin 

hypothesis, choose a heuristic method based on neighbor-joining, parsimony, 

maximum likelihood, or Bayesian inference for selecting the cladogram to 

propose (Baum and Smith 2013, 181–217; Bleidorn 2017, 158–165). 
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